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AWARENESS AND PRACTICE OF CONCEPTS OF
MOTIVATION IN A SMALL ENTERPRISE
Samuel M.K. Anyomi, Allen University
ABSTRACT
This study tested awareness of entrepreneurial concepts of motivation among a random
sample of 116 chief executive officers (CEOs) doing business on college and university
campuses and those operating from off-campus environments in the United States of America.
The findings and results indicated some amount of diffusion of the concepts of motivation.
However, the actual use of the concepts of motivation in practice was not being suffi- ciently
carried out in the entrepreneurial settings. Implications of these findings for CEOs regarding
strategy, motivational techniques, and some major demotivators are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
For several years, researchers have employed motive theory to conceptualize the Chief
Executive Officer's (CEO's) job [10,11]. Researchers have many conflicting ideas and
forecasts which have depicted 1980s as the era of crisis or talent shortage in the area of
executive duties. As disturbing as these forecasts were, some researchers and theorists have
suggested ways of avoiding or at least minimizing the negative impact of the talent shortage
[11,14].
One of the suggestions made was to provide better training to new CEOs in motivation skills.
Also, other entrepreneurial skills could be developed through motivation programs [3,4]. The
new CEOs could benefit from the training and become self-motivated small business owners
and/or successful entrepreneurs [4,12,14]. These newly trained young CEOs were expected to
help alleviate the problem if they could learn to manage small enterprises through selfmotivation, awareness and effective training [1,2]. Awareness of concepts have been used
extensively in business forecasting but very little has been done in the areas of small business
and entrepreneurship.
In response to this gap in the literature, this paper investigates the issues of CEO talent
shortages by employing the concepts of motivation theory embedded in the Miner Sentence
Completion Scale (MSCS). The Scale [7,9] has been one of the better ways to identify
managerial talents in business students who have little or no work experience. According to
Miner, managerial motivation talent can be developed when discovered through the MSCS at
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an carly stage.
RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY
The main purpose of conducting this study is to test hypotheses concerning the degree of
CEO's awareness with the managerial
concepts of motivation and differences in awareness by demographic characteristics such as
age, education, etc. The study involved a survey of practicing CEOs to determine the degree
of awareness re- sponses. The information obtained should contribute to improved awareness
and use of the concepts by small business owners and entrepreneurs as well as CEOs. The
information could abridge the gap in the issues of CEO talent shortage. Also, the results of the
study could be used by other disciplines, if necessary, to minimize the gap between their
discipline and other closely related disciplines. This strategy can disseminate research
information much more quickly.
HYPOTHESES
Some researchers including Livingston found that most highly educated men fail in their
entrepreneurial duties because of lack of managerial education. How to perform their duties
are not being taught sufficiently well in the traditional classroom setting; most managers of
enterprises learn on the job only [8]. Other recent studies [2,4,5,6] pointed out similar
shortcomings in different ways by suggesting training programs to train the small business
managers and entrepreneurs before they enter the job market. Other researchers [13,6] are
stressing new concepts to develop educational programs and on-the-job training which can be
blended to produce effective awareness and results. The operational definition of awareness in
this research is familiarity.
Hypothesis 1: High levels of awareness of concepts of motivation among CEOs will be
positively related to their use of these concepts in practice.
The baby-boom demographics [3] and increasing lifespan had been the subject of discussion.
Americans are becoming an aging society according to Dychtwald. His study also found that
older people are re-entering educational institutions that they have suffered from as a result of
the 'baby-bust'. The older people are keeping themselves active and busy.
Hypothesis 2: High levels of awareness of concepts of motivation among older CEOs will be
positively related to their use of these concepts in older work environment than with the
younger CEOs.
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Hypothesis 3: High levels of awareness of concepts of motivation among off-campus CEOs will
be positively related to their use of these concepts in practice.
Hypothesis 4: High levels of awareness of motivation concepts among on-campus CEOs will
be positively related to their use of these concepts in business practice.
METHODOLOGY
During the summer of 1991 a questionnaire was administered to 289 CEOS operating small
businesses on college and university campuses
and those doing similar businesses off-campus in the United States. Their enterprises range
from managing retailing to managing grocery stores. After several efforts and follow-up
telephone calls, 116 CEOs responded to the questionnaire. There were 73 on-campus and 43
off-campus CEOs. The 40.1 % response rate was a reasonable representation from the fast
growing business sectors targeted for this study. All the completed questionnaires were good
and acceptable for use in the study. The CEOs were between the ages 24 and 66. The mean
age for on-campus CEOs was 42.3 years. The mean age for the off-campus CEOs was 35.2
years.
Questionnaire
The questionnaire was the sub-component of the MSCS administered through the five-point
scale. The CEOs otherwise known as the respondents were asked to rate the concepts from 0
(unaware) to 5 (very aware). The reason was to determine if the CEOs use the concepts in
practice or are aware of the concepts.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Pearson Correlation Coefficients was obtained on the 116 observations. Some of the
variables were highly correlated. Percentages were calculated to ascertain demographic
information on the off-campus and on-campus CEOs. The percent indicated some differences
between the two business sectors targeted for the study.
Finally, because the data were categorical, the Chi-Square (X2) test was used to determine
the "goodness-of-fit" statistics in the number of responses.
RESULTS
The results of this study would be of interest to researchers and practitioners. The results are
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interesting and indicate some amount of pragmatism.
Table 1 shows the Pearson Correltion coefficients obtained on the 116 observations.
Table 1 Means, Standard Deviations, and Pearson Correlation Coefficients for all Variables a
_______________________________________________________________________________
Variables Standard Means Deviation 1 2 3 4 5
______________________________________________________________________________ 1
Gender 1.39 0.49 2 Age 39.56 10.07 -.34*** 3 Race 2.10 1.00 .22* -.21* 4 Education 2.03
0.07 .16 -.64*** .11 5 Authoritative figure(s) 1.87 1.90 -.03 -.28** -.20* .18 6 Competitive
activities 1.91 1.75 -.02 -.30** .29** .14 .57** 7 Assertive role(s) 1.92 1.76 -.07 .22* .22* .17 .53*** 8 Imposing wishes 2.32 1.95 .13 -.34*** .29** .09 .46*** 9 Standing out
from the group 2.60 2.12 .12 -.41*** .26** .24* .54*** 10 Routine admini- strative function(s )
2.74 2.17 .06 -.31*** .22 .12 .56*** 11 Other (please explain) 0.01 0.09 .12 -.15 .21* .00 .01
______________________________________________________________________________ a
N=117 * p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001 Table 1 Continued
_________________________________________________________________ Variables 6 7 8 9 10
_________________________________________________________________ 1 Gender 2 Age 3
Race 4 Education 5 Authoritative figure(s) 6 Competitive activities 7 Assertive role(s) .63*** 8
Imposing wishes .56*** .60*** 9 Standing out from the group .58*** .56*** .74*** 10 Routine
administrative functions .64*** .62*** .65*** .73*** 11 Other (please explain) .17 .11 .13 .11 .01
a N=117 * p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001
Table 2 portrays the demographic information on the off-campus CEOS.
Table 2 Summary Statistics of Demographic Information on the CEOs
_________________________________________________________________ ON-CAMPUS
Number Number Aware Percent Unaware Percent
_________________________________________________________________
A. Authoritative figure(s) 48 41.4 25 21.6 B. Competitive activities 48 41.4 25 21.6 C. Assertive
role(s) 47 40.5 26 22.4 D. Imposing wishes 47 40.5 26 22.4 E. Standing out from the group 48
41.4 25 21.6 F. Routine admini- strative-funct- ion(s) 48 41.5 25 21.6
_________________________________________________________________ Note: Percentages
were calculated based on total number of respondents and may not add up to 100% due to
rounding of the numbers.
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Table 2 Continued
_________________________________________________________________ OFF-CAMPUS
_________________________________________________________________ Number Number
Aware Percent Unaware Percent
_________________________________________________________________A. Authoritative
figure(s) 32 27.6 11 9.5 B. Competitive activities 30 25.9 13 11.21 C. Assertive role(s) 33 28.4
10 8.6 D. Imposing wishes 33 28.4 10 8.6 E. Standing out from the group 31 26.7 12 10.4 F.
Routine admini- strative funct- ion(s) 32 27.6 11 9.5
_________________________________________________________________ Note: Percentages
were calculated based on total number of respondents and may not add up to 100% due to
rounding of the numbers.
Table 3 presents a summary statistics of the Chi-Square test.
TABLE 3 Chi-Square Statistics for Ratings of Concepts from 1 (aware) to 5 (very aware) by
CEOs
Number of Number of Concepts/ On-campus Off-campus Variables CEOs Rating CEOs Rating
X1 Probability ________________________________________________________________ A.
Authoritative figure(s) 48 32 8.083 .089 B. Competitive activities 48 30 0.773 .942 C. Assertive
role(s) 47 33 8.621 .071 D. Imposing wishes 47 33 5.896 .207 E. Standing out from the group
48 31 5.644 .227 F. Routine admini- strative funct- ion(s) 48 32 7.778 .100 G. Other (please
explain)a 70 43 1.642 .200
_________________________________________________________________ a Three on-campus
CEOs mentioned employee relationships but did not rate the concept(s).
Note: 0 [unaware] ratings were counted as missing figures.
Table 4 shows a summary of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for the on-campus CEOs.
_________________________________________________________________ Variablesb Sum of
Mean Squares DF Square F-Value Probability
_________________________________________________________________
Dependent: A 8.64 3 2.88 0.99 .40 Independent: Edu. 8.64 3 0.99 .40 Dependent: B. 1.67 3
0.55 0.28 .83 Independent: Edu. 1.67 3 0.28 .83 Dependent: C 13.92 3 4.64 2.36 .07
Independent: Edu. 13.92 3 2.36 .07 Dependent: D. 1.22 2 0.61 0.31 .73 Independent: Edu.
1.22 2 0.31 .73 Dependent: E. 4.21 3 1.40 0.74 .53 Independent: Edu. 4.21 3 0.74 .53
Dependent: F. 0.46 2 0.23 0.12 .88 Independent: Edu. 0.46 2 0.12 .88
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_________________________________________________________________ b =see page 12 for
Variable/Concepts. * p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001
Table 5 presents the summary of the ANOVA for the off-campus
CEOs.
_________________________________________________________________ Sum of Mean
VariablesC DF Squares Square F P
_________________________________________________________________ Dependent: A 3
20.22 6.74 1.92 .13 Independent: Edu. 3 20.22 1.92 .13 Dependent: B. 3 17.93 5.97 2.00 .11
Independent: Edu. 3 17.93 2.00 .11 Dependent: C 3 14.30 4.76 1.56 .20 Independent: Edu. 3
14.30 1.56 .20 Dependent: D. 3 20.77 6.92 1.86 .14 Indpendent: Edu. 3 20.77 1.86 .14
Dependent: E. 3 36.53 12.17 2.85 .04* Independent: Edu. 3 36.53 2.85 .04* Dependent: F. 3
34.31 11.43 2.53 .06 Independent: Edu. 3 34.31 2.53 .06
_________________________________________________________________ c=see page 12 for
Variables/Concepts. * p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001
DISCUSSION
It is often suggested that to explain a research phenomenon is to make the "unawareness" to
become "awareness." This research study, though based on a small sample size, has
important results. Con- trary to the expectation, the findings indicated that a great number of
the CEOs had no prior knowledge of the six concepts they were asked to rate. Those
respondents who rated the concept aware to unaware said that they have not been using the
concepts in business practice. The practical application of the concepts was low. Most of the
CEOs were grateful and promised to begin using the concepts in practice.
The study was not supposed to discover entrepreneurial talents. The respondents were
already managers doing their duties. However, the questionnaire based on the five-point scale
made some of the respondents remember what they had learned in college, university, etc.
Those respondents who had no prior knowledge expressed happiness that they have been
exposed to something new which would help them in the future. According to the CEOs, the
importance of using the concepts of motivation could not be ruled out and its awareness would
increase in the future.
There was evidence of diffusion of the concepts because the responses from the CEOs
covered the on-campus and off-campus almost about even. Though there was a significant
difference.
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IMPLICATION FOR SMALL ENTERPRISES
Many issues have been identified that may require additional investigation. Whereas many
colleges and universities are welcoming firms to their campuses to do business and to offer
work experiences to business majors, additional classroom teaching of the practical application
could enhance its effectiveness. Again, because the results are based on limited sample,
additional study must be conducted using large sample size and to expand the analy- sis on
the demographic characteristics to include gender, ethnic groups, etc.
CONCLUSION
It will be of interest to researchers and practitioners to note that though there had been
reported managerial talent shortage in the 1980s, the shortage had been in the hightechnology areas only. There were no signs that there would be serious crisis in the future. It
might be assumed that experience and background played some role in the responses of the
CEOs. The results and findings of this research/study must be carefully interpreted because of
the limited sample. It is important that the CEOs put into practice what they have leamed about
the concepts of motivation. Though some colleges and universities have developed programs
to help their business majors, not every institution can afford such
expensive programs. Therefore, financial assistance from successful business owners and
entrepreneurs would be a welcome news for some of the universities and colleges to enhance
training effectiveness of the future CEOs to be aware of the concepts and use them in practice.
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FOURTEEN POINTS FOR QUALITY AND LEADERSHIP IN
MANAGING SUCCESSFUL FIRMS
Robert Masters, Fort Hays State University
ABSTRACT
Private and public documents report spectacular growth in entrepreneurial enterprises and
small business ventures in recent years. Other sources underscore the pitfalls of entering
private enterprise, and still others report an alarming failure rate. Research on cause for failure
typically focuses on poor management and poor quality of product or service. However, there
is little in the literature on prevention strategies for the entrepreneur and small business
manager. This paper introduces the management philosophy of Dr. W. Edwards Deming who
has been credited with revitalizing Japan after World War II and to show how Dr. Deming's 14
points of quality and leadership can be adapted by the entrepreneur and small business
manager as a failure prevention strategy.
FOURTEEN POINTS FOR QUALITY AND LEADERSHIP IN MANAGING SUCCESSFUL
FIRMS
A review of the literature on entrepreneurship and small business management reflects an
almost ominous warning to anyone interested in small business start-up and survival.
Academic texts warn of the pitfalls of going into business. For example, Siropolis [14]
discussed the weaknesses of small business, while Scarborough and Zimmerer [12] explained
the potential drawbacks of small business and entrepreneurship.
In addition, annual reports are published indicating the numbers of small business failures. As
far back as 1977, Dun and Bradstreet reported that about 50 percent of new businesses fail
within the first five years of operation. To date, they offer similar annual reports on failure rate
of new ventures.
In an attempt to explain the frequency of pitfalls and failures, Peterson, Kozmetsky, and
Ridgway [11] cited the major cause as lack of management skills. This cause has been
identified by several other sources [1; 12; 14] . O'Neill and Duker [10] found a key to small
business success in the level of quality of product and service. Small businesses providing
poor quality were doomed to failure.
A closer review of the literature in small business management and entrepreneurship reveals
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limited research relative to failure prevention strategies. Clouse [2) said that few researchers
have empirically investigated the small business/entrepreneurial decision process despite the
importance of this decision-making activity. There have been studies conducted to assess the
desirable characteristics of an entrepreneur, and the design of the ideal small business
organization [9]. However, the quality issue, in terms of success or failure, has not received
much attention when compared to research in the corporate world. The issue of quality will be
addressed in this paper. Resources consulted for this article included Deming [3; 4],
Scherkenbach [13], Mann [7], Walton [15], Gitlow and Gitlow [6], and Neave [8].
Purpose
This paper has two purposes. First, it will discuss the management philosophy introduced by
Dr. W. Edwards Deming to the Japanese in the 1950s. Second, the paper will apply this new
management philosophy to small business management. It is hoped that those who wish to
enter small business will adopt this philosophy in order to avoid the pitfalls of small business. If
small business is to survive, it is important that entrepreneurs understand the impact of quality
and leadership in the process of prevention.
Dr. W. Edwards Deming
Born on October 14, 1900 in Iowa, Dr. Deming grew up in Wyoming. He earned a Bachelor's
degree from the University of Wyoming, a Master's degree from the University of Colorado,
and a Doctor's degree from Yale. For years he worked for the Federal government as a
statistician. In the 1950s he was invited to Japan to help the Japanese rebuild their war-torn
country. This he accomplished by utilizing his 14 points of management, a philosophy of
quality. Although primarily aimed at assisting industry and government, the 14 points are,
according to Deming [ 3; 4 ] , apropos elsewhere. The astute small business manager and
entrepreneur can also utilize them in the new or growing small business enterprise.
Profound Knowledge
According to Dr. Deming [4], before any organization can properly implement the 14 points, it
must acquire Profound Knowledge. Profound Knowledge consists of four components.
1. Knowledge of Systems 2. Knowledge of Variation 3. Knowledge of Theory of Knowledge 4.
Knowledge of Psychology
The organization and its members must understand systems theory and operate the
organization as a system. It is important to know that everyone within the system has a
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supplier and a customer. It is also important to know that all components within the system
work together for a common goal or purpose, and that is to optimize the system and all its
related parts.
All members of the organization must understand basic statistics, particularly the theory of
variation. Entrepreneurs and small business managers must understand that there will always
be variation in all systems. This variation can come from faults of the system or common
causes and unique circumstances known as special causes. This understanding also includes
a knowledge about loss functions in relation to optimization of a system, particularly losses that
are unknowable, for example, the multiplying effect of an unhappy customer. Dr. Deming [13]
has said that a business that only accounts for knowable losses is a business doomed to fail.
Small business managers must understand the theory of knowledge as described by Dr.
Deming. Simply stated, any plan of action by management requires prediction. Prediction
requires a thorough understanding of basic statistics. The best prediction comes when the
activity to be predicted is in statistical control.
Entrepreneurs and small business managers need to know psychology in order to better
understand people. People differ; variation exists among individuals. People learn in different
ways and at different learning rates. Business leaders must understand and become aware of
these differences and variations in order to optimize the system in which all participate. In
particular, entrepreneurs must understand the concepts of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation as
they perform the leadership function within the organizational system.
One should detect by now that the four parts of Profound Knowledge cannot be separated.
Each interacts with the others, Thus knowledge of psychology is not complete without
knowledge of systems and variation. The knowledge acquired in systems, variation, and
psychology is utilized by management in making sound predictions.
Fourteen Points
Once the entrepreneur/small business manager acquires Profound Knowledge, the 14 points
can become the new theory of quality-based management.
1. Establish Constancy of Purpose. Unfortunately, people enter into a venture and really do not
know the whys. They do not know why they want to start a new business, why they have
chosen a given product or service to sell, or why they selected this niche over that niche.
Deming emphasizes that every organization, private or public, must have a purpose. In most
cases, the purpose is survival--to become competitive and to stay in business for the long haul.
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2. Adopt the New Philosophy. The management philosophy of the past will not be appropriate
in the new economic age. A complete transformation of management philosophy must take
place if American business is to compete nationally and internationally. This is not only true for
large corporations but also for small business. In effect, adopting the new philosophy should
actually be easier for a small business versus the large corporation. However, there is always
the propensity to resist change.
3. Cease Dependence on Mass Inspection. If whatever is done were done right the first time,
then there would be no reason to redo, rework or remake it. Consequently, there would be no
need for mass inspection. Again, this is true for all productive effort, both service and
manufacturing. Traditionally, inspection becomes a dominant function of the work process.
This is also very costly. Dr. Deming suggests that, with proper statistical techniques, the
process must be improved in order to prevent the occurrence of defects. Improving the
process reduces the need for mass inspection.
4. Cease Awarding Business Solely on the Basis of Price. Frequently small businesses take
pride in being able to boast of multiple suppliers. Dr. Deming suggests this results in multiple
problems. Typically suppliers are selected on the basis of low bid. The entrepreneur should
always consider quality of product and services as well as cost when selecting suppliers. Longterm relationship of loyalty and trust will result as the organization cultivates a single supplier
concept. Dr. Deming uses the statistical fact of variability to justify the single-supplier point. If
variability can be reduced, costs can be reduced in the long run.
5. Improve Constantly and Forever the System. The driving force toward quality of product and
service is continuous improvement of the process, accomplished through a technique known
as the Deming Cycle (also called the Shewhart Cycle or the Plan, Do, Check, Act Cycle). The
technique begins with a total customer orientation. Statistically the goal of the process of
continuous improvement is reduction of process variability, thereby achieving higher quality at
lower cost.
6. Institute Training on the Job. Training and education on the job for all personnel in an
organization are vitally important to the transformation, The process of continuous
improvement of company systems is fruitless if employees do not fully understand their total
job and where they fit within the system. Each employee has a supplier and a customer;
therefore it is crucial to the overall performance of the system that each employee fully
understand assigned job tasks for overall greater consistency of the system.
7. Institute Leadership. The purpose of leadership is to help everyone do his or her best. The
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leader of the new economic age must be more than a taskmaster, whether it be over people or
paper. The leader of today must be able to use Profound Knowledge in the development of
people so they can do a better job. Today's leader must be able to manage people and not
things. Granted, many small businesses may be only a one or two person shop; however, the
leadership skills as espoused by Dr. Deming should always be present.
8. Drive Out Fear. Dr. Deming states that best performance will come from the person who
feels secure. He defined secure as meaning without fear. The employee who feels secure will
not be afraid to ask questions, express ideas, take risks, or learn new knowledge. Therefore,
removing fear from the workplace will have a positive impact upon the performance of the
organization. In addition, Dr. Deming says nine of his fourteen points can be hampered if fear
is not removed from the workplace.
9. Break Down Barriers Between Departments. Particularly in the larger organizations that are
departmentalized, Dr. Deming has found that a group of separate empires are established,
each competing with the other. This situation detracts from the smooth operation of the system
whereby suboptimization begins occurring throughout the organization. It is important to get
organizational units together into teams to discuss mutual concerns while always keeping the
needs of the customer in the forefront of discussion. The small business manager must also be
aware that barriers may occur between staff areas, and that this will lead to suboptimization of
the organizational system.
10. Eliminate Slogans, Exhortations, and Targets. Slogans, exhortations, and targets are
techniques that are used by management which have proven to cause frustration and
resentment among employees. Designed to boost performance and productivity, they actually
rob the worker of pride in workmanship. Posters, pledges, and exhortations are typically
directed at the wrong people. When a poster states, "Do it right the first time," management
fails to realize that only they and not the worker have control of the system. If incoming
material is defective, there is no way the worker can make it right the first time.
11. Eliminate Numerical Quotas and Goals. The sole use of numerical quotas and goals as a
method of management is an attempt to manage without knowledge. Quotas are incompatible
with a process of continuous improvement. Quotas actually place a ceiling on costs but double
the cost of the operation due to the numbers of extra people required to administer actual
production. Coals are incompatible to a stable system. If a system is in control, there is no
need for a goal. A stable system will deliver only what it is capable of delivering, regardless of
the goal.
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12. Remove Barriers That Rob People of Pride of Workmanship. This point emphasizes that
managers tend to either avoid people problems altogether or utilize smoke and mirrors when it
is impossible to avoid personnel problems. The barriers apply to both salaried and hourly
workers. The people on salary must face the barrier of merit rating or annual performance
rating. This barrier concentrates on the end product. It is similar to mass inspection. It
becomes a management of defects. The merit rating does nothing to improve the person or the
system. The plight of the hourly worker is even worse. These workers are treated as
commodities. Managers who understand the elements of Profound Knowledge will know how
to change these inhibiting systems.
13. Promote Education and Self-Improvement. All organizations, small and large, require
people who are continuously improving with education. The kind of education referred to here
goes beyond on-the-job training. Knowledge acquired through new learning which will aid in
the transformation of Western thinking is to be promoted for all employees.
14. Take Actions to Accomplish the Transformation. Attempting to order a complete
transformation of management philosophy in any organization may seem impossible; however,
Dr. Deming has insisted that it can be done over time. Keys to accomplish the transformation
include a total organizational commitment to improving quality and productivity, to open lines of
communications, to properly train all employees in ways to continually improve, and to remove
any management systems which inhibit the transformation process.
Summary
The 14 points provide a new management philosophy for entrepreneurs and small business
managers who wish to enter a new venture and/or maintain an existing business. This
management philosophy is quality driven. Research reports that poor management skills and
poor quality result in small business failure. This high failure rate can be mitigated by adopting
Dr. Deming's philosophy of management. Dr. Deming has repeatedly emphasized that this is
not another quick fix solution. It takes time and commitment. It takes Profound Knowledge.
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THE UNDER-UTILIZATION OF COMPUTERIZATION IN
SMALL BUSINESS: A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE
JoAnn C. Carland, Western Carolina University James W. Carland, Western Carolina
University
ABSTRACT
Researchers have been concerned with the utilization of computers in the small business
arena for a decade. Many feel that technology has been under-utilized because of poor
choices or cost effective decisions. Yet, perhaps, the utilization of automation is a matter of
perspective. Our study indicates intensive usage of productivity tools, yet sophisticated
planning tools are used by few. Education may well be required to change the perspective.
INTRODUCTION
The computerization of the small business arena became a possibility in 1981 when IBM
entered the microcomputer market. Prior to that time because of the proprietary nature of the
architecture, there was not sufficient software available to meet the needs of the small
business. Little was available beyond word processing and spreadsheets that might be
advantageous to the business. However, following the introduction of the IBM microcomputer
into the marketplace with its open architecture, not only was there a proliferation of software,
but there was a tremendous increase in the number of computer clones as well. Nevertheless,
many small businesses were reluctant to acquire the new technology for a variety of reasons.
Some small business owners felt that the process of automating their files would be more time
consuming than doing the same things manually. Others realized that they lacked the
knowledge themselves or lacked the personnel with the knowledge to make automation a cost
effective move.
TRENDS IN SMALL BUSINESS USE
The computer industry attempted to respond to the need for certain skill levels to make
computerization feasible for small businesses. Since small firms made up a large part of the
American economy, computer analysts started listening to the needs of this class of
customers. Individuals began to be dubbed lend users' and the result was an emphasis on
'user friendly' software and hardware. Software and hardware producers embraced this
concept enthusiastically. The resulting new generation of microcomputers and applications
programs could be marketed to an entirely new segment of the economy thereby providing a
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boost to the computer industry as well as a benefit to small businesses. At least, that was the
theory. Some observers think that the result has been somewhat less than expected [21].
Studies have focussed on various aspects of small business efforts at computerization. Much
of the research has been concerned with specific applications used in small business such as
accounting based systems or special purpose systems used in manufacturing [i.e., 1, 2, 6, 9,
10, 12, 13, 15, 25]. Other researchers have examined the role of computers in small business
and the attitudes of the users about that usage [i.e., 5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24] as well
as issues relating to computer security [ i. e. , 3, 22 ] . - None of the researchers have
suggested that a high level of small business utilization of significant microcomputer
technology exists. In fact, attempts have been made to encourage a higher level of computer
use by suggesting the use of expert systems or decision support systems as a means to truly
facilitate the use of advanced tools by the small business owner [4, 17, 23].
Many of the studies cited above have indicated that small businesses could benefit from the
use of computers in their businesses in the areas of planning to better insure the success of
the business. However, many small businesses are still merely using computers for automated
bookkeeping rather than the more beneficial elements of projections and planning. Jim
Seymour [21] indicates that small businesses are still going wrong in that they are wasting the
investments they make in personal computers (PCs) by not utilizing them adequately.
Seymour believes that there are five reasons for the under-utilization of the microcomputer
investment by small businesses. He lists the following: 1) cutting the wrong corners; 2) too little
connectivity; 3) zero investment in training; 4) no career path contribution; 5) single use PCs
[21].
AN EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERIZATION
An instrument was developed by the authors to ascertain usage and security awareness of
businesses utilizing microcomputers. An informal survey was conducted using the students in
a graduate Management Information Systems class. Students were asked to solicit
participation from small firms in the area or in their home towns. Because of the personal
nature of the solicitation, all of those approached agreed to participate in the study. There were
85 respondents, all from North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia. Of the
respondents, 53 were small business owners. The study focused on those firms.
The results, displayed in Exhibit 1, were interesting in that all of the respondents used
microcomputers in their businesses while only 8% had a mini or mainframe environment.
Consequently, 92% of the responding firms relied solely on microcomputer systems.
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Nevertheless, the study suggests that microcomputers have become ubiquitous.
EXHIBIT 1
SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER USAGE (N = 53)
Respondents using mainframe or minicomputers 8% Respondents using microcomputers
100% Respondents using specialized software 15% Respondents using accounting packages
33% Respondents using productivity tools 67%
As described in the exhibit, the survey showed that productivity tools such as word processing,
spreadsheet, and databases were used by 67% of the respondents. Another 33% of the
respondents used accounting packages. But only 15% of the respondents used specialized or
customized software to support their businesses.
Another interesting result was that 54% had been advised about the computer system
selection by vendors, while only 24% relied on the advice of consultants or CPAs. The source
of computer selection advice is displayed in Exhibit 2.
EXHIBIT 2
SMALL BUSINESS SOURCE OF ADVISING (N = 53)
Respondents relying on the advice of CPAs 14% Respondents relying on the advice of in
house people 14% Respondents relying on the advice of hired consultants 10% Respondents
relying on the advice of vendors 54% Respondents failing to indicate the source of any advice
8%
Clearly, the results of this survey cannot be extrapolated to larger populations. The sample
used was a convenience based group. Further, the small sample size restricts statistical
analysis. Nevertheless, the striking proportions of small businesses in this sample using
microcomputers, 100%, coupled with the high proportion of productivity tools, 67%, and
accounting packages, 33%, implies that small business owners may be employing
computerization more effectively than is popularly believed.
A MODEL OF EFFECTIVE COMPUTERIZATION
A model, developed by the authors, which portrays the effective use of computerization for
management support is displayed in Exhibit 3. The model shows how Management
Information Systems and Decision Support Systems can be employed to support the strategic
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management process. Clearly, such computerization would require high skill levels at various
levels in a business. Critics, as exemplified by Seymour [21], doubt that significant numbers of
small businesses employ sophisticated systems.
[Insert Exhibit 3 about here]
If the sample in this study is at all representative of small businesses, many do utilize
transaction processing systems in the form of accounting packages. Clearly, these accounting
packages provide to some extent the reporting aspects of the Management Information
Systems in the model. Further, the existence of productivity tools, including spreadsheets, in a
majority of firms suggests that simplistic Decision Support Systems may exist in the form of
spreadsheet models.
Admittedly, few of the small businesses in this sample utilized MIS or DSS packages; only
15% possessed specialized packages. Nevertheless, spreadsheets and accounting packages
appear to be in widespread use as are microcomputers themselves. This would suggest that
small businesses have recognized the potential value of computers, even if they are still
struggling with the costs and skills required to integrate them into their management systems.
It may well be that under-utilization of computers in small businesses is a matter of
perspective.
Although computerization clearly has not reached the stage of sophistication displayed in
Exhibit 3, small businesses may well be making strides toward effective employment of
microcomputers in their businesses. One must remember that the costs of microcomputers,
accounting packages and productivity packages are not insignificant for small firms. Small
business owners cannot be expected to expend scarce funds for such equipment and software
unless they are convinced that value outweighs the cost. If the wide existence of machines and
packages revealed in the sample in this study is representative, then significant numbers of
small business owners may well be on their way to effective utilization of computerization.
Education may be the key to even more effective utilization of computers in small business.
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EXHIBIT 3
A MODEL OF THE STRATEGIC INFORMATION INTEGRATION SYSTEM
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
EVALUATE DETERMINE EXTERNAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT STRUCTURE
SET CHOOSE SELECT IMPLEMENT EVALUATE BUSINESS ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS
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BUSINESS BUSINESS OBJECTIVES STRATEGIES STRATEGY STRATEGY STRATEGY
EVALUATE ALLOCATE INTERNAL BUSINESS STRENGTHS RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT BY
OBJECTIVES
Dale Krueger, Ph.D.
ABSTRACT
No clear understanding of Management by Objectives in relation to Strategic Management has
emerged in the literature. This paper attempts to point out the complexities surrounding
Management by Objectives, and how the evolution of Strategic Management as a group
process supersedes MBO as a system of planning, implementation, obtaining feedback,
evaluating and controlling the functions for all types of businesses.
PURPOSE
This paper has been written to address problems in business planning that has perplexed
american business for the last thirty years. MBO systems became prominent in the sixties,
seventies, and eighties, but as the U.S. economy faltered in the seventies, it became apparent
that many businesses were not prepared for the many changes taking place in their industries
and in the remote environment despite attempts to formulate objectives. Many businesses
attempted to plan and adapt using MBO programs with questionable success. Other
businesses instituted corporate planning with some measure of success. However, many
businesses did not plan or if they did plan, few moved to a group planning process. This paper
addresses MBO and strategic management planning in an attempt to sort out the state of the
literature and the differences between MBO and strategic management, particularly in regard
to group processes.
INTRODUCTION
Since the nineteen fifties management by objectives (MBO) has been a vehicle for motivation,
evaluation and control for many businesses both small and large. The program features a
systematic approach to change that stresses the achievement of results by directing individual
efforts toward attainable objectives. These efforts involved agreed upon objectives between
the supervisor and the subordinate. Once objectives are agreed upon the subordinate
implements the activities to achieve the desired results, while the supervisor periodically
evaluates, and hopefully, clarifies the path for the subordinates. These meetings emphasized
two person relationships, which enhance individual growth on one hand, but may have
provided counterproductive results given the culture of the organization and the recent
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development of strategic management systems.
Today, many corporations have embraced a form of MBO and at the same time these same
corporations have more recently adopted strategic management, as a process of motivation
and control. They have not realized that past MBO approaches to organizational change focus
on the individual and the short term whereas the strategic management (Business Planning)
process also embraces the long term and keys off the group process.
By examining the literature surrounding MBO and then examining the structure and studies
that support strategic management, we can clarify the status of MBO systems within an
organization that practices strategic planning.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In his book the Practice of Management, Peter Drucker first drew attention to management by
objectives (1). Since the book introduced management by objectives, MBO has been accepted
and implemented in many businesses: General Motors, General Electric, General Foods,
Quaker Oats and others, both large and small.
Businesses instinctively bought into MBO because it forces management to plan both
rationally and systematically, rather than by relying on guesses or crisis management. The
results from MBO programs have generated a rich literature that hasn't been able to entirely
identify a model for a successful MBO program, but the strengths and weaknesses of MBO are
numerous. One of the best reviews on the strengths of MBO programs is reported by Henry J.
Tosi and Stephen J. Carroll (2).
1. MBO stresses collaborative efforts between managers and subordinates which aids in
planning.
2. MBO lets subordinates know what is expected of them by forcing managers and
subordinates to establish attainable objectives within specified periods of time.
3. MBO improves communication between managers and subordinates and makes individuals
cognizant of organizational objectives and goals.
4. MBO improves the performance review and evaluation process by focusing on results and
by providing systematic feedback.
To insure the success of MBO there are several important considerations cited by a number of
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authors. MBO programs require top managers to provide clear and visible support to the
program (3). Without the support the synthesis between the individual and the organizational
goals does not develop.
Another author found that performance and satisfaction increased where challenging,
attainable goals were set, that provided specific and frequent feedback (4). Despite the clarity
of the system and the support from the practice of MBO little empirical evidence emerges to
clearly indicate that MBO improves performance. Why! First, in many businesses, MBO has
failed to integrate their objectives into a team approach, whereby employee objectives were
tied into overall company goals and horizontally communicated to other employees. Vertical
communications between the supervisor and subordinate dominated the programs. This has
been consistent with a traditional top to bottom approach in managing, and in most instances
MBO further reinforced the traditional culture of most organizations. Here control rather
creativity was emphasized. Secondly, MBO focused on problems that were part of the
bureaucratic process, but only covered 10-15% of a person responsibilities on a quarterly or
yearly basis. Thirdly, management proceeded to tie MBO to performance evaluations. These
performance evaluations are as beloved as a traffic ticket; these evaluations are then used for
promotion, salary increases and remedial action. Counterproductive results are common.
Challenging objectives are eliminated, and all the problems surrounding performance
evaluation such as leniency error, central tendency, the halo effect, bias, seniority, recency
and other problems become a part of the program. Finally, MBO can simply cause red tape
and a enormous paper shuffle.
In reviewing the effectiveness of MBO the literature indicates that many businesses accepted
MBO on faith without understanding the intricacies of the complete system. In reviewing 185
articles, Jack N. Kondrasuk found "There is little empirical evidence to demonstrate the impact
of MBO on any aspect of organizational or individual behavior including job performance."
Furthermore, he states "There are tendencies for MBO to be more effective in the short term (2
years or less) in the private sector and in organizations removed from direct contact with the
customer" (5). Apparently, MBO can be effective, but the question is under what
circumstances? A number of authors including Drucker suggested not just a one and one
approach to MBO, but a team approach (6). This suggestion and others are briefly
summarized by Wendell L. French and John A. Drexler, Jr. in an article published in 1984 (7).
Here the advantages of a team MBO approach are identified. In addition, to vertical
communication between the supervisor and the subordinates horizontal communication among
employees is also necessary (8). A participating climate or culture and mutual support by team
members are necessary requirements for team MBO (9). While the literature appears to
support a team approach using MBO, little information is available on the success or failure of
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a group process and MBO. Some authors have suggested merging MBO with organizational
development efforts which are consistent with Likert's system four (10). Despite the academic
thrust to join MBO and group processes, many barriers exist. The culture, values, strategies,
management style, skills, systems, structures, staffing, the input, output and technological
environments all enter the picture either enhancing productivity and organizational
development or hindering the performance within a business. All these variables need
consideration, but there has been little guidance in the MBO literature on how to adjust and
match these variables. Hence, we then find that an MBO process becomes extremely
complicated and may conflict with the development and implementation of strategic
management as a process. What is strategic management? How does it in fit with an MBO
System?
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Strategic Management and MBO are two different systems. Strategic Management expands
upon organizational goals by setting up a mission statement that not only spells out broad
organization goals and objectives, but provides direction and purpose for the firm by
considering the customers, target groups, quality, type of product, and the technological
considerations surrounding the program. The statement further sets the tone for the mission of
the business by communicating the philosophy of management and the values of
management. When compared to MBO, strategic management takes a much broader, and yet,
more detailed approach to the direction of the business, its culture, and leadership by matching
the external environment with the resources of the firm. Here strategies and objectives are
formed and implemented. While the MBO process traditionally rests upon the relationship
between the subordinate and the supervisor, the strategic management process relies upon a
team approach that flows from the corporate level to the functional level of the business. The
process relies on input from all levels of management (top to bottom and bottom to top) and for
the small business the process would include the many other outside sources necessary for
good business planning, such as accountants, lawyers, and others.
Clearly, MBO and strategic management appears in the literature as two different systems.
Can we find any empirical evidence to support strategic management as a process?
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
From the research on the values of strategic management a number studies have indicated
strategic financial planning increases performance, as compared to financial performance
before planning. Thume and House studied 36 firms in six different industries: petroleum, food,
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drug, steel, chemicals and machinery. They found planners out performed non-planners (11).
In 1972 Herold replicated a part of the Thume & House study and his research supports their
research (12). In 1974 Schoffler, Buzzell and Heany measured profit impact using PIMS
(Product Impact Market Studies) (13) and found return on investment was significantly affected
by market share. Again in 1975 Karger and Malik found strategic planners out performed nonplanners (14). In studying 101 small businesses, R.B. Robinson, Jr. found sales, profitability
and productivity improved when compared to firms without systematic planning activities (15).
Despite research on planning little evidence has emerged to support a total group process for
planning. The research more or less supports financial planning as opposed to a total strategic
management process based upon the group. In fact, many businesses find planning becomes
an intuitive process. In a article entitled "The Renewal Factor," (16) Robert Waterman
indicated many planning decisions were not subject to any formal planning process. Therefore,
what conclusion can we generate regarding planning and MBO?
MBO AND SMALL BUSINESS
Available information on MBO and small business remains elusive, but the wide spread use of
MBO suggests that both large and small businesses have practiced MBO. In fact, over one
half the businesses in the United States have implemented MBO programs (17). In many
business situations these MBO systems can provide a degree of autonomy for employees and
permit small business owners to work on the more critical aspects of their business plans.
Here owners and supervisors can agree to specific objectives that are operational in nature,
short term in orientation, measurable and accurate. In many small businesses these
operational objectives can lend themselves to weekly staff meetings rather than quarterly,
semi-annual and annual meetings. Monitoring and control by the small business owner
becomes systematic and generates employee autonomy, responsibility and hopefully,
creativity. At the same time, these objectives should tie into the business plan and provide a
foundation for developing organizational flexibility and capability and a team building approach.
CONCLUSION
Although MBO and strategic management have produced some empirical evidence to support
financial planning the results do not indicate whether these businesses embraced a total
strategic management process that includes a team approach. According to Thume and
Herold planners improved financial results. On the other hand, MBO has not produced any
increases in performance that tied back to their MBO program.
However, the MBO literature early on has suggested team MBO to facilitate change, but
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significant research on team MBO appears nonexistent (18) (Reddin 1971 and Molancer
1971). However, others have recognized the need to integrate MBO into organizational
development (Hilmar 1975) (19). Here the management style and culture become variables
that need attention and adjustment along with strategies, objectives, systems, structures,
staffing and others for developing and refining a business plan. At this point, a replication of
Robinson's 101 small retail, service and manufacturing firms could provide more substantial
support for business planning. For larger firms that have moved toward participatory (group)
management entirely new research needs to be instituted to measure the impact of group
planning as opposed to financial planning or non-planning.
Despite the need for further research on strategic management the trend toward strategic
planning appears significant. MBO should be dropped by businesses, or integrated into a total
strategic management process of planning, implementation, feedback, evaluation and
subsequent change and adaptation. A team approach needs consideration, observation and
development. By using strategic management models present in most text books, we can
move beyond MBO.
Today, without a group process MBO systems provide insufficient impact to warrant their
continuation. In fact, some businesses still have not recognized that MBO and strategic
planning should be merged rather than run as two separate systems. By merging the systems,
conflicts, red tape, and other weaknesses of MBO can be eliminated.
At the same time the company can clarify the benefits of a group process for strategic planning
which in turn should promote participatory management, trust, loyalty, an open, flexible culture
and management style.
Similarly, for smaller businesses the strategic management process can work utilizing their
business plans. The process for the small business not only embraces employees, but MBO
can develop a team approach using short operational oriented objectives that promote
business development without ignoring the input from many outside consultants, lawyers,
accountants, insurance agents and others that are needed to develop and implement a
successful business plan.
Yes, MBO can be expanded, but MBO does not provide complete strategic management.
MBO can be accomplished on a group basis, but again strategies, structures, staffing, the
external environment and other variables need attention. We need to view the total picture not
just a variety of objectives that focus on part of the process.
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EXPANDING ENTREPRENEURIAL VISION: LEADERSHIP
TECHNIQUES FOR GUIDING SUCCESSFUL GROWING
VENTURES
Steven H. Hanks, Utah State University
ABSTRACT
Expanding entrepreneurial vision is essential for the successful management of organization
growth. This workshop is designed to provide small business consultants with a theoretical
background and specific hands-on tools for assisting small business owners and managers in
the difficult process of managing the growing firm.
WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
... the managers of most such (rapid growth) companies are building a company for the first
time. This is about as easy as navigating unchartered waters with an inexperienced crew while
surrounded by a school of sharks. -- Flamholtz (1986)
In building a business venture, entrepreneurs face a number of significant challenges. The
most immediate challenge lies in establishing the company as a successful business venture.
Once early success is achieved, a subsequent challenge emerges -- the management of
organization growth. Growth brings a new series of problems, and with them, the need for
different management skills, priorities and structural configurations. Further, new perspectives
may be called for by changes in the market place.
Effective management of organization growth requires new vision on the part of the
organization's leadership. Hambrick & Crazier, in their study of rapid growth firms found that
the ability of the chief executive to "envision and anticipate" the firm as a larger entity was
crucial to the success of the firm. The purpose of this workshop is to discuss leadership
techniques which will assist founders and executives of growing firms in revising their vision,
taking in account current and future growth and changes in the market place.
Major topics covered in the workshop will include:
1. The dynamics of organization growth. A brief review of the Hanks and Flamholtz models of
organization growth.
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2. Leadership vision. What is vision? What are the roots of leadership vision? How does one
"create a vision"?
3. Anticipation of bigness. Identification of key business and organizational tasks associated
with each stage of growth and the key management skills and resources necessary to
accomplish these.
4. Creating a new vision for the growing firm. Introduction of specific hands on tools for
assisting leaders of successful growing ventures in creating a vision which will enable them to
effectively manage the growth process. These tools include the Beliefs Audit, Imaging and
Benchmarking. Discussion of these tools will follow a "how toll format, with worksheets to guide
application to specific consultation cases.
In all, the workshop is designed to provide small business consultants with a theoretical
background and some specific hands-on tools to assist managers in the difficult process of
managing the growing firm.
The workshop will be presented by Steven H. Hanks, Assistant Professor of Management at
Utah State University. Professor Hanks has spent the last four years studying the growth of
entrepreneurial ventures, paying particular attention to issues of strategy, structure, leadership
and human resource management. He has authored several papers on the topic, including
"The Organization Life Cycle: Integrating Content and Process," which won the 1990 SBIDA
Distinguished Paper Award.
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A STEP TOWARD LITERACY IN SMALL BUSINESSES: THE
AWARENESS OF ILLITERACY BY MANAGERS OF
VETERINARY PRACTICES
Ted Halatin and Roger Scow Southwest Texas State University
ABSTRACT
Illiteracy is a problem that can seriously affect small business. In this paper the managers of
118 veterinary practices described their awareness of possible, suspected, or actual illiteracy
situations that have caused harm, injury, or death to animals.
INTRODUCTION
Certain levels of reading, writing, and mathematical abilities, skills, and proficiencies are
needed to function in business. Skill deficient individuals are often referred to as illiterate.
Functional workplace illiteracy describe circumstances in which participants involved in
business activities lack the reading, writing, or mathematical skills and proficiencies needed to
function in that business setting.
ILLITERACY
Illiteracy is a serious problem for American business during the 1990's and beyond. Rapid
changing technological advances and an extremely competitive global marketplace have
increased the demand for educated workers and customers. At the same time that the needs
for well-educated people is at a height and growing, leaders from government, education, and
industry describe the growing problem of illiteracy.
Former Secretary of Labor Elizabeth Dole recognized that today's jobs "...require more
reading, writing, reasoning, cognitive skills, much more math and science, the ability to solve
problems, to communicate, to work with a team." (1) Similar thoughts are expressed by
Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin who estimates that between 20 million and 40 million American
workers have literacy problems. (2)
Education professionals and leaders are aware of the illiteracy problem and the need for
educated workers and consumers. Many supporters and critics of the American educational
system have presented their facts and opinions. A very descriptive statement in the WALL
STREET JOURNAL by Albert Shanker, president of the American Federation of Teachers,
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alerts the business community to the magnitude of the problem. American kids, according to
Mr. Shanker, " ... are getting their junior high and high school educations in college." (3)
Concern has been expressed over the decline of Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores.
Despite educational reforms, academic standards may be falling as reflected by the average
SAT score which has fallen four years in a row and is at its record low. (4)
Business leaders and managers are aware of the problems of illiteracy and problems of the
nation's educational system. Messages from the Coalition for Literacy remind business leaders
that 27 million Americans can't read. (5) The efforts by employers to reduce workplace illiteracy
are described in business publications. (6)
Probably the best evidence of the awareness and concern by business in the 1990 study of
workplace literacy/basic skills sponsored by Commerce Clearing House and the Society for
Human Resources Management. This report describes the magnitude of the illiteracy problem
in businesses. (7)
ILLITERACY IN SMALL BUSINESSES
Small businesses are not immune from the problems of illiteracy. Figures reported at the 1990
Small Business Institute Director's Annual Meeting revealed that more than thirty percent of
the small business owners participating in a survey described problems with the writing or
computational abilities of employees. In this same study more than thirty percent of the
respondents indicated problems with the reading, writing, and/or mathematical abilities of
customers. (8)
Anderson, one of the researchers who conducted the 1990 Society for Human Resources
Management and Commerce Clearing House cooperative study (7), described illiteracy
problems that can affect all sizes of businesses. In a discussion of what large corporations are
doing about the problem of illiteracy Anderson points out that one half of the Fortune 500 firms
offers some form of literacy training. In the next sentence Anderson adds, "Most of data does
not include the small business." (9)
The problem of illiteracy in small businesses has been recognized as a challenge by educators
who serve their local business communities. The nature of the problem for small businesses as
well as a successful program by the Adult and Community Education of a local community
were discussed at the 1991 meeting of the Texas Association for Continuing Adult Education.
(10)
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THE STUDY
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to examine illiteracy in small businesses with the focus on one
particular industry. Veterinary practices were studied because of some comments and stories
by veterinarians and veterinary practice managers about illiteracy. As they pointed out in their
comments, some results of reading, writing, or mathematical deficiencies may be charging the
client a wrong amount or the recording of incorrect information in the files. But they also
described situations in which possible reading, writing, or computational deficiencies
contributed to the danger, harm, damage, or even death of an animal.
Participants
Participants in this study were the managers and/or owners of veterinary practices in ten
largest cities in Texas. A list was made of all veterinary practices listed in the current telephone
directory of each city. After the elimination of duplicates from the list, a random number table
was used to select 600 veterinary practices that would be asked to participate in the study.
A cover letter explaining the study and a questionnaire were mailed to 600 veterinary practice
managers. Five were returned as undeliverable for a net mailing of 595 questionnaires.
Completed questionnaires were received from 118 veterinary practices for a response rate of
19.8%. The average age of the respondent was 43 years and the average length of veterinary
practice management experience was 12 years. Fifty percent were organized as sole
proprietorships, 10.% were partnerships, and 40.% were corporations. The average gross
income was $346,618 and ranged from $55,000 to $2-million.
The Instrument
The survey instrument was a questionnaire that examined several aspects of veterinary
practice management. A major portion of the questionnaire was devoted to the topic of
illiteracy.
The participants in the study were asked to indicate if they were aware of situations in any
veterinary practice which involved possible, suspected, or actual illiteracy. This type of
question allowed respondents to consider situations in their practices as well as in other
practices. The focus on "...possible, suspected, or actual deficiencies..." allowed the
respondent to answer the questions without a lengthy argument as to exactly what determines
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if a particular individual is actually illiterate. The exact wording used on the questionnaire is
presented in Exhibit 1.
FINDINGS
Veterinary practice managers report that reading, writing, and mathematical/computational
deficiencies are problems for veterinary practices. Exhibit 1 presents a summary of the
respondents indicating an awareness of problems with reading, writing, and
mathematical/computational deficiencies of employees and clients.
Nearly one-fifth (19.5%) of the respondents reported being aware of situations in which
possible, suspected, or actual reading deficiencies of veterinary practice employees results in
harm, injury, or death to an animal. While only 13.6% were aware of writing deficiencies of
employees causing problems for animals, approximately one-third (32.8%) indicated an
awareness of mathematical/ computational deficiencies of employees resulting in harm, injury,
or death to an animal.
The deficiencies of employees can be costly to the business. Reading deficiencies of
employees were identified by 45.8% as being costly to the practice. Writing deficiencies of
employees were described as costly to the practice by 44.9% of the respondents. The most
widespread problem involved mathematical/computational deficiencies of employees. This was
reported as a problem by 69.5% of the practice managers.
More than half of the respondents (53.8%) reported being aware of situations in which the
possible, suspected, or actual reading deficiencies of clients resulted in harm, injury, or death
to an animal. Only 9.4% indicated problems due to the possible, suspected, or actual writing
deficiencies of the clients. Approximately one-third (33.1%) recognized possible, suspected, or
actual mathematical/ computational deficiencies of clients causing harm, injury, or death to an
animal.
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Reading, writing, and mathematical/computational deficiencies may be costly to the veterinary
practice. In addition to the monetary costs or those that can be quantified, the costs include the
suffering of the animal and the human grief and guilt from having harmed a special animal. In
veterinary practices, functional illiteracy may cause problems that are irreversible. Participants
in the study provided numerous stories of animals being harmed because of human reading,
writing, or mathematical deficiencies. As described by one veterinarian participating in this
study, a client administered ear medication to the animal's eyes thus causing blindness in the
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animal. This was not a simple mistake due to a lapse of memory or inattention but a result of
the animal owners inability to read.
CLOSING NOTE
Educational systems and large corporations have received most of the attention by those
studying and discussing the national problem of illiteracy. Small businesses need to be studied
to document the existence and magnitude of functional illiteracy problems in both local
communities and specific industries. Results of such studies may be steps toward literacy in
small businesses if the research findings alert and encourage local communities and specific
industries to develop programs, technologies, and methods for dealing with illiteracy in local
small businesses.
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EXHIBIT 1
ARE YOU AWARE OF SITUATIONS IN ANY VETERINARY PRACTICES IN WHICH
POSSIBLE, SUSPECTED, OR ACTUAL...
YES NO Reading deficiencies of veterinary practice employees resulted in harm, injury, or
death to an animal/animals? 19.5 80.5%
Writing deficiencies of veterinary practice employees resulted in harm, injury, or death to an
animal/animals? 13.6 86.4%
Mathematical/computational deficiencies of veterinary practice employees resulted in harm,
injury, or death to an animal/animals? 32.8% 67.2%
Reading deficiencies of veterinary practice employees were costly to the practice? 45.8%
54.2%
Writing deficiencies of veterinary practice employees were costly to the practice? 44.9% 55.1%
Mathematical/computational deficiencies of veterinary practice employees were costly to the
practice? 69.5% 30.5%
Reading deficiencies of clients (animal owners) resulted in harm, injury, or death to an
animal/animals? 53.8% 46.2%
Writing deficiencies of clients (animal owners) resulted in harm, injury, or death to an
animal/animals? 9.4% 89.8%
Mathematical/computational deficiencies of clients (animal owners) resulted in harm, injury, or
death to an animal/animals? 33.1% 66.9%
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A STRATEGIC DIRECTION FOR CPA FIRMS
Stan Mendenhall, Eastern Montana College Jerry Hansen
ABSTRACT
Marketing theory holds that successful businesses specify a target market, identify the needs
of that market, and design a product or service to meet the needs of that market. This paper
will suggest that small business may be a target market that has a consistent set of accounting
needs that local CPA firms are in a position to fulfill but are not presently doing so. It will then
suggest some methods to meet these needs.
INTRODUCTION
A glance at the Yellow Pages spanning the past decade indicates that both legal and medical
practices have become more specialized to better meet needs of specific market segments. It
does not appear that CPA firms have followed suit. This paper is based on a study which
indicates that small business is a target market with a consistent set of needs which are not
being fully met by CPA firms.
STUDY METHODOLOGY
The data presented in this paper were gathered in a survey that randomly selected 141
Billings, Mt., small businesses from the approximately 3,000 small businesses listed in the
Yellow Pages. The survey was conducted via telephone and asked business owners to
respond to questions about the accounting services they were currently using. Accounting and
tax preparation firms were excluded from the sample. Respondents were ask to respond to
questions on a seven point scale with 1 representing an unfavorable response and 7 a
favorable response.
While the data in Table 1 indicates a high level of satisfaction by businesses for standard
accounting services, other questions in the survey suggest a need for additional services.
TABLE I % OF BUSINESSES USING SPECIFIC SERVICES
% Use Satis- Std. Service Service faction Dev.
Tax Returns 66% 6.10 1.20
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Tax Planning 38% 6.10 1.20
Compilations 25% 5.40 1.10
Audits 23% 5.66 1.50
Reviews 19% 5.80 1.30
Payroll Reports 23% 5.97 0.92
Bookkeeping 17% 6.10 1.20
Payroll Preparation 16% 6.00 0.84
In addition to the data summarized in Table 1, 27% of the respondents to the survey reported
that they use accounting services to comply with government regulations, 23% to understand
their businesses better, and 25% because it is a 'necessary evil". 73% of the respondents want
their CPAs to analyze and explain their financial statements and tax return. Respondents also
wanted data that compared their business with similar businesses and advice on how to
improve their business. This data is supported by a similar survey done by Gobeli and Seville.
[1, pp. 8-16]
These findings are noteworthy for two reasons: First, they indicate that 52% of businesses use
accounting services for essentially negative reasons -- to comply with government regulations
and because accounting is a "necessary evil". Second, 73% of these small information from
their CPAs that will make their businesses more profitable.
The remainder of this paper will concentrate on discussing a strategy which should help CPA
firms overcome the negative image mentioned above and to better meet the needs of their
small business clients.
The finding that 73% of business owners are interested in additional services from their CPAs
indicates that CPA firms can 'sell" their services by helping the small business owner better
under the financial aspects of the business.
NEEDS OF SMALL BUSINESS
The small business owner views financial statements as a football team views a scoreboard.
The balance sheet represents the team's assets in terms of specialized players and coaches.
The income statement represents the game's score in terms of touchdowns and field goals
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(profits and losses). The cash flows represents the games statistics (1st downs, pass
completion, yards gained). Each down (day), game (month), or season (year), represents a
scoring period.
CPAs can better serve clients by educating them on how to analyze and interpret financial
statements (1). This is not only true in the U. S. but is supported by the Holmes and Nicholls
study in Australian. [2, pp. 65-67] It is essential that business owners understand how each
financial statement relates to daily, monthly and annual operations. Small business owners,
primary needs, in order of priority, are to understand the statements of cash flows, income
statements and the balance sheets.
THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Statement of cash flows for planning purposes. This is particularly important when the
operations of the business are seasonal, when the business is young, or when the business is
growing rapidly. The most useful form of this statement summarizes operating cash flows by
activity (customer receipts and operating payments) . These categories relate directly to
operating revenues and operating expenses on the income statement.
This highlights the difference between operating cash flows and operating income and
provides valuable information for daily use.
1. Interviews with CPAs about this point indicate that CPAs generally feel that client education
is not part of their professional obligation or role and that clients should obtain this education
from other providers.
THE INCOME STATEMENT
Many small business owners do not understand the difference between accrual basis
statements and cash basis statements. CPAs should make major efforts to explain that the
difference between the statement of cash flows and the income statement is the recognition
and timing of when transactions occur.
Since the income statement represents a summary of the activities of the business over time,
the CPA needs to explain how the various sections of the income statement reflect business
operations. For example, if the client has a retail business and the inventory turnover ratio
decreased from 4 to 3 times between comparative periods, the affect on income should be
computed and the reason(s) for the change should be identified.
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THE BALANCE SHEET
The balance sheet is also important. It shows the resources a business has available at a
particular point in time, the claims on those resources, and scores the owner's success in
increasing (or decreasing) his/her net worth. The CPA should discuss the opportunities and
threats represented by using these resources. For example, the CPA might explain how
accounts payable and loans payable relate to the present and future cash requirements of the
business.
OTHER WAYS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF SMALL
BUSINESSES
The survey mentioned earlier indicated that the primary source of satisfaction with CPA
services is the amount of interest the CPA shows in the business (r=.751). This source of
satisfaction was even greater than the number of years the CPA had been servicing the
account (r=.309).
A second way the local CPAs can tailor services to meet the needs of the small business
owner is to provide comparisons with similar businesses. Data for comparisons is published by
Robert Morse Associates, Standard and Poors, Predicast, Base Book, Moody's, The Census
of Business and others. CPA firms might also consider developing comparison data using
pooled information from local businesses. Standard financial ratios should be included with the
financial statements and compared with at least three immediate past periods. It is of utmost
importance that reasons for differences be explained in terms related to the client's business.
In the previous example, where the inventory turnover went from 4 to 3 times per period, the
operating explanation might be that sales declined, inventory increased, or a combination of
the two. The business owner can use this information to make operating decisions, improve
efficiency, and ultimately maximize profits.
CPAs can help the business owner prepare projected financial statements. These projections
can then be compared to actual results. Explanations for differences should be used to identify
operating problems and considered when preparing future forecast. This approach gives the
CPA a gentle way to discuss and illustrate problems that the business might have.
Small business owners are concerned about the costs of accounting services. CPAs should
consider using annual retainers for many services as a way to minimize this concern.
Small business owner might be more comfortable with discussions about financial matters if
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the CPA arranged delivery of the financial statements and then visited the owner's place of
business several days later rather than expecting the small business owner to come to his of f
ice. During these visits the CPA can tour the business facilities and gain an understanding of
the business operations. This will enable the CPA to associate the operations with the financial
aspects of the business. CPAs can use some of these visits as an opportunity to expand the
number of services they offer the business. For example, offering to provide services in tax
planning, personal financial planning, estate tax planning and other areas of expertise would
be natural extensions of these meetings.
Finally, discussions about the financial aspects of the business and ways to improve business
operations indicate the CPA is interested in the owner's problem and creates client
satisfaction. The CPA should approach these discussions from the view point of the business
owner, not as an auditor.
CONCLUSION
Small businesses are a target market for CPAs. CPAs should design services that help small
businesses (1) identify operating problems, (2) eliminate problems, (3) control finances, and
(4) become more successful. The success of a CPA firm's business clients will directly
enhance the success of the CPA firm.
REFERENCES
(1) David H. Gobeli and Mary Alice Seville, "The Small Business-CPA Interface", Journal of
Small Business Management, Vol. 27, No. 2, 1989, pp. 8-16.
(2) Scott Holmes and Des Nicholls, "An Analysis of the use of Accounting Information by
Australian Small Business," Journal of Small Business Management, Vol. 26 , No. 4, 1988, pp.
57-68.
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FROM INMATE TO ENTREPRENEUR: A PRELIMINARY
ANALYSIS
Matthew C. Sonfield, Hofstra University
ABSTRACT
Almost two percent of this country's population is in prison, on parole, or on probation. Most of
these persons are very unlikely to find meaningful employment after their release from prison,
yet the rate of recidivism is three to five times greater for ex-convicts who are unemployed than
for those who are employed.
There are indications that some convicts may have high levels of entrepreneurial propensity,
and the post-prison path of self-employment rather than employment may have greater
potential for these individuals. Recognizing that entrepreneurial propensity can be measured,
and that self-employment training programs have proven successful in other contexts, this
paper develops a proposal for a model self-employment training program for prison inmates.
Specific program components are analyzed, including a pilot program, inmate selection,
program scheduling and content, program administration, and social policy issues. Indications
for future research are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In the Fall of 1990, the U.S. Small Business Administration office in Albany, New York was
contacted by a staff counselor at the Washington Correctional Facility, a medium-security
prison in upstate New York. Would the S.B.A. conduct a small business workshop for a group
of inmates who were soon to be leaving the prison? Although the Albany S.B.A. personnel
were unaware of any precedent for this type of agency outreach, they agreed to conduct a
standard "how to start your own business" session at the prison.
A few weeks later, an S.B.A. representative, along with a SCORE member, went to the prison.
Twenty inmates sat before them. All were scheduled for paroled release soon, most were from
the ghettos of New York City, and most had been incarcerated for drug-related crimes. The
two guests each gave a routine talk about the mechanics and the difficulties of starting one's
own small business, and then the session was opened to Questions and Answers.
According to the presenters, the inmate response was "absolutely amazing" and "gratifying
and enlightening."[1] The inmates' questions were very intelligent, and indicated an
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understanding of the nuances of the world of small business. Specific questions about possible
types of businesses seemed well throughout, and the inmates appeared to understand the
prime importance of sufficient start-tip financing and the difficulties they would encounter in
obtaining such financing. The general impression of the presenters was that these inmates
were " street smart" and that this night be an indication of entrepreneurial propensity. Thus,
these inmates might have as much potential to succeed in a small business start-up as any
attendees at previous workshops that they had conducted.
Not only did this particular institution request additional small business workshops to be
conducted, but the prison to "grapevine" produced requests from other prisons in the state for
written information on self-employment. This initial effort was clearly a success.
BACKGROUND
Almost two percent of the adult population in the United States is in prison, on parole, or on
probation.[2] It is extremely difficult for ex-convicts to find meaningful employment after leaving
prison, as most businesses are very hesitant to employ such individuals. Yet unemployed exconvicts are three to five times more likely to commit another crime than are those who do find
employment.[3] Thus, programs to increase the chances of an ex-convict to become employed
are certainly desirable. Unfortunately such programs seem to be minimal. Most states view
prisons as warehouses for inmates.
Vocational training sometimes exists, but such efforts are secondary to the security needs of
the institutions . Further more, with most states today under fiscal-pressures, it is the nonsecurity prison budget items (such as training) which are cut first.
Still, there are some exceptions to this rather bleak picture. A few states have created
programs in which inmates are employed by private businesses which set up operations within
the prisons. One goal of such programs is to provide occupational training for the employed
inmates, but a second purpose is to require the inmates to use their earnings (which are below
minimum wage) to compensate the victims of their crimes.[4] These programs have shown that
ex-convicts can be good employees, given appropriate supervision. This is in contrast with the
typical stereotypes: that it is risky to hire ex-convicts, that they are unreliable, and that fellow
employees will not accept them.
Some correctional institutions have brought in local colleges or universities to offer college
courses, including business courses, for inmates. Over time, prison inmates can earn a college
degree, and this certainly increases their job opportunities when they leave the institutions.
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Still other prisons have sponsored vocational training by outside parties. In New York City's
Rikers Island facility, a successful carpet installer with a barrio background has been teaching
first-time youthful offenders convicted of non-violent crimes to install carpets. All have found
jobs upon release.[5]
But the stigma of "ex-convict" always remains, and the opportunities for meaningful
employment and job advancement are always limited.
Thus, self-employment as opposed to employment by others offers a possible alternative to
the ex-convict, as the constraints of this stigma are reduced considerably when one is one's
own boss. If, in fact, some prison inmates have high entrepreneurial potential, then it might be
worthwhile to pursue the concept of self-employment development programs for selected
prison inmates. If successful, such programs would reduce the rate of recidivism of exconvicts, and thus provide long-term financial savings to the state as well as the lowering of
the crime rate for society.
DISCUSSION
Solutions to the issues raised in this paper are easier to develop than to implement. Not only
are the current federal and state budget problems a major barrier to new programs, but the
nature of such programs would be politically controversial. Certainly there is considerable
disagreement as to the purpose of our correctional systems and their prisons. Many would
argue that the purpose is the punishment of convicted criminals and the protection of society
from their presence, and such an argument would clearly not support programs to foster postprison self-employment.
Still, some states may be more open to such ideas than others, and some budgets may be
stronger too. Interviews with experts in the U.S. Small Business Administration, SCORE, the
New York State Department of Corrections, the New York State Department of Labor, and the
U.S. Job Training Partnership Act [1] lead to a proposal for a model self-employment training
program for prison inmates.
MODEL PROGRAM
Pilot Program
A logical way to implement self-employment training programs for prison inmates would be via
a pilot program. In earlier years, federal or state funding would have been recommended, but
in the current economic climate, the concept of private funding should also be considered.
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Presented with a strong and detailed proposal, a foundation or corporation might be prompted
to fund a several-year trial at one or a few selected correctional institutions. As with any pilot
program, success of the program would then lead to further funding and additional programs.
Inmate Selection
Only a small percentage of inmates would be appropriate for such a program. One criterion
would of course be the timing of their release. Ideally, inmates would be scheduled for parole
and/or release shortly after the end of the in-prison segment of the self-employment program.
More important in the selection process, though, is the need to identify those interested
inmates who show an entrepreneurial or self-employment propensity.
Previous research has shown that self-employment training is especially inappropriate for
those individuals who have low entrepreneurial aptitude, and there are testing methods (such
as the Miner Sentence Completion Scale-Form T) which can measure this propensity.[6] Such
tests might be administered to potential program members to choose those most likely to
benefit from the program.
The selection process might also consider the past history of the program applicant. While
most prison inmates have minimal educational backgrounds and non-existent business
management experience, many have what might be called "nontraditional" entrepreneurial
experience. Though hardly the thing one puts on a resume, many inmates have considerable
experience in drug sales, both at the retail point-of-purchase level and higher up the
distribution channel. Although such experience might not be appropriately included in the
formal listing of selection criteria, it should not be overlooked as a sometimes valid selection
consideration.
Program Scheduling and Content
The experts interviewed agreed that, to be effective, self- employment training programs for
inmates must involve the trainees both before and after their release from prison.
Weekly sessions in the prison, focusing on the nuts and bolts of small business management,
should lead to follow-up workshops and mentoring as part of the total parole process. Thus, an
ex-convict in this program should not only be assigned a traditional parole officer, but should
also have a small business training mentor with whom he or she would meet on a regular basis
while on parole.
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In addition to the need for training in basic small business topics such as record keeping,
personnel management, marketing, etc., especially important is the issue of financing.
Financing is critical for any small business start-up, as most new small business owners
underestimate the length of time it will take a new business to generate a sufficiently positive
cash flow to carry the business' operating needs, and they further underestimate the difficulty
they will have in obtaining such financing. For an ex-convict, these difficulties are considerably
worse.
Just as ex-convicts find few jobs available to them upon release from prison, they will also find
that virtually no lending institution will consider their loan applications. Ex-convicts will have to
find non-institutional sources of financing, and this too will be difficult. Given their typical
backgrounds, their families and friends will probably have little extra cash assets to loan to
them. Possibly they will have friends and acquaintances in "nontraditional businesses" who
can provide loans!
A logical solution to this dilemma is to counsel the ex-convict to first, obtain employment in his
or her chosen field of business. This, would provide both experience for future selfemployment and allow for some savings to develop. Yet this leads us back to the "Catch-22" of
this whole issue - we are analyzing the idea of self-employment for ex-convicts because
meaningful employment is not available to them, yet the best path to self-employment may be
through meaningful employment as a first step!
Program Administration
Currently, in New York State and in most other states, it is the Department of Correction that
administers vocational training and other types of counseling programs for prison inmates.
Self-employment training programs as suggested in this paper will need broader input and
resources to succeed. The state Department of Labor will have greater training experience and
resources than will the Department of Corrections and must be brought into the program.
Furthermore, the federally-funded Job Training Partnership Act (which currently focuses
largely on employment and self-employment training for laid-off workers) may be a valuable
resource in a successful program. Local colleges and universities may also have experience in
off campus business training, and these resources might also be part of the partnership.
Such a partnership of agencies and resources seems obviously desirable, yet the current
politics and rivalries between agencies makes this more difficult than it would seem. In most
states, the Department of Correction views the prison system as its sole responsibility, and it
will take considerable political skill to bring other agencies into the prison system.
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Social Public Issues
For such programs to be successful, it will also be necessary to modify society's attitudes
toward ex-convicts. Although major attitude changes are beyond the scope of the programs
being suggested an appropriate component of a pilot program and of future programs would
be an effort to modify some specific attitudes of prospective employers and lenders.If the
program includes pre and post release training and mentoring personnel, part of their role
should be to contact business owners and bank officers and convince them to "try" one exconvict employee or one small start-up loan.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Clearly the issues raised in this paper are complicated and difficult. It is much easier to
develop a "Model Program" in an academic paper than to actually find the funding for one and
then implement it. And even if such an implementation were accomplished, success is
uncertain.
Yet the issue is a real and important one, and self-employment programs in other contexts
have been successful.[8,9] It is therefore hoped that the proposals presented in this paper will
be taken seriously and considered by those in a position to act upon them.
In the meantime, future research directions are indicated. There has been little research on the
effectiveness of existing vocational training in prisons, and the current opinion regarding
subsequent recidivism is inconclusive. There should be more study with this focus.
Additional research might confirm the :impressions of the workshop presenters cited in the
beginning of this paper that many prison convicts may have strong entrepreneurial propensity.
If access can be arranged, a broad sampling of inmates might be tested for such propensity.
Perhaps entrepreneurial propensity among inmates may correlate with certain non-traditional
factors, such as type of criminal offense.
Certainly we are dealing with a small business/entrepreneurship topic beyond the norm. it will
be interesting to see where we can go with it!
REFERENCES
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EVALUATING EXPANSIONS OF SMALL BUSINESSES
Laurence R. Steenberg, University of Evansville
ABSTRACT
It is natural for the managers of successful small businesses to think about expansion. An illconceived expansion, however, can seriously threaten an otherwise healthy enterprise. Criteria
commonly used by small businesses to evaluate proposed expansions are: availability of
financing; and projected profitability. These criteria are not sufficient. Some profitable
expansions do not generate enough cash inflow from operations to justify the amount of cash
outflow needed for working capital. Such expansions erode the value of the business. The
proper evaluation of a proposed expansion includes an analysis of its projected cash flows.
Only those expansions which have positive net present values should be viewed as beneficial.
Any expansion which has a negative net present value should be viewed as detrimental.
Many managers of small businesses lack the time or the knowledge to conduct a discounted
cash flow analysis. They cannot determine whether the projected profit for a project is
"enough" profit. The purpose of this paper is to develop a simple formula that can be used in
place of that analysis. The derivation of the formula is based upon a general equation for net
present value which is simplified specifically for the case of a small business expansion. The
formula is expressed in terms of data readily available to most managers of small business. It
calculates the minimum operating margin required for new sales in a beneficial expansion.
Expansions projected to operate at lower margins will not generate enough cash inflow to
justify the necessary investment in working capital.
INTRODUCTION
The most common cause of failure in small businesses is the lack of management skills
among owners and operators (Scarborough, Dunn & Bradstreet). Interest in this problem often
concentrates upon the development of those management skills required to start up and
sustain a new venture. However, the problem of poor management is more extensive. Small
businesses that manage to achieve good early results are still subject to the consequences of
their later decisions in addition to the continuing risks associated with being small. When any
new business achieves initial success, it is natural for its owners and managers to think of
expansion. Expansion has many compelling attractions - economy of scale, greater market
share, increased prestige, and a place for family members to learn about and participate in the
business (Lynn). An ill-conceived expansion, however, can threaten a previously healthy
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business. In the extreme, a bad expansion can be the cause of failure for an entire enterprise.
When considering an expansion, it is not sufficient simply to project a profit and obtain a
financing commitment, nor is it sufficient to close the financing and actually make a profit. The
expansion must promise enough profit to justify the investment and the risk. An expansion that
does not produce enough profit will reduce the value of the business. Written here, those
statements are not a revelation. In practice, however, they are often violated, because the idea
of " enough" profit is not sufficiently understood.
A correct evaluation of a proposed expansion requires an analysis of the projected present
value of the project. Many small business managers lack the time or the knowledge to carry
out such an analysis. With the use of some simplifying assumptions, however, it is possible to
derive a formula based upon present value analysis that can be used to determine whether the
projected profit is "enough" profit. This formula will be expressed in terms of information that
should be available to the small business manager, and will not require a knowledge of
discounted cash flow to use.
An Example of a Bad Expansion
In order to show how a seemingly profitable expansion project can erode value, consider the
fictitious case of a wholesale distributor of medical and surgical supplies, Joplin Supply
Company (JSC). Table I presents abbreviated current financial information for JSC. This data
show that JSC is earning a modest pre-tax operating profit, and a healthy return on equity due
to the high degree of leverage structure.
TABLE I JOPLIN SUPPLY COMPANY SELECTED DATA FOR EXPANSION (All monetary
data In thousands of dollars)
1. Income Statement Sales $2,415100 .0% of sales Cost of goods sold $1,95881 .1% Gross
margin $45718 .9% SG&A Expenses $41317 .1% Net pre-tax profit $441 .81% Taxes
$180 .72% Net after-tax profit $261 .09%
2. Balance Sheet
ASSETS LIABILITIES Accounts receivable $254 Bank notes payable $165 Inventory $383
Other cur. liabilities $156 Current assets $ 67 Long term debt $315 Fixed assets $ 24 Total
liabilities $636 Total assets $728 EQUITY $ 92 Total liab. & equity $728
3. Selected Analyses
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Receivables collection period 38 days Annual Inventory turnover 6.3 times Pre-tax operating
profit 1.8% Return on assets (after taxes) 3.6% Return on equity (after taxes) 28.3% Debt to
equity ratio 6.9
4. Data Projected for Expansion
Growth rate of sales15% Pre-tax operating profit2.7% Required new Investment Inventory, 6.3
annual turnover $57.5, 15.9% of new sales Accounts receivable, 37 days$37.2, 10.3% of new
sales Facilities$18.1, 5.0% of new sales Interest rate on loan13% Effective tax rate40%
JSC's management is considering expanding the firm's geographic service area. The proposed
expansion will entail the employment of one additional sales representative, coupled with
necessary increases in inventory and accounts receivable to provide for the increased sales. A
small increase in fixed assets is needed to provide added storage. Table I also includes a
summary of relevant data for the proposed expansion, as prepared by JCS's management.
In order to determine whether JSC's proposed expansion would be beneficial, the change in
JSC's value that would result from the projected new cash flow must be calculated (Carland).
Since operations before the expansion are steady, the cash flow from these prior operations
can be viewed as a perpetuity. The value of the firm before the expansion, therefore, is the
terminal value (Brigham) of the cash flow from those operations.
TV = CF/COC (1) where: TV = terminal value CF = cash flow COC = cost of capital since: CF =
$26M (Table 1) COC = 13% (Table 1) TV = $202M = VALUE{0}; or pre-expansion value
The value of JSC following a period of expansion would be the present value of the operating
cash flow for that period, including cash flow from new sales, less the present value of the
cash investments required during that period by the expansion, plus the present value of the
JSC's terminal value calculated at the end of the expansion period. The cash flow for a period
of expansion can be evaluated from:
CF{Y} = CF{Y-1} + (s{Y-1)(G)(OPM)(1-T) - (W+F) (2)
where:Y = the year of valuation S = sales G = rate of sales growth due to expansion OPM =
operating profit margin on new sales T effective tax rate W new working capital investment F
new fixed asset investment
For the first year of an expansion:
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CF{1} = CF{0} + (S{0})(G)(OPM)(1-T) - (W + F) (3) since for JSC: CF{0} = $26M (Table 1); S{0}
= $2,415M (Table 1); G = 15% (Table 1); OPM = 2.7% (Table 1); and T = 40% (Table 1) W+F
$57.5M+$37.2M+$18.1M = $112.8M (Table 1) CF{1} ($80.9M)
If the operating cash flow and the required investment are treated as though they occurred at
the end of the year, the present value of that net cash flow can be calculated by simple
discounting.
PV[CF{1}] = CF{l} / (1+COC) = ($71.6M) (4) where: PV = present value
The terminal value of the expanded firm would be the sum of the pre-expansion cash flow and
the new operating cash flow arising from the expansion, valued as a perpetuity.
TV{1} = [CF{0} + (S{0}(G)(OPM)(1-T))] / COC = $247M (5)
Since the terminal value is based upon the post-expansion cash flow, its present value also
can be calculated by simple discounting.
PV[TV{1}] = TV{1} / (1+COC) = $218M (6)
The total value of the expanded firm is the sum of the discounted net cash flow from the
expansion period, expression(4), and the discounted terminal value, expression(6).
VALUE{1} = ($71.6M) + $218M = $147M; (7) or post-expansion value
The change in the value of JSC due to the proposed expansion is the difference between the
post-expansion value, expression(7), and the pre-expansion value, expression(1).
VALUE{expansion} = VALUE{1} - VALUE{0}= $147M - $202M = ($55M) (8)
These calculations prove that the value of JSC will decline as a result of the proposed
expansion even though a net pre-tax profit is projected. A comparable decline in value would
occur during each successive year that this combination of sales expansion and investment
was made. Therefore, this expansion project should not be undertaken by JSC.
The decline in value does not occur because the rate of sales expansion is too low, nor
because the required rate of new investment is too high, nor because the operating profit
margin is too low. It occurs because the relationship between the rate of growth of operating
cash flow and the amount of new investment required to achieve that growth results in a net
outward cash flow from the firm. If the nature of the originally conceived expansion were
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altered so that a higher operating margin could be achieved, say 7%, even if that improvement
required a somewhat larger investment in working capital, the results would show a small
increase in the value of JSC during each year that such an expansion took place. Under these
revised conditions, the increases in operating cash flow are sufficient to support the
requirements for new working capital investment even though those requirements are higher
than in the original case. In this revised form, the expansion will add value to the enterprise
and should be pursued. A summary of both value calculations for this example is shown in
Table II.
TABLE 11 JOPLIN SUPPLY COMPANY SUMMARY OF VALUE CALCULATIONS (All
monetary data In thousands of dollars)
Best Higher MOPM Case Margin Case Pre-expansion sales $2,415 $2,415 $2,415 Preexpansion operating cash flow$26 $26 $26 Pre-expansion Value Of JSC$202$202$202
Projected sales growth rate in expansion15%15%15%
Projected operating margin for new sales 2.7% 7.0% 6.02% Post-expansion operating cash
flow $32 $41 $39
Investment required by expansion % of new sales 31.2 35.0 31.2 Total amount $113 $127
$113
Post-expansion value of JSC $147 $207 $202 Value of Expansion ($55) $5 $0
Derivation of an Expression for Minimum Operating Margin
Many small business managers lack the resources or the knowledge to carry out a
computation of the effect of a strategic decision upon the value of the firm (White) . It is the
purpose of this paper to derive a formula from the concept of net present value that can be
used to determine whether a proposed expansion will add value to a business.
The value of an enterprise can be expressed as the sum of the present value of its forecasted
net cash flows, its terminal value, and its marketable security holdings. Since marketable
security holdings are minimal in most small businesses, and are seldom significant in
expansion plans, the value of a small business can be expressed symbolically as follows:
VALUE = PV{CF} + PV{TV} (9)
The value of any strategy, here an expansion, is the change in the value of the enterprise
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resulting from that strategy. Changes in value depend solely upon changes in cash flow. The
cash flow in any forecast period is the sum of the net cash inflow from operations and the net
cash outflow required for investment. The change in cash flow that results from an expansion
is the cash inflow from new profits less the cash outflow for new working capital and new
facilities.
CF{Y} = S{Y-1} x G x OPM x (1 -T) - (W + F) (10)
The value of the strategy is the sum of the changed cash flow for each year, discounted to the
present.
^VALUE = ^CF{P}/[(1+COC)^P] for P=1 to N (11)
Expressions (10) and (11) can be reduced to a simpler form with some modifications and
assumptions. The key assumption used is that an expansion consists of an investment that will
generate an incremental operational cash flow that will persist for a long time. These
incremental cash flows from operations can be viewed as perpetuities and their present values
easily calculated. Thus, the value of an expansion can be expressed as the sum of the present
value of the perpetuity of new cash inflows from operations and the present value of the single
cash outflow for investment.
VALUE = [S{Y-1}xGxOPMx(l-T)/COC] - [(W+F)/(1+COC)] (12)
In order for an expansion to be beneficial, that is to add to the value of the firm, expression(12)
must be positive. Since the expression contains a term for the operating margin on new sales,
the minimum operating margin consistent with a positive value for this expansion can be
determined by setting the value of the expression to zero and solving for the operating margin.
0 = [S{Y-1}xGxMOPMx(1-T)/COC] - [(W+F)/(1+COC)] (13) where: MOPM = minimum
operating margin
Solving this expression for MOPM yields:
MOPM = [(W+F) x (coc)]/[s{Y-1} x G x (1+COC) x (1-T)] (14)
Expression(14) can be simplified if the required investment in new working capital and facilities
is expressed as a fraction of new sales.
(W + F) = S{Y-1} x G x (RW + RF) (15) where: RW = new working capital required, as a
fraction of new sales, and RF = new facilities required as a fraction of new sales
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Substituting expression(15) into expression(14) yields:
MOPM = (RW + RF) x (COC)/(l +COC) x (1 -T) (16)
Expression(16) represents the minimum operating margin required for the new business
generated in an expansion if that expansion is to add value to the firm. Expansions which
operate at higher margins add value. Expansions which operate at lower margins reduce
value, even if they show an accounting profit. Expansions which operate at the MOPM are
neutral, neither adding nor reducing value.
Expression(16) can be simplified further by two steps. Many small business finance
expansions with bank loans or private loans from other sources. For such expansions, the
relevant cost of capital is the interest rate charged by the lender. Substituting the interest rate
for the cost of capital in expres- sion(16) yields:
MOPM = (RW + RF) x (INT)/(l+INT) x (1-T) (17) where: INT = lender's rate of interest
Much of the investment required by an expansion consists solely of increases in inventory and
accounts receivable. These investments are of ten estimated and quantified in terms of annual
turnover and average collection period, respectively. Using turnover and collection period to
quantify investment in expression (17) yields:
MOPM = (1/TO + CP/360 + RF)(INT)/(1+INT)(1-T) (18) where: CP = receivables collection
period, and TO = annual inventory turnover
Expression (18) is: independent of the anticipated or realized rate of sales growth and
independent of the actual level of new sales anticipated or obtained. It is only dependent upon
the rate of investment required, the cost of capital and the effective tax rate. The terms of this
expression are limited to items of information familiar to virtually all managers of small
business: projected inventory turnover, projected receivables collection period, lender's rate of
interest, effective tax rate, and the rate of investment in fixed assets. If it is anticipated that
significant amounts of fixed asset additions will not be required, the RF term may be left out of
the equation.
To illustrate the use of this expression, reconsider the example of Joplin Supply Company.
Using the data from Table I and expression)18), the minimum operating margin required would
be:
MOPM =(1/6.3+38/360+0.05)(0.13)/(1+0.13)(1-0.4)=6.03%
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Since the operating margin projected for the expansion was 2.7%, less than the MOPM, the
expansion would not be beneficial to Joplin, as was shown earlier in this paper by detailed
calculation. Calculations using the minimum operating margin are summarized in Table II.
Summary and Conclusion
Many managers of small businesses lack the resources or the knowledge to evaluate properly
whether a contemplated expansion will truly benefit their business. Projected profitability and
financing availability, while often used, are not sufficient criteria for such an evaluation. The
only criterion that should be used to judge a contemplated expansion, or any other strategic
decision, is whether the expansion will increase the value of the enterprise. Value is dependent
upon discounted net cash flow to the firm. An expansion that promises positive net present
value should be viewed as beneficial. All other proposed expansions should be viewed as
detrimental.
An analysis of projected discounted net cash flow is often beyond the resources of the
manager of a small business. A general expression for value as a function of projected cash
flows can be simplified, specifically in relation to a small business expansion, into a form that
relates the minimum required operating margin for the expansion to the cost of capital, the
effective tax rate and the required rate of investment. This expression can be used by people
untrained in discounted cash flow analysis and uses data that should be readily available to
the small business manager. The calculated minimum operating margin can be used as a
hurdle rate to discriminate between those expansion projects that should be considered and
those that should be abandoned.
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RECRUITING GRADUATING MBA STUDENTS TO HELP
BUILD WORLD CLASS SMALL BUSINESSES
Michael D. Ames, California State University, Fullerton
John T. Emery, California State University, Fullerton
ABSTRACT
The theme of this conference recognizes the importance of introducing new, technology,
resources and strategies to small business owners which will enable them to compete in the
world market place. One important way for SBI Directors to do this is to recruit MBA students
to do SBI casework. This article reports on how one SBI at, a large AACSB accredited
university has contributed to this important process by recruiting all of its graduating MBA
students to counsel SBI clients. It explains why and how this was done, presents the pros and
cons of the approach learned from experience to date, and offers useful background
information for those directors interested in instituting a similar effort at their institutions.
INTRODUCTION
The theme of this conference recognizes the importance of introducing new technology,
resources, and strategies to small business owners which will enable them to compete in the
world market place. Given the successes of the SBI program to date, the implied question is
what more we, as SBI directors, can do to contribute. We propose that one important,
additional way SBI directors can contribute to this effort is to recruit their institution's best
Students to work on SBI cases.
Certainly, graduating MBAs are among the best students a business program has to offer.
Many of these students have several years of work experience as well as the technical
knowledge needed by small businesses to compete worldwide. These strengths have been
augmented by recent, intensive training programs in business disciplines. Our graduating
MBA's are "state-of-the-art" business administrators.
Historically, MBA students have been encouraged to work on SBI cases in elective courses.
This approach may limit the extent and scope of MBA student contribution to SBI casework in
three ways. First, since the course is an elective, only a small percentage of MBA students
actually do SBI casework. Second, the elective usually has a curricular focus which constrains
the type of counseling available. For example, the course may be entitled, "marketing
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problems." Third, the student may take the course in mid-program prior to having completed
required courses in other disciplines.
Given the goal of having more of our best students work on SBI cases, it would be ideal if
every graduating MBA student would do SBI casework, just prior to graduation, and in the
context of an integrative, capstone course. In this way achievement would be maximized in
three ways: maximize the expertise provided to the small business clients, maximize the
number of small business owners served, and maximize the learning of students about the
real-world dynamics of business administration.
From the student's point of view, integrative or "terminal" MBA degree requirements may
logically be seen as somewhat distant from the real-world dynamics of business operations.
Traditionally, these requirements include graduate thesis and/or comprehensive examinations
supported by some sort of integrative, capstone course. The course itself may employ
business simulations and the case method to help students integrate what they have learned
from other courses. Unfortunately these delivery mechanisms are only proxies for the real
business environment.
The traditional approach to integrative or "terminal" MBA degree requirements works, but does
it work well enough to keep our graduates competitive in an era of intense worldwide
competition? Can it be improved? This article reports on how SBI casework has been used to
make just such an improvement at one, large AACSB accredited business school; and at the
same time to attain the ideal of having every graduating MBA student work on SBI cases.
First, we provide a brief description of the original approach and its apparent shortcomings.
Next we describe the thinking which led to the inclusion of SBI casework in the terminal MBA
experience. Then we describe the mechanics of the present program. Finally, we consider
some of the potential pros and cons of the new approach if it were to be widely adopted by
business programs across the nation as one way to improve our global competitiveness.
THE ORIGINAL APPROACH
The requirements for AACSB accreditation specify that the curriculum contain an integrative
terminal experience. The mandates issued by the board of trustees require that all students
awarded a Masters degree meet certain terminal requirements. The terminal evaluation must
be an oral or written comprehensive exam, a traditional Masters thesis, or, for some
professional programs an individually prepared research report.
The business school had been using written comprehensive examinations to meet this
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requirement. These exams were prepared and graded by professors from all departments of
the business school. Students were prepared for the exams in the integrative, capstone
course. The capstone course combined team involvement in a business simulation game with
topical reviews of the various business disciplines. The student's class work was graded by the
professor, as in any other course.
THINKING ABOUT A BETTER WAY
On the surface, this process seemed to work fairly well. The students appeared to gain insight
from the capstone course and the pass rate on the comprehensive exams were high. Even so,
the common perception concerning the terminal experience was there was considerable room
for improvement. One aspect of the perceived need for improvement was the increasing
preoccupation of the students in the class with the examination as the examination date
approached. This seemed to get in the way of the learning process.
Professors found it difficult to draft meaningful questions for the comprehensive exam that
allowed students to demonstrate their mastery of all aspects of business administration, as
opposed to specific business tools. Assessing mastery based on the student's written
responses also proved troublesome.
Students had difficulty exhibiting mastery of the subject matter during the time allowed to take
the exam. They tended to leave the examination rooms feeling more than a bit frustrated.
Many questioned the relevancy of the exam and were disappointed by the limited leeway it
allowed for then to "show their stuff."
In short, faculty and students alike were left feeling that there must be a better way. It was this
common perception that led to a detailed review of the terminal experience by the school's
graduate studies committee.
This committee confirmed the need to improve the terminal experience. They defined the ideal
experience as one which would:
(1) maximize the retention of essential analytical tools, (2) permit students to develop mastery
("learn by doing"), (3) allow students to apply their newly learned business skills to realistic,
dynamic business environments at the company level -- as opposed to the department level,
(4) give the students the additional motivation and satisfaction that comes from using what one
knows to help others, (5) channel the tremendous effort made by the students into results that
made an immediate and useful impact on the global competitiveness of the small business
community. (6) assure timely completion of degree requirements by degree candidates. (7)
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allow for efficient utilization of limited faculty resources.
Using this bench mark as the desired, or ideal experience, it became apparent that the
traditional masters thesis would fall short as a solution. Previous experience suggested that
most students would be unable to complete a thesis in a timely manner. Second,
implementation of a thesis requirement was viewed as a costly administrative alternative.
Finally, many questioned the appropriateness of a thesis as an effective learning medium for
an MBA degree.
MECHANICS OF THE NEW PROGRAM
The SBI director, the Associate Dean of Graduate Studies, and the professors teaching the
capstone business course saw SBI "live" casework in the capstone course as a better solution
-- the one closest to that sought by the graduate studies committee. Eliminating the business
simulation and the comprehensive exam and working on SBI cases instead, seemed to be a
nearly perfect fit. The critical assumption was that the counseling could be integrated
appropriately into the terminal experience.
As it turned out, the only significant changes required in the usual SBI counseling process in
order to make a comfortable fit were in the layout of the final consulting report and the grading
procedure. The normal SBI case layout is a group report in which the contributions of individual
students are blended together seamlessly for presentation to the client. This is very desirable
for presentation purposes, but would not insure, guarantee, or expedite the requirement that
each MBA candidate's terminal experience be individually evaluated.
As to grading procedure, more was required than a grade assigned by the course professor.
Other faculty had to independently review the counseling report to confirm mastery of all
business disciplines by each student, not unlike the existing comprehensive exam grading
procedure.
The agreed upon changes which were incorporated in the new capstone course were:
(1) The counseling report layout was restructured so that a 10-20 page presentation of key
findings and recommendations is included at the front. This is followed and supported by a
number of thesisquality supplements. Each is prepared by an individual student in the team
and provides exhaustive factual and analytical justification for the recommendations included
in the presentation at the front.
(2) The grades for the counseling report for the class and the exit interview are assigned by the
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professor teaching the class. The individual supplements are then graded by members of the
graduate studies committee. They decide whether the quality of each student's work is
sufficient to meet the terminal experience requirement.
(3) All students are required to work on SBI cases, but they are given a choice of firms which
have been prescreened by the SBI director and the professor teaching the class. Giving the
students a choice helps retain an element of voluntarism.
As of today, we have gained a full year (two semesters and a summer session) of experience
with what amounts to universal conscription of graduating MBA students to provide SBI
counseling. The new approach has yielded remarkable results. The students are motivated,
and not just by their pending grades. They are proud of what they accomplish --both of the
work itself, and of the quality of the help they provide to their clients. The clients and the faculty
alike have been extremely impressed with the quality of the counseling provided. The SBA's
business development people have also been impressed. Two cases completed by the
students have already won SBA district best case awards and one of these won the regional
best case competition for 1990-91.
PROS AND CONS OF THE NEW PROGRAM
It is instructive to put our year of experience in perspective and consider the pros and cons of
our new approach.
Pros
(1) The students are obviously learning a tremendous amount by helping real business and by
being able to take a company wide perspective in the solutions they propose. (2) Students and
faculty alike find the new approach more interesting, relevant and challenging. Even faculty
grading the students' work on the supplements find their task more interesting (3) The
traditional motivator -- the need to achieve a passing grade on a significant, integrative
terminal experience in order to graduate -- is still very much active and helps insure teamwork
and ontime completion. (4) A whole new dimension of community outreach has been added to
the business program. One that everyone can be proud of and one which serves a larger,
worthwhile purpose. It allows students to put their full capabilities to work by providing high
quality assistance to aspiring world class competitors. (5) The SBI case work experience is a
very positive one for the students and leaves them with a much better opinion of the institution
as they graduate. This has long term implications in terms of alumni loyalty to, and support of,
the business program.
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Cons
(1) As any experienced SBI director might expect, the new program is time intensive. Faculty,
particularly the professor in charge of the capstone course, must spend considerable extra
time to make the new terminal experience work. It clearly requires more time then the old
approach -attendance at entry and exit interviews being one example. The extra burden is
alleviated by the self-reliant nature of the MBA students who average 30 years of age. Also the
extra faculty resources devoted to the approach are significantly less than would be the case
with a thesis requirement.
(2) A continuing and relatively expensive search is required by the SBI to find appropriate
businesses to study. Firms are needed with sufficiently complex challenges to justify the close
scrutiny of four to six MBA students. (Remember the thesis-like supplements the students
must prepare.) Some 80,000 small businesses are located within a short distance of our
business school, of which a relatively small percentage have the complexity necessary for
meaningful study. Recruiting appropriate firms is a numbers game. Frequent press releases
and SBA assisted mailings are generating the interest we need. Still, relatively large programs
in less urban areas would have to consider how they will find a sufficient supply of appropriate
firms to sustain an approach like ours.
CONCLUSION
So far it is clear to us the pros of recruiting all of our graduating MBA students to counsel SBI
clients more than outweigh the cons. The early results are very promising and suggest to us
that an innovative approach to MBA terminal experience requirements, which includes SBI
casework, has the potential to open up a flood gate of valuable counseling assistance to small
businesses nationwide. We feel that SBI directors who work to include SBI casework in the
MBA terminal experience will be improving their MBA program, and at the same time
improving their institute's ability to help build world class small businesses.
If you would like copies of the approved version of the proposal for our capstone course, the
course syllabus, and the counseling report guidelines, you may call or write us for free copies.
Inquire c/o Michael D. Ames, Management Department, California State University, Fullerton,
Fullerton California 92634, telephone: (714) 773-2251, FAX: (714) 449- 7101.
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THE IMPACT OF WORKFORCE 2000 ON SMALLER
BUSINESSES: A LOOK FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
WOMEN
Diana Reed, Drake University
Robert A. Kemp, C.P.M., Drake University
ABSTRACT
This study looked at the current employment and benefit policies of interest to women. Larger
small businesses and large organizations in Iowa have responded to a 31 item questionnaire
concerning work issues. We found that support services are lacking in most areas and
organizations are not responding to female workers at the level that is needed. Managers must
understand that being a better employer will be a highly effective competitive tool in the future.
The Small Business Institute can help managers of smaller firms develop the skills needed to
enhance their opportunities.
INTRODUCTION
Everybody is talking about the impact of work force 2000 on business . But most of these
conversations ignore small business and what actions smaller firms must take to adapt and
even better be proactive in the face of significant work force changes. Everybody agrees that
there will be more women in the work force.
Similarly, everybody agrees that the continuous growth of the number of women in the work
force is having a great impact on the United States and the world. Businesses must adapt and
adjust to the demands of women. Women who see structural changes to accommodate their
demands will become better employees. In most cases, better employees mean a better and
more competitive firm. Small Business Institute programs across the country can help
managers of smaller firms develop the requisite human resource skills.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The growing importance of women in the work place is undeniable. A survey of labor force
participation among women by the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows an increase from 43.3
percent in 1970 to 51.5 percent in 1980 55.6 percent in 1986. The Bureau expects this trend to
continue, with a projection of 65.6 million working women by the year 2000, a participation rate
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of 61.5 percent.[1] Other studies show that women still live under the so called 'glass ceiling'.
They face work schedules that fail to consider the family situation. Maternity leave is still
denied by many employers. Pay and benefit packages are still inequitable. Child care remains
a dream for most working mothers. [2; 3; 4; 5; 6]
Much of the resistance appears to center around costs. America is currently spending more
than 12 percent of its GNP on healthcare. Healthcare is the third largest business in the
country. These costs are having tremendous effects on employers and the ability to compete.
[7] Similarly, Bacas shows that almost half of the uninsured employees work for smaller firms.
The SBA advocates congressional incentives to business to provide flexible, competitive
benefits. [8] Brostoff in a survey of the N.F.I.B. found that 73 percent would cut or hold down
salaries if they were forced to pay for health insurance. [9]
Writing in Working Women, Roni Sandroff argues that we face labor shortages in areas that
will impact most on smaller firms such as entry level type people, but that is not all. Good
employees will be seduced away by companies with better programs and more flexibility for
employment opportunities. Companies that improve their human resource management
operations can build a competitive edge. [10]
Richman, writing in Fortune, enforces this labor shortage idea and says, "the: form and fit of
American life is still geared to a steady supply of large numbers of young people, who just
aren't going to be there in the future".[11] Newsweek, extends this argument for change in
organizational perspectives with an excerpt from Alvin Toffler's book Powershift. Toffler argues
that smaller 'fam-firms' will increasingly dominate the market. These firms will be quite
democratic. These firms will employ all of the innovative human resource management
techniques such as flex-time, flex-benefits, and other flex-arrangements to be developed. [12]
All of these facts are even more significant when considered in light of the projected
demographic changes in the work force as we approach the end of the century.[12] The work
force is changing and diversity is everywhere.
Employers must become more realistic. It will be necessary for employers to attract and keep
women to continue operations. The firms with the best benefit and employment packages will
enjoy a competitive edge in the labor market. Smaller firms may have certain immunity to parts
of the law, but they have no immunity to the growing competitive pressures in the market place
for good and productive employees. In the future, to get and keep good employees, you must
be a good employer.
METHODOLOGY
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This was a state-wide survey using a mailed questionnaire. Since the population for this study
consisted of all Iowa companies with 100 or more employees, excluding state and local
government entities, the work is based on a census rather than a sample. Firms in this
population are all required to file periodic reports by the Civil Rights Act (CRA). Hence, all of
these organizations should have had the desired data concerning the employment of women
readily available. The population included 1000 firms and 324 school districts or other
government activities with over 100 employees. Seven organizational classifications were
used:
1. Contract construction, 2. Manufacturing, 3. Transportation or public utilities, 4. Wholesale
Trade, 5. Retail Trade, 6. Finance, Insurance, or Real Estate, and Services.
The questionnaire was designed to obtain both descriptive and demographic data. The content
of the questionnaire was similar to a 1987 survey developed by the Council on Economic
Priorities (CEP) and published in the November, 1987, issue of MS. Magazine. Permission to
use the questionnaire was obtained from those involved in the CEP study. We modified the
questionnaire to eliminate most of the open ended questions to facilitate our analysis.
FINDINGS
From the 1,324 questionnaires that were mailed, 415, or 31 percent, were returned. of these
307, or 23 percent were usable and are included in the final analyses. The majority of the
responses came from small and medium sized firms. Two thirds (201) employed between 100
and 249 people. One fifth of the respondents employed between 250 and 499 workers.
Twenty-six companies (8.5 percent) had between 500 and a 1,000 employees, while just over
five percent reported work forces of more than 1000 . Of the respondents, 267 (87 percent)
have less than 500 employees, and by definition are considered small businesses.
Eighty percent of the respondents reported fewer than 249 women working in their
organizations. These responses were equally split between those reporting more and fewer
than 100 working women.
The responses across the industry classification were 1. manufacturing 36 percent, 2. Services
32 percent, 3. Schools 13 percent, 4. Finance, Insurance and Real estate 6.5 percent. Of the
other classifications none had more than four percent of the responses. The majority of the
respondents were privately held companies (56 percent), followed by hospitals and schools at
20 percent. Almost 19 percent of the respondents were publicly held companies.
Advancement: The organizations were asked to name the position held by the highest-ranking
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women. Answers receiving 15 percent each were Vice President, Manager, and Director or
other. From this openended question it was difficult to categorize specific titles. Many of the
responses were not typical leadership or managerial titles, e.g. "secretary". Many used
nonstandard responses related to a profession or industry specific activity such as corporate
attorney. Even so, 45 percent report women in definitive leader roles.
Some women in Iowa have made it through the so called glass ceiling". Women are on 70
percent of the boards of directors of the firms, while 30 percent have no women on the boards
of directors. Twenty-four percent reported one women board member, while 16 percent
reported two female board members. Eleven percent reported three to five women on the
board. Hospitals and school districts have more women on the boards.
Benefit Packages: The questionnaire sought descriptive data on several of the standard
benefit programs. The paragraphs below report the findings for these human resource
management concepts that are generally considered by theory to be sound motivating
techniques.
Flex-time: More than half (55 percent ) do not offer flex-time. Even so, 26 percent of the
employers do have flex-time as an option. Sadly, 64 percent reported we have never had it
and of the total eight percent said, "we would never consider flex-time."
Flex-place: More than two-thirds of the respondents (67 percent) indicated that they do not
offer flex-place, the ability to work in a location other than the office. Again, most of the
respondents will not even consider such an idea. Several even went so far as to note on the
questionnaire that the nature of their work precluded such an arrangement.
Job Sharing: After seemingly being rather harsh in terms of flextime and flex-place, employers
are more lenient in terms of job sharing arrangements. Sixty-four percent have some sort of
job sharing arrangement for employees, while 19 percent said they do not.
Flexible Benefit Packages: Twenty percent of the respondents offer a flexible benefit package
to their employees. But over half of the respondents do not offer flexible benefits. However,
about one quarter are considering the implementation of a more flexible benefits program.
Similarly, 14 percent are using flexible spending accounts and 18 percent more are
considering flexible spending accounts. But 60 percent are not considering such an idea.
Care for Dependents: On-site child care was provided by four percent of the employers.
Seventy-six percent of the respondents indicated that on-site child care had never been
offered by the employer. About ten percent of the employers reported considering the idea and
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a similar number said it would never be considered. Similarly, most employers have never
offered off-site day care, nor do they even offer information about where to seek child care (88
and 73 percent respectively). Fifteen percent of the respondents did report offering information
to their employees concerning the sources of day care for children though less than one
percent maintain off-site facilities. Sixty eight percent have no formal provisions for caring for a
sick child. Even so, 61 percent said they would grant time off to care for the child. Twenty
percent of the companies reported formal provisions for caring for a sick child. Thirty-nine
percent will not grant time off to care for a sick child. You must use vacation time or your own
sick time.
Maternity Leave: Sixty-nine percent offer some combination of time off with pay and paid
maternity leave. Twenty percent said they offered no unpaid maternity leave, while 26 percent
said they had no paid time off. The amount of time off varies widely from five weeks to 28
weeks. But more than half the respondents listed paid leave of less than six weeks. About onethird of the respondents based paid leave time on accumulated sick leave, accumulated
vacation time or a combination thereof. Twenty-one percent said the length of the leave was
determined by the doctor. More than 58 percent of the respondents said a woman's job was
guaranteed following an unpaid maternity leave. Similarly, 64 percent the job was guaranteed
following a paid leave, if one was granted. As good as all this sounds, we have to look at it in
the light that another 26 percent do not offer maternity leaves and three percent have not even
considered it.
Attention to Affirmative Action Goals: About 48 percent of the companies said that managers
were evaluated on whether they followed affirmative action goals in hiring and promoting
women, while 36 percent were not. The other 16 percent didn't know or didn't answer. It
appears to us, a 'don't know' or 'didn't answer' means 'not. Hence, more do not use affirmative
action goals as a basis for managerial evaluation than do.
Special Purpose Training Programs: Thirty-three percent of the respondents have training
programs on how to address sexual harassment problems in the work place. The others do
not. Some of those responding in both categories said that, while there is no specific training
for the topic of sexual harassment, the subject was included with other training. Those
reporting programs stated that the training lasted about one hour, on average, and that an
average of 21 employees attend a session.
Sexual Harassment Grievance Policy: Eighty-five percent have a policy for handling sexual
harassment charges. The others do not. Some of those answering both ways said that this
type of grievance would be handled by regular grievance procedures in the firm.
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Job Evaluation Systems: Job evaluation systems are used by 64 percent to evaluate
employees. The most popular method was job classification (32 percent) , followed by the
point method (17 percent), ranking method (eight percent), and the factor method (three
percent). Sixty-two percent said the evaluations were used to help set wages. Seventy-five
percent also said they used market salary surveys to help maintain equitable pay scales in the
firm.
Work force Composition: Using mean responses across the population, these facts can be
derived. The companies had 28 males and nine females in the position of official or manager.
The companies averaged 23 males and 37 professionals and nine male and ten female
technicians. The wholesale retail companies averaged eight men and nine women in sales
positions. Companies averaged 44 females and five men in the office and clerical positions.
Male skilled workers outnumbered their female counterparts 28 to four in the average company
and 37 to 21 respectively in the semiskilled positions. The ratio of men to women in the
unskilled positions was 24 to 23, while in service jobs, it was 12 to 21.
Now what does all this mean and what can the members of SBIDA do with this information.
Our conclusions and recommendations follow in the next section.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Some general conclusions drawn from the crosstabluations of the data show that schools and
service organizations were more likely to have the benefits than manufacturers. Similarly,
larger companies, even larger small businesses, were more likely to offer more benefits than
the medium or smaller firms. Public companies had more of the benefits package than private
companies. These suggest that competitive job pressure for good employees will come first to
the smaller firms.
More specifically, we can say that firms in the state seem to correspond with firms nation-wide
in terms of female representation on the boards of directors and in positions in top
management. Even so, much is desired in terms of the benefits package. Support services
provided by the companies in the areas of flex-time, day care, maternity leave, and sick leave,
are less than desirable. If the state reflects the rest of the nation, then great progress needs to
be made. This study has evaluated areas that others in future work can study and extend.
More women will be in and remain in the work force. A recent SBA publication reported a
tremendous increase in the number of womenowned firms. These facts combine to suggest
that actions taken to create a more supportive work atmosphere by providing critical services
can only be beneficial to female employees and the organization. From the study and other
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data, it is evident that much remains to be done.
More specifically we recommend that the SBIDA take the lead in preparing its members to help
small business meet this serious challenge by 1) creating a special pre-conference at the 1993
Conference to address developing cases that concern these issues, 2) ensuring that the new
Director's Handbook includes a section on doing benefits cases, 3) helping directors to
improve their capabilities to help their student consultants address these issues, 4) including a
track concerning issues surrounding changing work force demographics in the call for papers
for the 1993 Conference, 5. supporting replication of this study around the country to extend
the grass roots knowledge of the situation. We will make the questionnaire available to any
one wishing to use it.
Finally, we need to extend our efforts to motivate managers to assume the lead and take the
requisite risks to change the process. Smaller firms that do this will be more competitive in the
future. That will be good for the economy of our regions.
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BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT GROUPS: A BASIS FOR SBI
STRATEGIC ALLIANCES?
John B. Wallace, Marshall University
George G. Stollings, President, George D. Stollings, Inc.
ABSTRACT
This paper describes a way to help owners of similar small businesses improve their
performance. It is illustrated by a "Business-Improvement Group" (BIG) program that was run
recently for 16 dentists, cosponsored by a dental college and an SBI. The group members
compared their performance with each other, taught each other some tricks of the trade, and
supported each other while implementing changes in their firms. A followup survey revealed
that the group members credited the program with benefits worth at least ten times the cost of
the program. We suggest that such group training methods provide a way for SBIs to forge
alliances with selected professional colleges a potentially important market.
INTRODUCTION
It is somewhat ironic that SBIs reside in colleges of business where courses emphasize large
organizations, and yet have little contact with professional colleges that prepare their
graduates to become private entrepreneurs - architects, dentists, doctors, lawyers, and
veterinarians, to name a few. One would expect many joint activities between SBIs and these
professional schools, because, as one young dentist, pointed out, the need is great:
"The dentist must be the manager of his dental office. That's one of the major problems
confronting solo practitioners today. We had four years of college and four years of dental
school, but we didn't have one business course. The idea of managing a business and not
knowing anything about business is a poor way of sending dentists out into the cold, cruel
world. Managing your business doesn't just mean the expenditure of money. It means how you
make money, how you market your practice, how to advertise, and how to get your patients to
refer other patients to you." [1]
This need has not gone unnoticed. For example, John Bebris, the SBA National SBI Program
Manager, recently suggested that SBIs work more systematically with professional
practitioners. [2] Such a strategy requires that we build continuing relationships with
professional colleges to help new professionals set up practices, and with the continuing
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education programs of such colleges. Business-Improvement Group (BIG) programs, as
described here, work with established practitioners, as part of the continuing education
programs of the colleges.
STUDYING THE MARKET
SBI Directors know well that the first step in a new venture is to find customers with unmet
needs and disposable income to fulfill it. The need in the dental field as exemplified by the
quote above - is
accompanied by significant demand for management training and consulting: " ... dentists take
more hours of continuing education than any other profession." [3] A survey of our target
market West Virginia, Kentucky, and South-eastern Ohio showed that the average amount
spent by area dentists on conferences and continuing education was just under $2,500 a year,
a total of $25 million in our market. [4] Discussions with prospective clients and potential allies,
especially deans of dental colleges, revealed significant niches. Since we concentrate on
management - and not on dental technology, we contacted professors of "practice
management" in dental colleges. Student teams carried out SBA consulting cases with
dentists, and drafted training materials.
We found that over 80 percent of continuing education offerings concerned technical aspects
of dentistry - improved diagnosis and treatment. Although few private consultants and trainers
specialize in dental practice management, many of those who do have been in business for
decades and are highly respected. However, the dentists told us that they were seldom
completely satisfied with current offerings, which consisted largely of seminars and workshops
where "experts" speak, but where follow-up is weak. Neither were they satisfied with "report
writing consulting" which they often found it too difficult to apply. From these findings, we
designed several management development schemes, such as the one described below.
PROGRAM DESIGN
We concluded that dentists - and other professionals - need help in overcoming the isolation
they feel after they leave professional school and set up in business. The programs should
also take advantage of the wealth of knowledge that these practitioners can share, and provide
them opportunities to support each other as they apply new knowledge. Programs to meet
these needs should have two important features: (a) Action Learning, and (b) Interfirm
Comparison.
Action Learning - the brain-child of Professor Reginald Revans can be summarized thus:
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Managers develop as managers by taking tough decisions and implementing them effectively.
While Action Learning boils down to "learning by doing," managers do not develop simply by
showing up at work. Rather it is a project-based training method where the project is
completed when the learner puts his knowledge into action. The design also derives from
Malcolm Knowles' ideas about self-directed learning, where learners do something and then
learn by reflecting on what they did. A typical "learning cycle" starts with a person's problems
and goals. He next searches for solutions, and tries some out. When he reflects on what
happened, the cycle is complete. [5]
Taking learners through complete learning cycles dictates three program features: (a) helping
group members identify real problems, (b) staying with them while they identify solutions and
supporting them as they implement projects, and (c) giving them opportunities
to discuss implementation problems and project results. We rely on Interfirm-Comparison (IFC)
to start the learning cycles and to monitor project progress. With IFC, the operating figures of
firms in the same line of business are collected, and "normalized" to remove the confusing
aspects of different sizes of business. They are reported back so that members can compare
performance.
IFC systems work only if the indicators are for similar businesses, in similar conditions, and are
held in confidence. Although indicator sets are difficult to design from scratch, once designed,
they can be used for dozens of groups. Good sets of indicators have " priority focus", and
"controllable interest". Priority focus means that a member should be able to see quickly where
his operation is doing well and where it is not. This allows him to concentrate on his poorly
performing areas, and leave the satisfactory ones alone. It is a great time-saver. He no longer
has to worry about phantom problems, and can focus on areas that are genuinely of the
highest priority. Controllable interest means that indicators should focus on things a member
can do something about. For example, while a member may be interested in how his return on
assets or his rent expense compares to others in his profession, he can do little about it in the
immediate future. Thus the program organizers must be skilled at focusing members' attention
on the indicators that they can change in the short run.
PROGRAM DELIVERY: HANGING IN
BIG programs pass through four phases: member selection and group formation, goal setting
and practice analysis, project selection and monitoring, and diplomatic advertising.
Great care must be taken in selecting members and forming groups. Ideally, every member
should have something to offer the others. A member whose performance is either too good or
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too bad is unlikely to succeed in the group. Members should be serious, mature practice
owners or partners who are willing to share information. Associates or employees should not
be invited because they seldom have the power to determine policy. Practitioners who are just
starting out have too little to share with others. They should be prepared to meet for a few days
a month for as long as it takes to show improvements, perhaps 18 months.
The second stage workshops are on measuring performance and collecting data. After the
members are instructed in using data collection forms, they return home to collect IFC data.
The forms are designed so that the members can delegate most of the data collection to their
staffs. To maintain confidentiality, each firm receives a secret code name or number.
At the next workshops the members discuss their reports, and can share confidential
information if they want to. They discuss both individual and group problems, and often request
the facilitators to organize brainstorming sessions to explore particular problems,
such as patient scheduling, pricing, collections policies and marketing programs. These
sessions often generate research assignments for the members and the organizers to be
carried out between workshops.
Later workshops support the members as they change their practices. The organizers - who
know the members' codes - often ask members who are "leaders" in certain areas to present
tricks of the trade. For example, a member who has a high rate of new patient influx might be
asked to describe his internal and external marketing practices. A member with a high rate of
collections per appointment might be asked to describe his production management practices.
Third stage workshops cover projects election and implementation. These sessions are quite
exciting, especially where members begin describing their successes. One might describe how
lowered her overheads, how she invested her increased net profits, and what her retirement
plans now look like.
In the fourth stage - results harvesting and diplomatic advertising - members discuss their
successes, and organizers begin capturing the results of the program. Additional sessions can
be organized if members want to select more projects.
Short-term benefits that are captured in this stage are used to promote future programs. For
example, it typically costs about $10,000 to organize a BIG program to the stage where
members have improvements to share. A typical group of 15 professional generate an average
of $4.5 million in annual billings. In order to generate exciting work-of-mouth publicity, a
reasonable aim is for them to generate at least $15,000 in improvements apiece, or $225,000
for the first year. Thus a target for a BIG program is a benefit/cost ratio of about 22 to 1
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($225,000/$10,000), based on the members' presentations and on follow-up questionnaires.
Stories like the following can be used (with permission) as "diplomatic advertising" to promote
new programs.
TOM: A SUCCESSFUL MEMBER
Table 1 is an IFC report for a typical member, "Dr. Tom", who applied several tricks of the
trade that he learned from the other members. (Some terms specific to dentistry have been
modified. We used "sales" where dentists would say "collections," "billings" for their
"production," "advertising" for their "external marketing," etc. However, when working with a
trade or profession, use their terms to build credibility.)
The indicator set is arranged in a "sandwich" with the critical indicators on top and bottom: ("A:
Overall short-term results" and 'IN: Financial independence"), to help the members get their
bearings.
For example, Tom sees in section A that his profits and growth are low, even though he works
as long as the others and has about the average number of patients. From this he might
conclude that he needs to work smarter, not harder. From section N he might conclude that he
has less desire for financial independence than do many of his peers, and that he is not
investing as much as they are to achieve it. Tom remarked, "I saw that I was working more and
taking home less. I was doing right by neither my patients nor my family."
The "inside" indicators (Sections B through M) lead the members to specific problems. They
are arranged sequentially, from attracting patients, through diagnosis to production. The
production indicators (Sections D through G) focus on key resources such as staff and
facilities.
In Sections B and C, Tom would see that while he is almost as good as his peers in attracting
and retaining patients, he misses opportunities to serve them. A doctor with a similar profile
concluded, "I realized that my profit per patient was low because I was presenting so few
treatment plans, which also were modest compared to other group members. I tended to treat
only the complaints that patients brought me and missed many opportunities to do good
dentistry. While I lacked confidence in treatment planning and presentation, my skills there
were sufficient. My patients accepted most of my proposals and let me complete most of what
they accepted."
Having analyzed his problems, Tom began making improvements. "I went from a gross of
$13,000 per month, to $15,000, to $20,000, and soon I was grossing $30,000 a month," he
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said. Tom said that before joining the group, he was disgusted with dentistry, and was thinking
of quitting. But by comparing his performance with the others, he realized that he was simply
managing poorly. "I was scheduling one patient an hour, and if it only took me 15 minutes, I
had lots of time for coffee and a telephone call." He had been recommending inexpensive
treatments, which often had to be repeated a few years later. He quoted one patient as saying,
"I waited for years for you to recommend the better treatment."
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A follow-up questionnaire and interviews with the members four months after the program
revealed that Tom had made the most progress. However, 10 of the members tried something
new, and half reported significant improvements in profit.
BIG programs are usually joint efforts. For example, a private consultant who had practiced
dentistry for many years enlisted the help of an SBI Director and several student teams in
designing this program. Moreover, dental colleges at West Virginia University and the
University of Kentucky cosponsored several of the workshops.
BIG programs are good sources of data for research and publication. Admittedly, the data will
seldom conform to the rigors of welldesigned experiments with randomly assigned treatments.
Instead they are more like case studies and "participative action research." Moreover, with a
network of over 550 SBI directors, BIG programs provide an opportunity to exchange
information about selected types of small businesses in more detail than is provided by many
of the published services.
BIG programs are promising vehicles for forging alliances with other colleges on our
campuses. They allow SBIs to develop expertise in selected types of professional practices,
and they complement the technical teaching of the professional schools with the business
knowledge of the SBI.
REFERENCES
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TABLE I: EXCERPT FROM CONFIDENTIAL REPORT DOCTOR'S FIRM CODE: "TOM"
PERIOD: APRIL 1 TO JUNE 30, 1991
YOUR PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FIRM LO AVG. Hi A: Overall short-term results Net
profit percentage 28% 27% 37% 54% Profit per hour worked $26 $26 $48 $114 Hours worked
per hour 35 25 34 44 Active patients 1,260 700 1,769 2900
B: Marketing and promotion New patients per month 17 3 19 63 Adv. budget (% of sales) 0%
0% 1% 3% New patients referred 94% 45% 77% 96%
C: Diagnosis, presentation & acceptance New patient presentations 44% 11% 42% 100% Avg.
case size presented $304 $94 $559 $2789 Acceptance rate 93% 35% 85% 100%
D: Faculty utilization Collection per sq. ft. $84 $80 $174 $306 Collection/operatory $53,0004
$15,000 $76,000 $115000
E: Time utilization Collection/active pt. $126 $74 $125 $126
F: Cost control Overhead to collection 72% 46% 63% 74% Percent labor expense 18% 16%
23% 37%
G: Staff management Collections/non-dds staff $52,988 $38,174 $62,823 $95047 Front staff
labor expense 6% 3% 7% 11% Appointment/front staff 13 12 19 30
H: Fee strategy New patient examination $12 $10 $18 $51 Tota1: All fees $5,497 $3,523
$5,141 $6,002
I: Patient base building and retention Patients/years practiced 378 206 391 667 Active
patients/total pts. 22% 9% 43% 71%
J: Financial independence Networth/years practiced $7,233 ($9,289) $30,341 $66,666
Retirement funds needed $416,896 $350,964 " " " $1,403,145 " " " $5,000,000
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Percent of invested 0% 0% 12% 48%
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SMALL BUSINESS AND THE NEW QUALITY STANDARD
Steve Brown, Eastern Kentucky University Charles F. Falk, Eastern Kentucky University
ABSTRACT
American firms are beginning to react to the new quality standard by focusing on consumers,
building networks, and continuing to improve. Most of the firms making the shift are large
manufacturers. To retain their competitive positions, small businesses must become aware of
the changing quality concept and its strategic implications.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade profound changes have been taking place in the world economy. One of
these changes, an increased emphasis on quality, has become a pivotal issue [18].
Consumers demand it, and firms must respond or perish. One of the most critical challenges
facing companies in the waning years of this century and the beginning years of the next is the
quest for a strategy which will bring superior quality products and services to the market.
The overwhelming success of Japan's post-war economic resurgence has been attributed in
part to its widespread commitment to quality improvement [14]. Despite the significant attention
given to quality in other countries, it is only since the mid-1980's that American companies
have begun to respond to this fundamental change that has taken place in the market. A few of
the large companies (e.g., Ford, Monsanto, Motorola, and Milliken) have or are adopting totally
new business philosophies which they believe will help them compete more effectively in the
global marketplace [19]. Small business, despite all its innovativeness and ability to respond
quickly to changes in the market, appears to be adjusting slowly to these fundamental changes
in the competitive milieu.
A review of the literature yields little evidence to suggest that small business recognizes the
increasing importance of quality. It is difficult to expect changes in the behaviors of smaller
businesses unless they begin to understand the new quality standard: its full meaning and its
implications. First and foremost, the focus must be on the consumer not the product. Second,
quality improvement is not an individual responsibility but a group effort. Third, the
improvement must be continuous. In the face of the new standard, "the customer is always
right" takes on a whole new meaning.
A CONSUMER FOCUS
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In the past, quality has been looked at from the inside out. From this point of view, quality was
something that was either built into a product according to some measurable attribute or
service and was delivered by the state-of-the art equipment or personnel [8]. Today, a more
appropriate view is to see quality from the outside in. Here the core focus is on consumer
satisfaction [6]. The basis for measuring quality is to understand what drives the consumer.
Conceptualizing the consumers' perceptions and expectations is easier said than done [20].
For instance, the real difference between the actual defects in Japanese cars and American
cars is very small. However, consumers perceive the difference to be much greater than it is.
Transforming consumer perceived dimensions of quality is illusive and challenging [5].
However, the competitive advantage of doing this is immense and is, in many cases, a
decisive determinant of business success. The changes that have taken place in the
consumers' lifestyles and demands give some clues to how they perceive quality. In addition to
the old standard of conformance to specification, they also want variety, customization,
convenience, and materialism [4]. Today, many consumers have more disposable income
available. This has the effect of forcing business to offer a greater variety of goods and
services at competitive prices. Consumers are no longer satisfied with products that have
evolved as the "standards" in mature markets.
The explosion of choices has resulted in new market segmentation, products, and structures in
order to enhance competitiveness. Examples of changing consumer demands and preferences
can be seen in the emergence of Japanese luxury cars, such as the recently introduced Lexus
and Infinity. The banking industry has been transformed from a savings and checking
institution to a network of sophisticated financial services. In retailing, the variety of products
on grocery shelves has doubled during the last decade; and the number of specialty shops is
increasing daily [13]. Industries, like "Big Steel", have undergone complete transformations
from large-scale standard producers to smaller-scaled specialty operations. These far reaching
and strategic changes are a result of increased market pressures.
Customization is closely related to variety. The demand for variety has brought with it the
desire to have choices which satisfy individual preferences. It has long been known that people
are driven to express their individuality, and now more consumers have the money to do so.
This has caused the banking industry to combine a variety of their financial services into
customized packages to meet specific needs of their customers. The U.S. textile industry is
going through a massive transformation to a system which will enable an individual customer
to request a specific style, fabric, and size and have the order filled and shipped within a
matter of days.
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In addition to variety and customization, consumers are demanding convenience. Because of
increasing choices and greater demands for faster service, convenience has become an
important element in meeting consumer demand. Convenience can be built into products and
services by making them easier to use, varied, and more readily available. The market
continues to be flooded with time saving innovations such as microwave and shelf-stable
meals,remote controls, electronic banking, automated self-service shopping, home
entertainment and shopping, and hypermarkets. There is a growing awareness that consumers
equate convenient service with quality. Delays and long waiting lines caused by inefficient
services, such as those found in airports or product repairs, have become a source of great
consumer dissatisfaction.
Materialism, the desire for the "good life," is also closely related to shifts in demand. The old
Protestant Ethic is giving way to the pursuit of having a good time and having it now. This is
evidenced by increases in the liberal use of credit. More leisure time has resulted in an
increased demand for travel services, recreational facilities, hobby products, and entertainment
equipment. Today, people are paying more attention to staying young, healthy, and attractive.
Sales in a variety of cosmetics and health related products and services have increased
dramatically in the past decade. Young upwardly mobile consumers' demands for the arts,
entertainment, and other materialistic products have also increased.
NETWORKING
The outside in view of quality was actually popularized in this country by the Japanese and the
Europeans. After World War II, European and Japanese business, faced with much smaller
fragmented marketing segments, were forced to look at global markets. They began to focus
their energies and resources on developing more flexible types of structures which could
respond to this fragmentation by looking for marketing niches. Realizing they could not depend
on economies of scale as means of matching the American's cost advantage, they began to
focus on quality.
American industry has concentrated on inside out quality. Mass production and an emphasis
on productivity and economies of scale has dominated the American economy throughout this
century. It has become apparent that, for all its past competitive advantage, sheer scale is no
longer the only way to capture and retain market share. By pursuing variety, customization,
convenience, and materialism, the Europeans and Japanese have shown that quality produces
its own forms of cost reduction which can be passed along to the consumer. America has
recently begun to respond to this new challenge by attempting to restructure its industry.
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Both large and small businesses in America seem to be facing a paradox. On one hand, price
competition has encouraged standardization, control, and cost reduction which has resulted in
large scale production with an apparent disregard for the new standard of quality. On the other,
smaller businesses have thrived because they were able to react with speed, customization,
flexibility, and craftsmanship despite a higher associated cost.
In order to meet the new quality standards dictated by market forces, both large and smaller
businesses are converging into interdependent networks[9]. These networks provide needed
flexibility to rigid corporate giants and interaction and benefits of scale to the smaller company.
Networks have it both ways. By integrating, productivity gains are shared by small business,
and large business gains variety, customization, and timeliness. Networking expands the
scope to a point where global, national, and local demands can be served equally well [22].
American firms have slowly improved performance with cooperative relations throughout the
distribution channel. While there has always been a degree of cooperation in the channel,
there has also been a strong sense of competition. The shift rests upon forging loose
partnerships with linkages that are consumer oriented [4]. Various forms of these networks are
evolving. Different industries are beginning to migrate toward distinctive patterns of
relationships:
o Oligarchies. A few dominant firms with tightly-controlled partnerships.
0 Federations. Firms which operate through networks of autonomous organizations, branch
offices, and franchises.
o Monarchies. A single firm providing an umbrella for a large group of suppliers.
o Unions. Many dominant firms producing similar products.
Models for these new alliances can be found across the broad spectrum of industry. The new
networks tend to be much more flexible -- more attuned to their markets.
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Behind the continuous change is operations, a business philosophy known as total quality
management (TQM). This paradigm was developed in America and perfected in Japan. As
might be expected, TQM is a commitment to satisfying the broader concept of consumer
satisfaction. It is a break with the long-held belief of American companies which hold that cost
reduction through increased scale is the pathway to competitive success. TQM has shown that
costs can be driven down by concentrating on a continuous process of improving quality.
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The person who is probably most responsible for the adoption of TQM as a business
philosophy is former Bell Labs scientist, W. Edwards Deming. Deming, along with Joseph
Juran, Philip Crosby, Kaoru Ishikawa, and Genichi Taguchi are considered important figures in
the development of TQM [7,10,21]. Each of these "quality gurus" have slightly different
approaches, techniques, and methods of improving quality. However, the basic route to the
new quality standard is essentially the same: obtain management commitment, develop a
strategy, provide training for all employees, establish measurements, and eliminate the source
of problems.
TQM is a philosophy of business which requires an organization to constantly strive to improve
the way it does things. The approach was first known as the Shewhart cycle. The cycle is a
process of attempting to establish standards, assigning probable cause to deviations from
these standards, and making the necessary corrections to improve a given process. All effort is
concentrated on manufacturing processes themselves. This is essentially an inside out
approach to quality.
Under Deming's approach there are no set standards that are considered perfect [8].
Consumers' requirements change continuously, demanding higher and higher quality each
year. This means business must also change each year by striving to meet the demands of the
market place. Daming's system for meeting these demands incorporates a cycle of design,
production, sales and marketing research which is followed by another cycle that begins with
redesigning based on the experience of the previous cycle [8]. By adhering to this cycle,
quality is continuously improved by feedback from the consumer. Deming expresses this as an
on-going cycle of planning and designing the product, making and selling it, checking
consumer satisfaction, and acting to further consumer satisfaction[10]. This process has
become popularly known as the "P-D-C-A (Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle."
The entire system of transforming raw materials into satisfying products must be taken into
consideration. The philosophy of continuous improvement is viewed not only in terms offinal
products but also in terms of the entire business process. At each step in the transformation
process, the requirements of the individual task center must be based on their perception of
quality and how each step in the process contributes to overall customer satisfaction.
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This year was the first time service companies, Federal Express and the Wallace Co. (a small
business), won the coveted Malcolm National Quality Award [19]. Such an achievement holds
bitter- sweet implications for American industry. The Deming Award, a Japanese alter-ego of
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the Baldridge award, is a much longer standing institution and was named after its benefactor,
W. Edwards Deming, whose ideas, ironically, were originally shunned by American industry.
Because of complacency, American companies have lost much of their luster in the eyes of the
global market. American firms, posturing to regain their standing as world class competitors,
are in their formative stages. However, the nation will face a considerably different playing field
than the one to which the nation has become accustomed.
The Japanese have a thirty year head start in the race for quality improvement, and the
Europeans, though starting later than the Japanese, have long been known for their
craftsmanship. Also, most American firms still have a national marketing mindset while their
European and Japanese counterparts have held a global outlook for several decades [4]. In
addition, both the lucrative Japanese market and the massive unified European market to be
inaugurated in 1992 will remain out of reach for those firms who cannot meet the quality
demands of these foreign markets.
Japan will continue to have strict standards for imports, and Vision 2000, scheduled to go into
effect by 1992, will have an even greater impact on American manufactured goods sold in
Europe [19]. Vision 2000 states all products sold in the European economic community will
have to comply with their new quality standards. Not only will the primary suppliers have to
meet rigorous quality certification standards, but their primary subcontractors will have to be
certified as well. Such restrictions do not bode well for companies not holding a global outlook.
For firms that do, continuous improvement, networking, and a commitment to consumer
satisfaction will prove to be powerful drivers.
Large manufacturers have typically been in the forefront of this drive. Literature has been
flooded in recent years with pronouncements, forecasts, examples, concepts, methodologies,
and technique heralding this shift in business strategy. Unfortunately, the service and retail
sectors continue to lag behind. As a result, we are only now beginning to see these areas
mentioned in the quality improvement literature [6,11]. One of the main reasons for this
phenomenon is probably due to the relative difficulty of quantifying and standardizing
operations in these two sectors. However, it can be done as evidenced by Federal Express,
Disney World, McDonald's, and Seven-Eleven. It should be noted that these service-oriented
examples are very large firms. Only on rare occasions is small business mentioned in the shift.
There is growing evidence to suggest that smaller businesses, who do not make the shift to
this business approach, will find starting,, competing, and surviving more and more difficult.
The SBA Newsletter, reporting on two current surveys, revealed that by the year 2000
franchised firms will generate one-half of all the retail sales and will continue to make startling
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inroads in the service sector[20]. In the near future, networking in all industries is likely to
continue increasing. Large manufacturers and retailers will be demanding better and better
quality from their smaller suppliers, dealers, and support agencies. Local markets are going to
be increasingly exposed to global influences and will continue to demand more variety,
customization, convenience, and materialism. When major shifts like this occur, small business
for all its ability to be innovative and flexible, unfortunately, remains more reactive than
proactive.
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JIT, QR, KANBAN, WCM, ZIPS
Clearing up The Confusion
David T. Boyd-Grambling State University
Sanithia C. Boyd-Northeast Louisiana University
Steven M. Flory-Louisiana Tech University
The use of an acronym is an acceptable means of abbreviating an unwieldy phrase into a
single group of letters which when recognized by the reader serves as a substitute. Acronyms
are regularly used in the English language. We often encounter TX, NY, CPA, and ASAP and
recognize them as Texas, New York, Certified Public Accountant, and as-soon-as-possible.
Business literature too is replete with acronyms. The reader at whom the material is aimed is
usually familiar with the acronyms of business and will quickly recognize EOQ, ROI, NPV, and
COGS as economic order quantity, return on investment, net present value and cost of goods
sold.
Only when the acronym is relatively new or not yet widely understood does it create confusion
on the part of the reader. This has occurred recently in those publications which regularly deal
with the JIT philosophy and other closely related concepts. (See how easy it is to insert an
acronym?) If an acronym is used in an article without explanation of what it stands for or of its
meaning the reader may lose the flow of the message. The concept is not unlike the use of
unexplained symbols in a statistical paper.
The remainder of this paper will address the problems identified above. Specifically, it will
explain the just-in-time philosophy and many of the acronyms used in the JIT literature. A
glossary is provided at the end to summarize many of the commonly used acronyms.
The Just-in-Time Philosophy
The goal of the JIT philosophy is to come as close as possible to the concept of ideal
production. Ideally, JIT should produce: a. products the customers want; b. at the rate the
customers want them; c. with perfect quality; d. instantly with zero unnecessary lead time; e.
with no waste of labor, material, or equipment. Every move has a purpose and there is no idle
inventory. [Hall, 1983]
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It is a philosophy for designing and operating a manufacturing process that emphasizes highquality products and flexible product oriented flow with lowered inventories. The fundamental
idea is to produce the needed product at the right time, in the right quantity, with zero defects.
This is often referred to as TQC (total quality control).
At first glance most observers conclude that JIT is a system of inventory control. In fact, this is
its most obvious characteristic but only one of several means used to eliminate the waste
caused by any activity which does not add value to the product. Other means of waste
reduction include:
a. improvement of set-up times. Set-up time is the amount of time needed to convert a
production line from one product to another. Often treated as an inherent, immovable cost it
has been found that set-up time can be reduced 50-70% when the user is receptive to change.
b. improved maintenance. Since reduced set-up time is a prime element of JIT, regular
preventive maintenance must be performed. Labeled total preventive maintenance (TPM), the
manufacturer must have a change of mindset [Adair Heeley, 1989]. Instead of "fix it when it
breaks" the manufacturer must begin to think in terms of zero breakdowns. Instead of a service
department (no value added) to perform "fix-it" work, maintenance becomes a part of the
manufacturing team. c. improvement of quality. Management has traditionally thought in terms
of achieving an acceptable quality level (AQL). Batches of raw materials and finished goods
are tested for defects. If the AQL is not met the entire batch is rejected. The result is expensive
delays or rework of what should have been finished goods. Under JIT there is no AQL below
100%. d. improve productivity. This facet of JIT has been described by relating that nothing sits
idle [Hall,1983]. Operation of equipment for non-productive purposes wastes energy. Defective
inventory wastes labor and material. If errors are not allowed, rework is eliminated. JIT reduces
inventory levels, scrap rates, rework costs, carrying costs, and space requirements.
After the ravages of World War II, the Japanese sought to rejoin the world's economic
community. Many of us remember the early products marketed in the United States as
antiquated in design, containing cheap materials, and of poor quality. Over time however,
utilizing the resources available to them, Japanese companies gradually improved in all areas
until by the early 1980's they were "setting the standard" for many products - most notably
automobiles.
Many people pictured the Japanese production facility as being manned by low-paid, lowskilled workers producing imitation American goods in a sweatshop. Today the Japanese
factory is pictured as a gleaming factory controlled by robots (both machine and human) under
the direction of a benevolent corporate owner. Both opinions have been found to be quite
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incorrect.
A trip to Japan by a group of American educators and managers was described in part by what
was seen and what was not seen [Hayes 1981]. Intelligent robots, high degrees of automation
and uniform compensation systems by benevolent owners were practically non-existent. The
expected quality circles (QC) were in only limited use. Instead Hayes found smooth, efficient
workplaces with minimal inventories. Machines were not new - they just looked new because
of constant attention and preventive maintenance. As a result they ran newer. One American
manager described the difference as "They use their machines; we abuse ours". Their
production system is constantly monitored in a nocrisis atmosphere. Quality is a source of
pride and in many factories is measured at a less than one percent defect rate.
Contrary to popular opinion, lifetime employment is not the rule in Japanese corporations. This
practice dates only since World War II and is used only by the largest and most successful
companies. Even then it is diluted by subcontracting much of their production.
Hayes found quiet, orderly workplaces manned by uniformed workers who took pride in the
cleanliness of their workspace and the quality of their product. Every effort was made at every
level to minimize inventory which Japanese managers referred to as the "root of all evil". Raw
materials were delivered only as needed in the production process and goods were moved
through production quickly and efficiently to finished goods where they were quickly shipped
on a waiting order.
In contrast American companies produce batches of a product resulting in large work-inprocess and finished goods inventories in an attempt to reduce change-over costs on the
machines when moving from one product to the next. To overcome this obstacle JIT focuses
on developing machinery and methods for quick change-over. Hayes pointed out that a U.S.
auto manufacturer takes about six hours to change the presses from making auto hoods to
making auto fenders. Volvo had managed to perform the same task in four hours but Toyota
had reduced the time lost to only 12 minutes - a vast reduction in change-over time. (Toyota
uses the term KANBAN for their version of JIT.)
Other characteristics of the JIT workplace include a slower steadier work pace designed to
prevent machine overload and the attendant jams and breakdowns; a monitoring system
designed to identify weak links before breakdowns occur, and a no crisis production
atmosphere with an absence of last-minute changes and rush orders. In short, JIT attacks
Murphy's Law head on.
The typical manufacturing process used in the United States is depicted in Figure I and a JIT
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style process is shown in Figure II. As reliable suppliers of high quality, zero defect materials
are developed, the number of suppliers with whom the manager must deal is dramatically
diminished. Raw materials are delivered on demand to a ready production line. Rather than
queuing in a raw materials inventory area, the goods become a part of raw in-process
inventory (RIPI). They are processed into a finished product in a quality circle (QC). At
completion the product is shipped on a waiting order. The emphasis on quality has eliminated
defective product in raw materials and finished goods inventory thus the expense of handling
and reworking these products is removed. Queuing of raw materials, semi-finished goods, and
finished goods is non-existent. The expense of repetitive handling and queuing (storing) of
product in the various stages of production is not present in the JIT environment. The
streamlined, more efficient JIT process with its attendant diminished inventories and smoother
product flow is evident as depicted in the figures. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Insert Figure I and
Figure II JIT & Traditional Production Available on request. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Computers and JIT
A second myth associated with JIT is that any JIT application must be highly automated,
computer dependent, and expensive. Too often the businessman considering the adoption of
JIT is faced with a written (or verbal) barrage not unlike the following:
If you are considering a CIM facility which utilizes CNC machines in a CAD/CAN framework
then most smaller (and some larger) companies cannot afford JIT. Inventory would need to
move on an AGVS which travels on an OGP. All incoming and outgoing goods would be SCM
using their UPC for POSS.
Most of us who have been around a few years remember well the frustrations experienced
when attempting to converse with a "computer freak". But the strange computer terms of the
1960's and 1970's have become a part of our everyday language in the 1990's. The acronyms
used above which would in some way alienate the recipient are merely the continuing
expansion of "computerese" as it has become known.
The considerate author (or speaker) might have approached the recipient with a more easily
understood explanation such as the following:
If you wish your facility to be computer integrated and controlled the design of your product
and its production can be heavily computer oriented. Your inventory would move from raw
materials through work-in-process and into finished goods with very limited human
intervention. This would be accomplished using an automated movement system which follows
an electronic path. Universal product codes would be utilized for identification of goods at
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every level. You should know however that this procedure is quite expensive to implement.
Faced with the first explanation many small business managers may do what many of us did in
the 1960's when confronted with the then mystifying computer terms smile sheepishly and look
for a way out. If however, the manager receives a considerate explanation such as the second
version then he is more inclined to pursue a decision based on knowledge than he is to reject
the system in a "cloud of ignorance".
Granted, heavily computerized operations seem to be the wave of the future and we would all
like to be operating a fully implemented JIT facility. In fact however, JIT is implemented one
small step at a time. For the small operation with limited cash flows this is the only way JIT can
be achieved. The most effective approach to implementing the JIT philosophy is to attack the
less obvious areas and work slowly into those areas requiring more attention and money.
Improvement of the set-up times, continuous preventative maintenance, and cross training of
employees to achieve higher levels of quality and productivity can all be accomplished with
minimal interruption to the continuity of the workplace and at a relatively small cost.
Successful JIT applications to inventory may take longer and can be much more expensive.
Dependable suppliers must be identified and developed for the system; employees must be
retrained to adhere to and strive toward JIT standards; space requirements and product flow
must be redesigned; and customers must be reeducated about the product they are
purchasing. Storage of inventory, movement of goods, manufacture of the product, packaging,
and shipping may all be more (or less) automated. The higher is the automation, the greater is
the initial cost. The important point to remember is that JIT can be implemented without an
excessive cost outlay.
SUMMARY
JIT is an overall operating philosophy of management. It utilizes all resources in a just-in-time
manner. Materials, personnel, facilities and other resources are utilized with the objective of
achieving continuous flow. Each part of the production process must work in concert with all
the others.
The JIT philosophy is adaptable to anyone. Some portion (if not all) is applicable to any
business. The obvious benefits include: a. lower inventories, b. higher-quality output, c. faster
market response, d. less investment in materials handling equipment, e. smaller manufacturing
facilities, and f. lower setup costs. [Ricketts, 1991]
JIT cannot be quickly put in place and forgotten. Implementation requires a total commitment
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to operation in a better way - a way of doing things right. Inattention is unforgivable.
GLOSSARY
ACMS - Advanced Cost Management System - future oriented decision assistance - not a
passive historical system of data accumulation.
AGV'S - Automated Guided Vehicle System - computer programmed materials delivery
systems to various stages of production.
AMHS - Automated Material Handling System - a necessary component of a computer
integrated manufacturing (CIM) system in which the raw materials and partially completed
product handling function is automatic.
AQL - Acceptable Quality Level-A statistical measure applied to batches of materials and
product produced. If the defective level of a sample exceeds (1 - AQL) the entire batch is
rejected.
AS/RS - Automated Storage & Retrieval System - uses AGV'S for handling raw materials and
finished goods.
CAD/CAX - Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing using computers in
product design work, planning and controlling of production and linking CNC machines.
CAE - Computer Aided Engineering - a part of CAD/CAM.
CAM - Computer Assisted Machine - a machine partially controlled by a computer, partially
controlled manually.
CIM - Computer Integrated Manufacturing - fully integrated computer set-up in which
everything connected with the manufacturing process is performed automatically.
CMS - Cost Management System passive historical data accumulation system.
CNC - Computer Numerically Controlled (machines) - stand alone pieces of equipment,
including operating machines, computer-assisted design technology, and robots.
EOQ - Economic Order Quantity A model used to calculate the proper amount of an inventory
item to order. It minimizes the sum of ordering costs and carrying cost.
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FMS - Flexible Manufacturing System - an integrated set of computerized machines and
systems designed to complete a series of operations automatically.
JIC - Just-in-case - safety stock in an EOQ model.
JIT - Just-in-Time - an operating philosophy in which all resources (material, personnel, and
facilities) are used in a just-in-time manner. KANBAN-(Kahn-Bahn) - Toyota's version of JIT
literally means card in Japanese. When a part moves through the JIT process it is
accompanied by this card. Any part manufactured in one location in the production line had to
be generated by the requirements at the next place in line.
MAN - Materials as Needed Harley-Davidson's version of JIT.
MRP - Material Requirements Planning - MRP is the planning half of an operation and JIT is
the execution half.
OGP - Optical Guide Path - (for AGV'S) - The path, computer controlled, for AGV'S.
POSS - Point of Sale Scanning a technology which facilitates the optical reading of barcodes
and the translation of the code into an underlying number.
QC - Quality Circle - the arranging of production lines into work stations at which the personnel
are responsible for the product and its quality from start to finish.
QR - Quick Response - basically the same as JIT.
RIPI - Raw In-Process Inventory - an inventory account in the new manufacturing environment
that replaces both materials inventory and the work-in-process inventory.
SCM - Shipping Container Marking - the labeling of shipping containers with numeric bar
codes to facilitate identification and processing. SS-Safety Stock - in an EOQ model. (see JIC)
TPM - Total Preventive Maintenance - method of maintenance to prevent breakdown instead
of repairing the breakdown after it occurs.
TQC - Total Quality Control Zero defects entering and leaving the manufacturing process.
UPC - Universal Product Code - a 12 digit number used for merchandise identification. WCMWorld Class Manufacturing - includes JIT and TQC. ZIPS-Zero Inventory Production System similar to JIT.
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COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES
Troy A. Festervand, Middle Tennessee State University
Jack E. Forrest, Middle Tennessee State University
ABSTRACT
The survival of a small business increasingly is determined by the presence of environmental
information useful in fashioning that firm's strategic plan. A key element of this informational
resource is a keen understanding of competition and the position a small business occupies
relative to competition. This paper presents a review of the concept of strategic intelligence,
examines the nature, role and contributions of competitive intelligence as an integral element
of the overall strategic intelligence system, and Bets forth a multi-step plan for the
establishment of a small business competitive intelligence system.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing competitive pressures, an overall slow-down in the U.S. economy, and the high cost
of operating a business have combined to heighten the challenge for small businesses to
survive. Their challenge is the creation and implementation of new, more responsive
competitive strategies. Businesses of all types can no longer enjoy the assumption of an
expanding economy, nor can they afford continued reliance upon "traditional" business
strategies. The small business owner must respond to a changing market which reflects
increased expectations from ultimate consumers as well as more numerous and aggressive
competitors.
A small business mandate for a workable response to the changing environment is evident
throughout the literature. [1; 8; 11) In many instances, this "call-to-arms" has spawned as
many questions as it has generated meaningful recommendations. one such question, and the
topic of this paper's effort, addresses the role of competitive intelligence as an integral part of
the small firm's strategic planning activity. Specific objectives of this paper are the following:
a. to present an overview of strategic intelligence systems;
b. to define and describe competitive intelligence; and
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C. to provide guidelines for the development of competitive intelligence systems by small
business owners.
STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS
Once thought to be limited to large corporations, recent business literature has examined the
adoption of strategic planning for all types and sizes of organizations. While these efforts have
embraced a variety of strategic concepts and practices, the system by which organizations
acquire the information they use in developing strategies often has been ignored or merely
given cosmetic treatment.
Montgomery and Weinberg noted that ,(a) strategic plan can be no better than the information
on which it is based.,, (9) Effective strategic intelligence systems involve the selection,
gathering and analysis of information needed for strategic planning. The information collected
should reflect past, present and future conditions in the external environment, the Most
dynamic aspect of which is competition, especially for the small business. [12; 14)
COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
Competitive intelligence is defined as information about the capabilities, intentions and actions
of current and potential competitors that provides input in formulating long-term strategy and
goals. [6] However, gathering competitive intelligence involves going beyond the use of
industry statistics and trade gossip to carrying out close observation of competitors to obtain
specific information.
The structure of a competitive intelligence system needs to be designed to help an
organization make more profitable strategic decisions. While the term itself may sound
resource intensive, such a system can be designed to match an organization's circumstances.
Overall, system sophistication is a function of the urgency of competitor information, the
competitiveness of the now and in the future, and market, both the resources that can be
devoted to such a system. (7)
Investment in a competitive intelligence system offers several benefits to the organization. A
competitive intelligence system provides an important input into the strategic decision-making
process and serves as an effective and often overlooked stimulus to all aspects of the
business, operation. Further, comparing products and services with those of competitors and
constantly modifying marketing and management methods to keep up with or stay ahead of
competitors is a vital means of keeping an organization fit.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM
For small businesses to be competitive, an efficient and effective competitive intelligence
system must be developed. Figure I outlines the steps required to establish such a system.
While the potential benefits to be derived from competitive intelligence are substantial, the
collection of vast quantities of data are neither desirable nor recommended. Ghoshal and Kim
caution that the creation of a competitive intelligence system does not guarantee the
generation of relevant or timely data, or that the information will be incorporated into the
decision making process. (3]
Step 1. Identify and Classify Competitors: Three levels of competition can be identified:
primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary competitors are competing directly for the same
market(s) with essentially the same product(s) and/or service(s) while secondary competition is
less direct and involves similar or related kinds of products and/or services. A tertiary level of
competition exists when different (i.e., substitute) products and/or services are used to satisfy
the same customer need.
For example, the competition for a small men's clothing store may be viewed as the following:
a. Primary competitors: Niche firms that offer similar products and operate at similar volume
and service levels;
b. Secondary competitors: Department stores that operate in broader markets and/or compete
via different types and levels of products and services; and
c. Tertiary competitors: Mail-order specialty firms and/or discounters that operate in atypical
ways and markets.
Step 2. Assess Information Needs: Goretski suggests several high-level concerns for all
strategic decision making activities. [4) These concerns include the following:
a. What is the current situation? b. What do we want the future situation to be? c. What
constraint(s) may inhibit us from reaching our goal?
Competitive intelligence provides information useful in answering these concerns via a
competitive analysis. This analysis consists of generating answers and/or data for each of the
following:
a. Analyze the marketing activities of primary competitors based upon their positions in the
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market and associated marketing strategy.
b. Evaluate competitors' performances and identify key factors and/or reasons underlying their
success or failure.
c. Analyze the current and future resources and competencies of each competitor (e.g.,
location, prices, atmosphere, hours, services, pricing policies and promotional activities) which
provide a sustainable competitive advantage.
d. Predict the future marketing strategy of each competitor and their impacts on the analyst's
firm.
Based upon the information resulting from the competitive analysis, the small
FIGURE 1 STEPS IN DEVELOPING A COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM
Step I - Identify and Class@ Competitors
Primary Secondary Tertiary
Step 2 - Assess Information Needs
Current Situation Anticipated Situation
Step 3 - Data Collection
Surveillance Search
Step 4 - Intelligence Processing
Data Transformation
Step 5 - Intelligence Utilization
Marketing Strategies
business owner is in a position to modify his/her firm's position in the marketplace by
simultaneously attacking competitive weaknesses and promoting the firm's own strengths. (13)
However, this opportunity requires the allocation of the necessary resources. For this reason, it
is critical that the ultimate evaluation of the competitive intelligence System be a function of the
value of the information provided, rather than the direct costs incurred.
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Step 3. Data Collection: For most organizations, the most difficult and resource consuming
aspect of competitive intelligence is data collection. Data collection basically consists of two
components, surveillance and research. Surveillance is a monitoring function which does not
focus on a single objective, but rather observes multiple aspects of the environment in an effort
to detect relevant changes. In contrast, search is deliberate, structured and investigative in
nature. [9]
Competitive intelligence is usually acquired through surveillance by operating personnel. The
information is task-related and required on a day-today basis for making operational and
tactical decisions. Often, the most important pieces of information occur by chance in the
course of discussion with someone such as a banker, customer or informal contact with a
competitor. The presence of a competitive intelligence system will improve the "chancel of
gleaning important information by providing increased awareness Of its value. In contrast,
information about the external environment is usually acquired through active search. [31
Much of the data needed by the small business to assess its competition comes from the
analyst's observations of competitive practices. Comparison shopping competitors' retail stores
is a familiar example. However, the provider can also gather data from other, less biased
sources. The following information sources or data collection methods are available.
Role-Playing. While potentially raising a question of ethics, a small business may consider
having a third-party play the role of a customer and comparison shop other retailers. The
liaison can gather information about pricing, in-house promotion, physical layout, and other
aspects, and see first-hand, the strengths and weaknesses of competitors. (51 Perhaps most
importantly, the unbiased source can draw comparisons between the competing businesses,
thus identifying areas in need of attention.
Feedback. Encourage employees to provide feedback on the activities of competitors,
customers and intermediaries. Because of their proximity to customers, sales personnel have
the unique capacity to monitor and report competitive activity and shifts in customer needs.
The key to tapping this internal resource lies in accomplishing the four tasks listed below. [2)
1. Sensitize personnel to the need for intelligence.
2. Train them to be attentive to intelligence (i.e., listen to customers, opinions, complaints, and
suggestions).
3. Develop ways to transmit the intelligence (e.g., weekly meetings between the provider and
staff).
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4. Reward them for this activity.
Communication. Talk with non-customers to gain a perspective of the strengths and
weaknesses of competitors. Fortunately, small business owners and managers are beginning
to reemphasize the importance of having direct communication through formal discussions in
order to better identify and serve new needs.
Talk with intermediaries who may provide unique insight into competitive practices. Agents,
wholesalers, and other service suppliers often have access to information that identifies and/or
clarifies competitive practices, plans and policies. Accessing information from these sources
often requires little more than utilizing an established channel of communication.
Market Research. Conduct a market survey to determine the image or position of all competing
small businesses within a trading area. Assistance in developing and conducting such surveys
may be obtained from S.B.I.-related students of local colleges or universities as well as local
and state governments.
Observation. One of the easiest and least costly methods of gathering competitive intelligence
is to observe advertisements and other printed materials, as well as their promotional
activities. Keep a log of competitors' activities and then evaluate the total activity to determine
approximate expenditures for that period, as well as the audience toward which these
messages are directed. Use past realty records to determine a competitor'S square footage of
floor space, or approximate the dimensions in a walk-through. Utilizing industry sales
averages, an estimate of sales volume can be made -- adjusted up or down based upon
observed business activity.
Secondary Literature. An ongoing responsibility of all small business owners and managers
should be the reading of professional, trade and general publications relevant to their field.
While the list of potential publications available is far too lengthy, it is important to note that the
small business person may be making a serious mistake by limiting himself/herself to those
publications dedicated solely to his/her field. For example, a small business owner may obtain
valuable ideas from a banking publication.
Involvement. Information on competitive practices can be obtained from professional
associations. Membership and involvement in various professional and trade organizations
should provide the small business person with an overview of industry trends as well as
specific programs techniques and strategies.
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Commercial Reports. Various commercial enterprises make available specialized reports
which focus on selected topics within a defined trade or market area. Compared to primary
research, these reports may be acquired for a fraction of the cost. These reports may lack
specificity and suffer from temporal decay, however. Topics of coverage include sales data,
advertising expenditures, lease/hold improvements, and credit. [5]
Computer Information Services. There are a variety of national data banks from which
information can be retrieved through the use of a computer. Where computer resources are
not available, many public and university libraries offer computerized information services for a
reasonable fee. Computerized arrangements provide the small business with an enormous
amount of accessible, low-cost data. "The Listings' section of
Online Access Guide provides a list of online competitive intelligence data bases available, as
well as the selection of full-service vendors of data base information. [10]
Step 4. Intelligence Processing and Evaluation: After gathering data from various sources,
providers then process and evaluate the data to produce timely and relevant results. Data
evaluation include determining the pertinence, reliability and validity of acquired data. The
pertinence of data indicates how relevant the data are, while reliability is an evaluation of the
source by which the data are gathered or transmitted.
The most difficult test of the data is that of validity -- in this instance, the determination of the
probable truth of the data. Methods for assessing validity include comparison with other data
which are obtained from other sources, searching for associated indicators and face validity
(i.e., do the results appear reasonable and logical). Business leaders can be used as
"sounding boards" to solicit their responses to data gathered.
The specific output of processing and evaluating data will vary among firms. Nevertheless, it is
critical that a definite outcome be developed. For example, it is useful to develop profiles of
each competitor accumulated over time. By comparing the profiles of a given competitor over
time, it is possible to discover trends and tendencies that would not be revealed through
singular observations.
Step 5. Intelligence Utilization: A disturbing and frustrating part of the competitive intelligence
system is the frequent failure of small businesses to use the acquired information. [3) In part,
this weakness is due to difficulty in smoothing out the information flow from the various
persons and/or sources of information. While this problem may not be as serious for the small
organization, it behooves the firm to create a systematic framework for information transfer
(e.g., weekly meetings, manuals, internal memos and reports). Beyond these actions, the
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remaining task is to act upon the available information by integrating it into the decision-making
process and resulting strategic plan.
CONCLUSION
Competitive intelligence potentially offers all types and sizes of small businesses relevant
market information with which to design or modify a strategic plan. This paper has provided a
framework for considering the competitive intelligence system. While numerous sources of
information exist, the small business person MUST evaluate each alternative source and
select the source(s) that beet fits the organization's needs, resources and capabilities.
However, the most formidable talk is responding to the information in a timely and appropriate
manner.
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THE 1992-93 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
ENVIRONMENT FOR SMALL BUSINESS IS AFFECTED BY
THE OUTCOME OF GATT NEGOTIATIONS
Alfred C. Holden, Fordham University
ABSTRACT
Until 1991, many small business executives could probably ignore the ups and downs of global
trade negotiations. However, with the major industrial nations and some of the larger
developing countries suddenly committed to assuring that the five-year multilateral effort of the
present GATT talks is completed by early 1992, the situation is changed. The author looks at
sectors that could open opportunities and those sectors that could pose challenges for small
businesses during 1992-93.
INTRODUCTION
Many small businesses coping with the difficult domestic marketing environment of the last few
years [37] could be excused for failing to consider the implications of global trade negotiations.
For such trade talks had been registering only sporadic progress since their formal initiation in
September 1986. Moreover, official "suspension" of these multilateral discussions in December
1990 seemed to signal that U. S. ambitions for significant liberalization of barriers abroad had
been abruptly frustrated [40].
But this so-called "Uruguay Round" of negotiations initiated by 92 nations at Punta del Este
under auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) has been resuscitated
in 1991. At the London economic "summit" in July, the seven largest trading nations went even
further in the final communique: declaring the need for a successful conclusion of the talks by
the end of 1991. Suddenly, a generally favorable change in the 1992-93 international
marketing environment could occur to affect plans of small businesses, despite problems that
observers [38] have noted for such firms.
This paper focuses upon likely achievements of the Uruguay Round and ramifications for
executives looking internationally.
GATT IN THE LITERATURE
GATT has been very successful [16; 23] as the institution that emerged in 1947 following a
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determination by 23 countries to establish a general code of conduct for international trade, to
provide machinery for settling trade disputes, and to convene periodic multilateral trade
negotiations. One measure of that success during the last 44 years is the 50 fold increase in
global merchandise exports: surpassing $3.3 trillion in 1990 [19].
The present Uruguay Round of formal negotiations was championed forcefully by Washington
to follow up results secured in seven previous rounds: Geneva, 1947; Annecy (France), 1949;
Torquay (UK), 1951; Geneva, 1956; Geneva, 1960-61 ("Dillon Round"); Geneva, 1964-67
("Kennedy Round"); and Geneva, 1973-79 ("Tokyo Round"). While each generally achieved its
objectives -- primarily to cut tariffs in the first five and to limit non-tariff barriers (NTB) in the last
two rounds -- the Reagan Administration hoped to widen the sector coverage and to introduce
new disciplines in GATT [22; 33].
The U.S. Government [5; 39] provides two excellent annual reports of potential international
marketing opportunities awaiting any successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round. Meanwhile,
business executives could keep informed about developments in Geneva by reading the
"Uruguay Round Update" [36] and various summaries prepared for Department of Commerce
audiences [24].
Major international organizations have added their inputs both before and during the
negotiations. Notable is the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), with its report on structural reform [30], its annual report on competition policy within
members [26], and its survey of costs of car-import barriers [28]. Underpinning those who
hoped for multilateral gains from the Uruguay Round is the landmark review of protectionism
costs [27]. Meanwhile, the biannual economic outlook prepared during intense GATT
negotiations of 1991 [29] reiterated the "immediate priority" of completing trade talks
successfully.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) contributes in a number of ways. One came in the form
of an occasional paper [20], while its magazine provides a timely updating of key
developments [18].
The World Bank has sought to be an active educator of delegations to the Geneva talks [43],
while publishing an excellent handbook of the Uruguay Round issues [7]. That institution has
also fostered understanding of trade restraints by encouraging discussion papers [2] and cosponsoring a landmark review of service sector perspectives [21] with the United Nations. The
UN also outlined major issues as the talks began [34].
Finally, GATT's secretariat organized experts to discuss needs in the forthcoming talks [10],
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and the institution issued summaries whenever a crucial benchmark was reached [9]. In
addition to its annual survey of international trade, GATT provides a dialogue with its monthly
newsletter, "GATT Focus."
Academic and other private sector participants have prepared analyses of the GATT system
and the chances of success within this round [l; 3; 12; 17; 25; 42]. Finally, Prestowitz [31]
typifies observers who take a cautious view of gains available from the GATT process and
difficulties confronting U.S. trade policy, points raised earlier by others [15; 41].
Overall, despite some caution in academic literature about practical difficulties of adding
agriculture and other new sectors to the agenda, there was enthusiasm within Washington and
the business community. The Uruguay Round would presumably open markets for exports and
facilitate investment flows. The literature also indicated an unevenness of expectations in
September 1986 among the 92 participants and the unease of most who were aware of
Washington's determination to forge a multi-track agenda and to press for concessions from
industrial and less-developed countries (LDCs). The carrot for agreement by a target deadline
of December 1990 would be continued access to the $5.5 trillion U.S. marketplace; the stick of
a breakdown would be risk of global slippage into protectionism and bilateralism.
URUGUAY ROUND ISSUES
Washington [5; 36] summarizes the impact of four full years of negotiations--following
suspension of talks in December in Brussels--within each of the 15 tracks established for talks:
tariffs; non-tariff measures; natural resource based products; textiles and clothing; agriculture;
tropical products; GATT articles; Tokyo Round agreements; safeguards; subsidies and
countervailing duties; dispute settlement; functioning of the GATT system; trade related
aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS); trade-related investment measures (TRIMS);
and services.
With GATT's executive director, Arthur Dunkel, taking the initiative following that suspension,
the first break came as Washington [13] claimed that the long-standing dispute about farm
trade [14] was resolvable. To the relief of many, the European Community (EC) gave "specific
binding agreements" of willingness to pare its heavy support [6] to EC farmers. By May 24,
1991, after EC farm ministers officially agreed to cut farm supports and the U.S. Congress
provided the Bush Administration with a new "fast track" negotiation authority, the talks could
resume in earnest.
Dunkel's determination to achieve pragmatic results was evident. One step was to consolidate
the original 15 tracks into seven areas: agriculture; textiles and clothing; services; TRIPS;
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dispute settlement; market access; and GATT rules. This focused attention on the key issues
that would have to be confronted at the table.
Textiles and clothing, for example, are not incorporated within GATT, but operate under a
global Multifiber Arrangement (MFA). U. S. companies will be affected by any liberalization as
MFA is subsumed into GATT rules. Of interest is the length of the transition, growth rates and
quotas during that transition, and safeguards within this market. Progress is clearly vital to LDC
participants, and it is understandable that the UN [35] finds OECD nations unwilling to
liberalize rapidly.
Services are another sector with potentially large impact upon small firms, especially with
GATT estimating that trade in services is nearly $700 billion annually. The U.S. approach to
fusing such activities into GATT rules is to have all parties submit offers for service sector
access and, eventually, to have those with major liberalization packages exchange guarantees
of most-favored-nation treatment. While this request-offer technique will initially limit GATT's
purview on services primarily to OECD and some advanced LDCs, precedent would exist for
further ventures by GATT.
TRIPS issues remain equally difficult, in part because distortions are widespread regarding
inadequate overseas protection of key proprietary rights: patents, trademarks, and copyrights.
Beyond disagreements about legal systems, some LDCs claim their people require
derogations ... and so do not subscribe to multilateral or bilateral agreements. American firms
continue to suffer from this international marketing weakness, albeit Washington uses 1988
trade legislation to react unilaterally while championing a multilateral solution within the
Uruguay Round.
An enhanced dispute settlement mechanism is another U.S. objective, given that American
business documents severe foreign delays after findings of GATT dispute panels. Not only
would an automatic procedure benefit many firms, but so would institutionalization of regular
surveillance of trade policies of each GATT member -- a process that began recently for the
now over 100 countries.
Market access issues primarily concern lowering of tariffs and NTBs among GATT members.
Executives in export-oriented companies presumably would welcome agreement on
Washington's proposed "zero for zero" reciprocity on tariffs for such products as
pharmaceuticals, wood, paper, fish, steel, nonferrous metals, and construction equipment. Of
course, while Washington pursues such "free trade" goals with GATT, it is developing a new
trading milieu within this hemisphere in both the Canada U.S. Free Trade Agreement of
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January 1988 and, more recently, the start of talks with Mexico to make this a North American
Free Trade Area (NAFTA).
GATT rules, which incorporate TRIMS, subsidies, import safeguards, GATT articles,
standards, and other NTBS, contain the potential for severe disagreements as most members
utilize a variety of such deterrents. While Washington displays impatience with countries
unwilling to institutionalize TRIMS within GATT, bilateral efforts continue to improve the
external environment, especially with the more advanced LDCs that show some willingness to
liberalize foreign investment inflows. This latter process was the subject of a series of articles
in the Financial Times [13] and analyzed elsewhere [32].
RECOMMENDATIONS
A mid-September meeting of the so-called Quadrilateral Group generated realistic hopes that
the Uruguay Round could be concluded by early 1992. Even Washington is reported to be
willing to adhere to this schedule to accomplish meaningful EC farm reform [4]. Small business
should then be alert, since much can be compressed in multilateral trade rounds when a will
exists among the largest participants.
The first recommendation is for small business to check regularly with Department of
Commerce to chart the probable closing thrusts in Geneva. There is precedent to have one or
more areas studied after formal completion once there is agreement to assure Uruguay Round
success. The request-offer technique being used for services is one method to circumvent
reluctant delegations.
A second recommendation is for small business to focus international marketing efforts on
those GATT participants that are liberalizing during the Uruguay Round and participating in
request-offer procedures. Notably, several nations in Latin America and East Asia recognize
the benefits of trade liberalization, and governments there are willing to join fully the
international commercial network traditionally dominated by OECD nations.
In a related sphere, small business executives should seek information about trilateral
negotiations to create NAFTA. Mexico's objectives [8] of securing enhanced access to the
American consumer market can be balanced against the ability of U.S. firms to participate in
an opening of Mexico's industrial and service sectors.
A fourth recommendation is an always applicable one; be specific in documenting trade
obstacles encountered abroad. While such traders as China, Taiwan, and the Soviet Union are
not members of GATT and so subject to Uruguay Round results, the U.S. Trade
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Representative documents inequities in all partners and is the place to report derogations in
the international trade environment.
In conclusion, the formal resumption of trade talks during 1991 is a development that
marketing executives must evaluate carefully. For a probable conclusion by early 1992 carries
both international opportunities and challenges for small business.
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AUTO BUYING BEHAVIOR: MILITARY AND CIVILIAN
Samuel K. Moak, Virginia State University
Krishan Rana, Virginia State University
Richard T. McKinney, Florida Institute Technology
ABSTRACT
Evaluation of consumer behavior for marketing automobiles is an important element in
devising marketing strategies. In this study, a survey was conducted to assess the behavioral
aspects of purchasing automobiles by military and civilian personnel At the Fort Lee Military
Base in Virginia. The collected set of data was compiled with respect to twelve characteristics
of purchasing behaviors. The basic objective was to determine whether there exist a difference
between the purchasing behavior of the military and the civilian personnel working at the
military base. Contingency tables (Chi-square distribution) was employed to find an evidence
of a significant difference between the two groups. Statistical test shows that there is no
significant difference in purchasing behaviors of the two groups. Further analysis of the data
indicates that certain aspects of automobile marketing have been neglected by the dealers and
those factors need to be improved.
Implications of this study is that the dealerships should consider the military and civilians as a
homogeneous consumer group. The result of this study can be applied by automobile dealers
who provide service to similar military bases in the country.
INTRODUCTION
The consumer is the focus of all marketing activities, as the knowledge of consumer behavior
is deemed one of the most important aspects of marketing. In reality, a sound understanding of
consumer behavior is essential to the long-run success of any marketing program [4].
Consumer analysis is a complex task as consumer behavior is stimulated and motivated by a
host of cultural, sociological, economic and psychological factors. It may not be possible to
analyze each individual customer in depth with the view of identifying what makes them tick.
However, the ultimate objective of all marketing activities should be to satisfy consumer needs
in such a way as to increase sales of a given brand or product [5].
The purchasing characteristics of consumers have been questioned and studied extensively.
However, there is a need to identify the most appropriate marketing strategy in an effort to
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target buying characteristics of consumers in the Virginia area and to ensure the stability of
automobile dealerships [1]. The failure to specifically identify criteria to :measurably entice
American consumers into purchasing U.S. automobiles has resulted in the development and
implementation of various marketing strategies, dealer slogans and research on market
segmentation. It is in the best interest of automobile manufacturers and their dealerships to
establish the most appropriate strategy to increase consumer purchases of American
automobiles [2]. Indeed, various marketing strategies are being used to satisfy this
requirement, within the main objective to attract consumers to dealer showrooms, given the
impact of the number of dealerships and stiff competition in any location [6].
This paper is an attempt to study the military and civilian personnel in terms of their purchasing
behavior of automobiles at the Fort Lee Military Base in Virginia, and to determine whether a
difference exists in their evaluation of dealers/salesmen. The result of this study is of great
significance to automobile dealers, both wholesalers and retailers in the area, as they may
need to accommodate the different needs of these two groups of consumers.
The main economic staples in the Fort Lee area have been the military and tobacco industry.
With the exit of the Brown and Williamson Tobacco Company in 1985, the economy of the
area experienced a noticeable change in the income and occupation of consumers. These
changes resulted in a reduced consumer expenditure in the area, creating stiff competition,
among existing dealers to attract consumers mainly from the Fort Lee Military Base.
This type of competitive environment has caused dealers to segment consumer markets and
implement innovative marketing strategies to meet the challenges of automobile markets [7].
The vast majority of automobiles are sold through distributors and dealerships. These
intermediaries are a vital linkage between the firm and its customers. Dealerships can make or
break a firm's efforts to establish a good relationship with its customers and are a critical
element in ensuring overall customer satisfaction. According to a study by Zemke and Schaff
[8], customers who expressed repurchase intentions at a specific dealership location were 61
percent higher for customers who were very satisfied, compared with customers who were
dissatisfied, with dealer service [8].
Another study found that automobile dealerships that adopted a strategy of maximizing
customer satisfaction obtained several vital competitive advantages. Their long-term
profitability is normally higher than their competitor's. They have more protection against shifts
in technology and customer's needs, and if they should slip up, their chances of regaining lost
customers and markets are better [3].
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The following procedures were used for the purpose of this study: (1) The National Buyer's
Survey is considered an appropriate instrument to measure and assess customer satisfaction
of automobile dealerships. (2) The questionnaires were sent to all civilian and military
personnel working at the Fort Lee Military Base. Those who purchased automobiles in the last
three years and owned the automobile longer than three months were included in this study.
The hypothesis of this study is that there is no difference in purchasing behavior of
automobiles and consumer satisfaction between military and civilian personnel at the Fort Lee
Military Base.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
A questionnaire and the National Buyers Survey were used as the primary instruments for
obtaining data. The National Buyer's Survey, an interval scaled instrument, was used to collect
data to ascertain differences between military and civilian participants. The measuring
instrument is made up of four categorical questions dealing with consumer purchasing criteria.
There were 30 questions presented in a 7 page questionnaire.
The 84 samples equally divided between military and civilian were randomly selected from a
population of 2,343 personnel. The survey was made in the month of August, 1990. The
National Buyer's Survey embodies information on age, gender, marital status, and income.
Six percent of consumers were 29 years old and under, while less than 45. Thirty one percent
were between the age of 45 and 60, and only one percent was over 60. Male consumers in
this study accounted for 83 percent while female consumers were 17 percent of the total.
Seventy-two percent of the consumers were married, while 28 percent of the total were single.
Consumers having an income of $29,999 and under were 7 percent of the total. Consumers
with an income ranging between $30,000 and $49,999 were 30 percent of the total.
Consumers having an income ranging from $50,000 to $74,999 accounted for 46 percent of
the total and those with an income greater than $75,000 were 17 percent. An examination of
the demographic characteristics of automobile purchasers showed that the military and civilian
consumers did not differ significantly.
On the average, military consumers purchased. automobiles from dealerships located within a
24 mile radius of their homes as compared to an 18-mile radius for civilian consumers.
Interestingly, the average distance from the workplace to the dealership where the purchase
was made was 26 miles for both military and civilian consumers.
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
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The main objective of this research is to determine whether the military and civilian personnel
differ in their behaviors for purchasing automobiles. If they differ, is it statistically significant? In
this analysis, each of the twelve characteristics is treated separately. Consumers evaluated
dealerships/ salespersons on each of the twelve characteristics qualitatively from excellent to
poor.
From the information obtained during the survey, number of respondents are compiled in
respect of twelve behavioral items. An attempt is made to find a statistical evidence that the
civilian and military personnel at the Fort Lee Military Base evaluate automobile
dealers/salespersons differently.
The null and alternative (research) hypothesis are defined as follows:
H o : The military and civilian personnel at the Fort Lee Military Base evaluate the
dealerships/salespersons equally on characteristics iEI.
H a : The military and civilian personnel do not evaluate the dealerships/ salespersons equally
on characteristics iEI. Here, I is the set of the twelve characteristics.
For instance a characteristic (e.e., greetings), there are two rows, military and civilian, and five
columns, excellent to poor. obviously, it is the case of contingency table in which each cell
entry (at the intersection of a row and a column) is a frequency. Therefore, it is quite evident
that the Chi-square test must be employed to find an evidence against the null hypothesis.
In the contingency table for characteristic, there are two rows and five columns. Therefore, the
degree of freedom, df, equal to 4 ({2-1) {5-1)). From the table of Chi-square distribution, at a
significance level of 10 percent and df=4, the Chi-square value is 7.779. The highest computed
value of Chi-square is 3.233 which is much less than 7.779. This implies that the test provides
no evidence against the null hypothesis. Therefore, we conclude that the military and civilian
personnel at the Fort Lee Military Base do not evaluate dealerships/salespersons differently.
This further leads to believe that their purchasing behaviors are similar.
Each characteristic was also evaluated in terms of excellent rating. The five ratings, excellent
to poor are assigned weights of 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0 respectively.
One is that greetings are rated the highest by both groups. The second observation is that the
knowledge of other competitive vehicles is rated the lowest by both groups. Military personnel
rated the handling of vehicle purchasing/financing, also very low (the lowest by their group).
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine if there exists a difference between military and
civilian personnel purchasing behavior of automobiles at Fort Lee Military Base in Virginia. This
study is important to local automobile dealers, as they face tough competition in their market.
As a result, automobile dealers and industries needed to develop and implement innovative
marketing strategies and consumer segmentation. Consumer analysis is obviously the key
component of this study, as consumer behavior directly affects automobile purchasing.
The National Buyer's Survey was used to measure consumer satisfaction. A questionnaire of
30 items was used to collect data and a sample of 84 military and civilian consumers was used
to compare various components of consumer behavior in this study.
In analyzing the data, contingency tables are employed, as it was the most appropriate
statistical procedure. on the average,, military consumers purchased autos from dealers
located within a 24 mile radius from their homes as compared to 18 mile radius for the civilian
consumers. There were no significant differences in the overall responses given by military
and civilian consumers in terms of their evaluation of salespersons. In terms of ratings of the
dealership and its salesperson, no major differences were seen between the two groups.
The statistical tests indicate that there is no difference between the scores of military and the
civilian consumer satisfaction and behavior in automobile purchasing. The null hypothesis was
accepted in respect to each characteristic.
The implications are clear. The automobile dealers in the Fort Lee area could regard military
and civilian personnel as homogeneous consumers only differentiated by income, age,
occupation and location. Marketing strategies and promotional programs can be effective
equally when directed toward military and civilian consumers as one group.
Further analysis of consumer segmentation based on age, income and size of family of both
military and civilian consumers may be needed in the future so that integrated marketing
programs may be comprehensively developed in this area.
[1] Cox, K. and B. M. Enis. A Theory of Buying Behavior, Marketing Classics. Allyn and Bacon,
Newton, Mass. 1985.
[2] Gross, N., The Americanization of Honda, Business Week. McGraw-Hill Publication. April,
1988.
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CAN THE SBI HELP SMALLER FIRMS ORGANIZE TO
CONTROL COSTS IN INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS?
Robert A. Kemp, C.P.M., Drake University
ABSTRACT
Whether we like it or not, whether we understand it or not, the world of business is changing
rapidly as we head toward the end of the century. Truly, the concept of domestic or national
business is now an oxymoron. Global operations include sourcing processes, marketing
activities, and financial operations. This paper concerns controlling total costs in sourcing
operations from international markets. It is partially based on a recent 15 year update of my
dissertation concerning international vendor selection processes. As advisors to thousands of
smaller businesses, we, in SBIDA, must begin to help even the smallest of firms think about
operating globally.
INTRODUCTION
Both the complexity and cost of purchasing resources in the international markets have
increased significantly in recent years due to the changing world situation. Rapid economic
development, demand for increases in quality and performance, changing political attitudes
significantly improved communication systems, better transportation systems, trends toward
economic integration and increasingly intense competition are some of the tremendous social
forces that are driving change in our business practices. At the national level, about 75 percent
of our larger firms are using international sources. Now, it is estimated that 85 percent of our
businesses face direct international competition in the U.S. markets. These facts become more
important as we move toward the turn of the century.
Quality, costs, and service are concepts that offer new and tremendous opportunity for the firm
that differentiates its products and services from its competition in the markets. It is now well
established that international sources of supply can provide economic advantages to the firm
that is willing to structure itself to use international sources both effectively and efficiently.
Purpose
Although there are several aspects of conducting sourcing operations efficiently in the
international market, this paper concerns the process of organizing to control the costs of
international sourcing activities. The stages used to enter the international arena make a
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logical framework for looking at costs and organizing to control costs. For a firm entering
international operations, these stages are sequential. Firms already involved operate at level
five, which includes certain aspects of stages three and four. Systems exist to track the cost of
operation in each stage. Research shows that the stages in this process can be described for
analysis of different costs: [1]
1. preparation to enter international sourcing operations,
2. developing the organization to handle international sourcing,
3. selecting the international vendors,
4. placing orders with the international vendors, and
5. managing the ongoing process with the international vendors.
Costs of Organizing for the International Markets
Entering the international arena requires self analysis and decisions at both the strategic and
operational levels. Both sets of decisions must lead to total commitment to the new effort. [2]
Strategic Considerations. At the strategic level, we need to carefully develop these concepts:
1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of both the purchasing department and the firm,
and how do these factors impact on deciding to use international sources? Are these impacts
all positive or at least neutral? If not, can we correct them?
2. What are the environmental impacts of using international sources? What will our customers
say?
3. How will this decision change the domain and the scope of our firm? Are we prepared to
accept those changes?
4. Do these new international operations support and enhance corporate strategy in terms of
cost, quality and service?
5. Will these international purchasing activities support our other international activities, if any,
around the world?
6. Are these new operations compatible with, and logical extensions of, existing purchasing
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strategies?
7. Do these new sources enhance the competitive advantages of our firm? If so, is this new
advantage greater than what might be achieved by using known domestic sources, if they
exist?
8. Do we have total commitment by managers at all levels and throughout the firm to use
international resources in our product? Especially, have managers in quality control,
engineering, operations, finance and marketing committed totally to the idea of international
sourcing?
These strategic concepts are all tough decisions. The activities involved are meetings,
research, decision making, and coordination. In each situation, we need to calculate the cost of
start up activities.
Operational Considerations. Addressing operational issues is probably easier than making the
strategic decisions, but it is still difficult, and very important to ensure success in international
operations. At this level, we face five sets of decisions before the international operations
begin:
1. What specific capabilities are in the purchasing department and what resources will be
needed?
2. What priority materials, products or services can be or perhaps must be purchased from
international sources?
3. What are the reasons for using international sources? Are there special considerations?
4. What are the factors for selecting the international vendors?
5. What is the best system for managing the international operations once the system is in
place? This concerns both the location of people and sources of information to support them.
Again, it is important to carefully determine the cost of each action.
Capabilities and Resource Requirements. A careful audit of the existing department will quickly
develop the capabilities the department has to meet the new international requirements. This
audit must include personnel, work loads, library, information systems, travel budgets and
capacity. Developing the estimated resource needs of the proposed international operation will
be a more difficult task, depending on its scope.
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Priority Items for Sourcing Internationally. Materials, products or services that cause problems
concerning quality, availability, cost containment, or service are priority candidates for
international sourcing evaluations. In addition, international vendors offer viable solutions to
problems concerning additional sources of supply. Finally, we are sometimes forced to buy
specific things because other countries want our firm to participate in countertrade activities. In
each of these situations concerning ongoing products or services, we have systems for
calculating the costs of current operations and comparing those costs to standards. Our task is
to estimate the comparable costs for international sourcing of the selected items.
Special Considerations for Using International Sources. Purchasing theory stresses utmost
concern for price and the continuity of supply. I have been tracking the opinions of managers
over 15 years in six major manufacturing industries and across two purchase classes. The
reasons most cited for using international sources concern price, quality, and continuity of
supply. Clearly, managers facing cost pressures should consider international vendors to help
hold the line on costs. Similarly, international sources offer opportunities to ensure the
continuity of supply. Even so, the data show that the importance placed on continuity of supply
from international sources has decreased across the past 15 years.
My update of these data in 1991, established a new set of data addressing the importance of
concerns managers hold about international vendors. Nine concerns were identified from the
literature. Importance was measured on a seven point Likert scale, with seven representing the
highest possible importance. [3]
Communicating with the vendor, assessing total costs, assessing the risks and currency
fluctuations seem to be more important than the other concerns. Purchasers buying parts and
components seem to place more importance on the factors than do raw materials buyers.
Concern about addressing total costs is also quite high across the purchase classes.
Calculating the costs here are similar to those in the strategic considerations. These costs
derive from conceptual activities, but they should be easily tracked in terms of research,
managerial activities or consultants' fees.
Building the Managerial System. The system to manage international vendors involves four
steps that can be considered in sequence. The decision in each step sets the cost levels for
the system. The steps are:
1. Specifying the personnel involved requires a decision between our people and international
intermediaries. Agents and brokers exist for nearly every purchase area. How the firm wants to
manage its processes is the question. If the broker is a domestic business, this process is
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much like selecting and managing any other domestic vendor. Managing the non U.S.
intermediaries involves most of the uncertainties of working directly with the international
source. Even so, the use of agents transfers the uncertainties of the international market out of
the firm and tends to fix the costs of using international operations in the broker's fees and
what it costs to manage the broker. This use of agents or brokers removes considerable
uncertainty for smaller firms with inexperienced managers.
2. Developing the information support subsystem is all those activities required to put the
requisite information in the hands of our buyers. Efficient, in-house management of the
international vendor requires us to build a system of catalogs, country data, cultural data,
financial data, transportation data, procedural data and a system to track current events.
These data systems are all available, but can be quite expensive to build and maintain. If we
use a broker, the information system will be quite simple and consist of data concerning the
appropriate set of brokers.
3. The decision system and point of decision brings the results of steps one and two together
into this set of five possible decision systems.
A. Buy through a broker or an independent agent. Our firm has no information on international
sources.
B. Qualify the vendor and order from the United States. We rely on the buyer's knowledge of
brokers or agents.
C. Qualify the vendor and place the orders by United States personnel traveling abroad. We
maintain files on our international sources to support our buyers.
D. Qualify the vendor and place orders by United States personnel stationed abroad. We
maintain extensive files on international sources to support our buyers and have policies to
guide them in their global assignments
E. Qualify the vendors and place orders by other nationals living abroad. We maintain very
extensive files on international sources at decentralized locations abroad and have policies to
guide the ongoing actions of the buyers.
Evaluating the costs of each system will help managers decide on the parameters for a system
in the firm. System A is the most elementary and obviously the least costly. Most of the direct
costs are covered by the broker's fees. Calculating the costs for systems A, B, and C, is
complicated by the fact that the people will have domestic purchasing duties in conjunction
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with the international activities. Systems D and E are both the most sophisticated system and
the most costly. Even so, we should be able to budget for each system finitely, because the
personnel involved are dedicated to international operations.
4. The final step is implementation. We have built a system that can range from very
elementary, with agents doing most of the work outside the firm, to a system that can be very
sophisticated in terms of personnel, information, planning, organization, delegation, and
control.
Obviously, the costs and problems of managing costs will vary with the level of organization we
build. Our objective is to build a system that acquires the requisite materials for the firm at the
minimum total cost.
Managing Total Costs for International Operations. Each of the elements of the process
described above contribute to overall efficiency and the ultimate cost of the system, as well as
the ability of the system to contribute to the control of total cost within the firm.
Managing Costs While Creating a System. We can view the total costs of getting into
international operations as a functional statement as shown here: [4]
Total costs = A + B + C + D + E + F Where: A. = preparation costs as described above B. =
costs for the information system developed to support operations C. = decision support
systems costs such as library or travel D. = facilities cost to support the new operation E. =
personnel costs to include training and preparation F = overhead allocation
Current operating systems should capture these costs so that managers can evaluate
progress, and ascertain that the plan is under control.
Managing Costs in the Ongoing International System. This functional cost statement will
calculate total cost for any operation. [5]
TC=P + FT + D + TT + PK + I + AF + SS + SM + CC + CA + QC + CF + OH
Where: P = the contract price for the good or service FT = total freight, foreign, ocean or air
and in the U.S. D = documentation fees from either country TT = total taxes,tariffs or fees
associated with exit,entry or use PK = special packaging costs for shipment and unpackaging I
= insurance costs AF = agent or brokers fees regardless of source SS = source selection costs
that can be identified with a vendor SM = source management costs that can be identified with
a vendor CC = communication costs that can be attributed to a vendor CA = Cost of contract
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administration that can be tied to a vendor QC = quality control costs that can be associated
with a vendor CF = negative currency fluctuations associated with a contract OH = Allocated
overhead (salaries, information systems, gifts, security, claims and non specific quality control
costs)
Total costs of the system can be evaluated at four levels: 1) a specific product, 2) a specific
vendor, 3) a product class, or 4) the total system. Levels three and four are simple summation
systems. In each of the situations, solving the problem at the minimum cost and meeting other
appropriate standards such as quality, quantity, delivery time, and ensuring continuity of supply
is the objective of the purchasing personnel involved.
Problems with Existing Systems
I find that many firms do not define the cost system so that costs as described above can be
evaluated. For example, transportation costs and travel are often outside purchasing control
and are not then used to compare vendors. Similarly, some costs are often times lumped
together in overhead and then allocated. This allocation reduces our ability to compare
vendors and control costs. Many cost control systems do not include all of the costs shown
above. Again, our ability to compare vendors and control costs is reduced. Clearly, our
organizational process must facilitate analysis of total costs so that we can adequately
compare costs of several alternative vendors. This concept is particularly important when the
decision process includes comparisons of proposed domestic and international vendors
simultaneously.
CONCLUSIONS
Clearly, international sourcing operations can have many advantages for the firm that is
prepared to aggressively seek out and manage international sources of supply. It is equally
clear that there are many hidden costs involved with the international operations. The
discussions here identify these costs and structure the costs for evaluation. Successful
managers will be those that can build a system that recognizes the costs, captures the costs
and provides trade-off information concerning vendors and countries for the managerial
decision process.
Equally clear, I think, is the opportunity that this challenge to business offers us in SBIDA.
Helping your smaller firms with the research and the decision processes makes great and
different SBI cases. Similarly, helping the firms do sourcing analyses and systems evaluations
will not only be great projects, but it is also quite an educational process for us, our clients, and
our students. Certainly, the involvement in an international project offers our students career
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opportunities which are often times not otherwise available.
Can SBIDA help smaller firms go international? Certainly! "Will we?" I think is yet another
question. To do so, we must find adequate answers to these problems:
1. Many of us will have to retool our mind set vis-a-vis global business operations. Can we, for
example, include more international training in our programs to help directors not otherwise
trained in international business activities? Can we include in the new Directors' Handbook
instructions for an international case? I think we can and we should.
2. We will need to change our processes for selecting firms for cases. We will need to select
firms, manufacturing or service, capable of international activities. These selected firms can
really be quite small. The key criteria are a viable, high quality product and managers
dedicated to leading growth for the firm.
3. Our student procedures will have to be expanded to include international reference sources
and theory. We will have to develop our own skills so as to help our students use these
international literature resources.
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STRATEGIES OF ITALIAN SMALL BUSINESS ENGAGED IN
EXPORTING CAN WE LEARN ANYTHING?
Howard F. Rudd, Jr., College of Charleston
Paul E. Jursa, College of Charleston
ABSTRACT
There are a number of historic, economic, and infrastructure characteristics in Italy that impact
on the success of their small businesses involved in export activity. Identification and
discussion of these should be valuable not only for U.S. small businesses engaged in export
activity but government policy makers as well. Characteristics include a tradition as a trading
country sectoral strengths, cooperative approaches to marketing and distribution, etc. These
factors in addition to those advantages created by "EC 1992" are important to consider as
areas of comparative (dis)advantage when U.S. small businesses are making strategic
decisions relative to exporting their products or services.
INTRODUCTION
Even a casual observer of small and medium size Italian businesses engaged in export activity
could conclude that there are a number of historical, economic, and infrastructure
characteristics that support the small business strategies of those firms interested in or
currently engaged in exporting. An examination of these factors should help U.S. small
businesses engaged in similar pursuits. In addition, U.S. government policy makers could also
learn a good deal relative to the "how to" of (re)structuring marketing, organizational, financial
and legal support systems that would provide incentives or aid in the export process for these
same firms. Even with programs and action based on successful models for support of the
export process, it will still take many precious years to move us from what some observers
categorize as Britain of the 1950's; to the global competitiveness needed for 1992 and beyond.
Any review of the literature in this area would conclude that there are numerous excellent
analyses that provide basics for action to close the export-import gap. Some of these provide
valuable blueprints for change including those by the American Assembly and "The Cuomo
Commission Report" on Trade and Competitiveness, [15]. So policy makers and small
businesses can't say that solutions or success stories are not available. The problem is that
there are not only doubts about what is appropriate action, but there is also a lack of sufficient
appreciation for the "how to" of an integrated industry-government effort if not industrygovernment-academic partnerships necessary to take the concerted action necessary to make
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the U.S. competitive. Maybe what's needed is a targeted "War on the International Trade
Deficit" that's similar to our announced "War on Drugs".
It's also not to say there's not a heightened concern nor a subsequent search for workable
approaches or models. Certainly a variety of approaches have been discussed in national
publications including "High Tech's United Front: Are Consortia productive Marriages or
Dangerous Liaisons?" [10] More specifically, the following quotes provide some insight to
strategies necessary for support of the export process:
"For years, business has been telling government to get off its back. Now, America's top
technology firms are urging Washington to join them in a do-or-die effort to develop future
industries and beat our foreign rivals. The pleas are falling on increasingly receptive ears.
"These new challenges have made multifirm alliances, or consortia, industry's red, white and
blue cause celebre. "More than 100 consortia have been formed since 1984, when Congress
loosened the antitrust laws to allow companies to collaborate on research. Now, partnerships
hope to extend their efforts to production, often with the government serving as a banker. "
One might ask ... what about marketing? And why hasn't Congress loosened the antitrust laws
to allow collaboration in other areas such that the U.S. exporter can compete on a "level
playing field"?
The Structure and Nature of "Small Business" in Italy
In order to draw any parallels from Italy's experience, it helps to understand the legal structure
and general nature of Italian small business. The legal definition of small and medium
enterprises "is defined by Law No. 675 of August 12, 1977 as firms with less than 300
employees and less than 15 billion lire (about $12 million) of net invested capital. At present,
within the framework of a new legislative proposal, discussions are taking place to reduce the
number of employees to 200 [l,p.2]. This is not substantially different than various U.S.
standards used by the SBA and researchers who define "Small Businesses". Because of the
similarity in definitions, the term "Small Business" will be substituted for "Italian Small and
Medium Enterprises."
In order to develop an appreciation for Italian export strategies, it is important to understand
the economy of Italy. "Italy's economic strength is in the processing and the manufacturing of
goods, primarily in small, family owned firms. Its major industries are precision machinery,
motor vehicles, chemicals, pharmaceutical, electrical goods, and fashion and clothing" [3,p.6].
More specifically, Italy ranked fourth among U.S. trade partners in the European Community
with the most important exports to the U.S. being (#l) jewelry, (#2) footwear, (#3) leather
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goods, and (#4) ceramics [16]. These industries are all dominated by small firms many of
which are composed of artisans who operate in (marketing) consortia. In turn, may of these
"Small Businesses" are family-owned, a tradition that is rooted in the Italian culture. More
importantly, the United States is the third largest supplier to Italy but the United States is losing
market share [16]. Thanks in part to the competitive rate of the dollar, our trade deficit was
reduced by $700 million in 1988. Recently Italian exports to the U.S. have slipped. They are
mainly composed of consumer goods, which are sensitive to exchange rate variations-American exports increased 23 percent [12,p. 12]. In addition the composition of U.S. exports
to Italy is changing and shifting toward the exportation of boats, pants, medical supplies and
pharmaceuticals [16].
Major "Small Business" Exporters to the United States
Of the approximately 14,000 firms that are considered to be stable exporters to the United
States, 3,733 firms (or 7% of the total number of Italian firms exporting to the U.S.) were
present continually in the U.S. market from 1975 to 1985/6 with their products. The firms
receive 60% of total profit from the U.S. market and 25% of total Italian sales to the world. A
further breakdown of the firms indicates the following:
43% of these firms have total sales that are not greater than 1 billion lire. (small size)
54.4% can be defined as medium size firms with sales between 1 and 50 billion lire.
2.2% Giants [17]
Characteristics of Italy that tend to create Strengths or Weaknesses for those "Small
Businesses" engaged in Exporting
There are many facets or characteristics of Italian history, economic climate, infrastructure,
and culture that tend to create strengths (+) or weaknesses (-) for Italian "Small Businesses"
engaged in export trade. Key factors include the following:
Historical Characteristics
(+) Long history as a trading country with strengths in the export of manufactured goods [3,p.
6].
(+) Traditional flexibility of small manufacturers [5,p.2].
(+) Metric system used. This is certainly an important factor in international trade.
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Economic and Cultural Factors
(+) Italian economic growth has averaged a healthy, though not robust, 3.2% during the 19841988 period. Growth is expected to last at least through 1990 [3,p.6].
(+) Italy's economic strength is in the processing and the manufacturing of goods, primarily in
small, family-owned firms [3,p.6].
(+) The savings rate in Italy is typically over 20% of disposable national income and at least
three times the rate for Americans which has ranged from 8% in the 1950's and 60's to less
than 3% in 1988, and even less more recently [9].
(+) Generally low Value Added Tax (VAT) rates compared to other European countries.
(+) The impending linkage of European currencies which is a three-step plan with EC capital
movements freed on July 1, 1990, the date on which most EC governments began the first
step to monetary union. Note that once complete, this should provide comparable advantages
that exist with the dollar in our 50 states [7,p.1].
(-) Higher labor costs are a problem in Italy as indicated in the following comments made by
Mr. Sergio Pininfarina, Chairman of the industrialists confederation, Confindustria: "Costs are a
crucial factor in Italian producers encountering increasing obstacles to selling their goods in
world markets. These rising costs are partly attributable to direct factors like labor
contracts" [5].
(-) Poor public services as indicated in the following quote (again from Mr. Pininfarina): "Italian
industry also faces additional indirect costs caused by poor public services. Mr. Pininfarina
refers to these as "external diseconomies due to inadequate infrastructure and inefficient
public services" [5].
INFRASTRUCTURE INCLUDING INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS, GOVERNMENTAL
SUPPORT AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL MECHANISMS INCLUDING THOSE RELATED
TO 1992
Industry Characteristics
(+) Recent (first half of 1980) restructuring of Italy's manufacturing industry with "widespread
applications of process automation and robotization, coupled with labor layoffs, boosted
productivity" [5].
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(+) The strengthening, diversification, and maturing of direct and indirect channels of
distribution for "Small Business" firms in the United States. This includes the use of indirect
sales through buying offices in Italy, sales through diversified channels "including traditional
marketing/distribution channels as well as consortiums, piggyback, franchising and joint
ventures" [17,p.89]. The use of buying offices, for example, is critical for some merchandise
such as " almost all accessories for clothing, 95 % of the knitted goods, 80% of the footwear,
and 50% of the garments for an amount of about 4000 billion lira, 21.8% of the Italian exports
to the U.S." [17,p.190].
(+) The unsanctioned "tax-fee status" that come from operating in the underground economy
has helped create an extremely flexible textile industry able to adapt quickly to the world's
most fickle markets.
(-) Due to the small size associated with the manufacturing infrastructure, firms (the industry)
are unable to allocate significant resources to marketing or to research and development [5].
Governmental Support
(+) Willingness of the Republic of Italy to legislate policy and programs that provide the latitude
as well as incentives for exporting by "Small Business" especially in areas where
manufacturing a good or delivery of a service will eventually provide a substitute for imported
product(s).
(+) Willingness to create new programs such as the program for "Juvenile Entrepreneurs" in
Southern Italy which was an innovative if not revolutionary concept established under Law No.
675 of August 12, 1977, Law No. 46 of February 17, 1982, and Law No. 394-1982 [l,p.2, 4-5].
(+) Active support for Trade Fairs where 25 % of Italian exports are generated. [17,p.252].
(+) Export Trading Companies (ETC's) or comparable organizational vehicles that are valuable
in concept are contrary to the United States' experience [8].
(+) Availability of information on incentives for export through a myriad of government
agencies.
(-) Labor legislation which is highly protective [3,p.2] and creates a situation where it's difficult
to terminate an employee after 6 months.
Other Organizational Mechanisms
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(+) Use of consortiums like JESSI to help Italian exporters compete [19,p.55].
(+) Italian cooperatives and support for exporting by Italian small/medium size firms [17,p.2378].
(+) Use of export cartels: there are at least 140 with 6,000 members [17,p.245, 239].
(+) Expansion on the already active use of consortia and trade associations; e.g. there is an
active effort to expand fashion associations form 20 to 50 [17,p.245,18].
(+) Italian Union Camera which with 3 other major confederations provide a board of guarantee
for finding U.S. partners for small and medium size Italian firms [17,p.251].
(+) Foreign Centers of the Chamber of Commerce and of the Regions and various
associations which are particularly effective in promoting Italian exports [17,p.251].
(-) The lack of many (even any) significant business-academic linkages that should result in a
more productive work force.
1992 Related Mechanisms
(+) "Europe's business leaders argue that even truncated regulation will make Europe more
efficient, less hidebound by government, and ultimately more competitive [13,p.51]."
(+) Reduction in complexity of trade and transportation due to standardization [13,p.51].
Another example of the reduction in complexity is the development of common standards due
to the promulgation of Franchising rules [14].
(+) "Adherence of Lira to the European Monetary System while making competitive
devaluations difficult, imposed a firm external discipline on companies of all sizes to keep costs
in check 151.
*(-) Impact on industries where "Small Business" are pervasive like textile, small business' set
asides relative to state construction contracts, food (especially beer), etc., due to the
elimination of the "Hidden Umbrella". We should expect an increase in competition within the
EEC, especially from Spain, as well as the Pacific Rim countries due to their lower labor exists
while Italy is viewed as one of the "most protected" countries in the EEC [4].
(-) When EEC codes take over from local rules, the small storekeepers could be steamrolled
by retail giants which currently have or will create additional hypermarkets supplied by
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warehouses with computerized inventories and big advertising budgets. Note that shopkeepers
and mid-size retailers in S. Europe produce 80% of retail sales [13,p.51].
SUMMARY OF WHAT U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ENGAGED IN EXPORT TRADE MIGHT
LEARN FROM THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE
Based on the research accomplished for this paper, the following should be worth considering:
* There are characteristics of Italian "Small Business" exporters that might be helpful to
understand and adopt;
* There are also national policies in Italy that would be worthwhile and should be considered
for possible adoption;
* There are relative strengths especially with regard to public sector productivity and its
positive impact on trade that we need to remember when accolades are given. However,
additional services and enhanced government-industry partnerships could easily be
worthwhile;
* Cooperative efforts including those for marketing purposes could be extremely beneficial
whether they are initiated and/or expanded through trade associations or Chamber(s) of
Commerce. Another vehicle would be World Trade Centers;
* State or Federal initiatives including the provision of seed capital (perhaps revolving) funds
would also be most beneficial in support of targeted initiatives;
* Tax policy revisions as an important instrument to support trade, especially exports, should
be viewed as a variable to further export initiatives;
* Programs such as the "Young South" Program in Southern Italy is an example of innovation
that can work and work well; also important here is that it does not require undergraduate or
graduate education for success in business;
* Success in exporting does not necessarily require high degrees of sophistication. It takes the
right idea for the right market niche;
* Making information available on programs for support of export trade is critical; and
* The increased desire by business schools (as well as other elements of higher education) to
play a more helpful role in the understanding of what it takes to be successful in a global world
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[20].
It's clear to the authors that there are many strategies, tactics and approaches of Italian "Small
Businesses" that can enhance the role of U.S. small business engaged in export trade.
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HOW SMALL TOWN RETAILERS CAN COMPETE WITH
DISCOUNTERS
David P. Brennan, University of St. Thomas
Pamela M. Flottemesch, University of St. Thomas
Kevin S. Rowekamp, University of St. Thomas
ABSTRACT
Discounters have shifted their expansion efforts to small towns increasing pressure on small
independently owned retailers. The purpose of the study was to (1) determine how discounters
have affected small town retailers; (2) find out what retailers have done to compete and which
actions have been most successful; and (3) make suggestions for retailers to compete more
effectively with discounters. A total of 302 retailers in five northern Minnesota towns were
surveyed.
Discounters have had positive and negative effects on small town retailers depending on the
type of the store. Most of the negative effects have been felt in the areas of pricing and
products offered. Customer service and offering better quality merchandise were the most
successful ways to compete against discounters. Defining a niche clearly differentiated from
discounters is the best strategy to follow.
INTRODUCTION
The development and diffusion of discounting is one of the most significant trends in retailing
since World War II. It began in the abandoned textile mills of New England and rapidly spread
to major metropolitan areas across the United States and Canada. By 1970 discounters found
it increasingly difficult to expand in these areas because of market saturation. As a result they
shifted their expansion efforts to progressively smaller markets.
Discounting is based primarily on below-market pricing, low expense structure, rapid inventory
turn-over and high sales volume. Discount stores are the largest stores in town, usually located
in free-standing sites or shopping centers near the outskirts of town and tend to cluster near
one another. In contrast independently owned retailers in small towns have higher prices and
expense structures coupled with lower inventory turn-over and sales volume. Their stores are
small and located downtown or on major streets and highways. These differences place small
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town retailers at distinct competitive disadvantages.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Trade centers in the Upper Midwest have been extensively researched. One study categorized
more than 2,200 urban places into eight types of trade centers based on the number and type
of retail and wholesale establishments. (2) A recent follow-up study looked at changes in the
geographic distribution of retail and service businesses in the same trade centers. (1)
Another study investigated the diffusion of discount stores and evaluated the market potential
for additional discount stores in 37 small towns in Minnesota. (3) A recent study looked at the
relationship of discounting and changes in retail sales mix for ten sales categories over 40
years for 28 small towns. (4)
Little substantive research has been conducted on the impact of discounters on small town
retailers and suggesting ways to help them compete. This is particularly important now since
Wal-Mart, Kmart, Target and PAMIDA are rapidly expanding their presence in small towns in
Minnesota. In fact the number of discounters has increased 37 percent and discount store
square footage 64 percent in the past four years in one study area.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the study were to: (1) determine how discounters have affected retailers in
small towns; (2) find out what retailers have done to compete with discounters and which
actions were most successful; and (3) make suggestions for retailers to compete more
effectively with discounters.
RESEARCH DESIGN
Five towns in northern Minnesota were selected for study: Bemidji, Brainerd, Detroit Lakes,
Fergus Falls and Grand Rapids. They were selected because of their comparable size,
geographic proximity and recent entrance of one or more discounters. A profile of the
communities is provided in Table 1.
Retailers in these markets were surveyed in the following areas:
* Rating the effect of discounters on retailers. - Sales - Products Offered - Service - Pricing Operating Hours - Promotion - Location - Other
* Rating of actions to compete with discounters
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* Rating of competitiveness with discounters. - Today - Future
A total of 302 retailers were surveyed in person or by phone. A minimum of 50 retailers were
surveyed in each town in proportion to the number of establishments in each town. Retailers,
classified as building supply, general merchandise, auto parts, apparel, furniture, drug stores
and miscellaneous were surveyed. Discounters are categorized as general merchandise
stores. Data were tabulated using CRUNCH and LOTUS.
SURVEY FINDINGS
Effects of Discounters
Discounters impact on retailers sales has not been uniform. In fact, 38.2 percent say they have
had no effect on their sales while 32.8 percent indicate a negative effect. A surprisingly large
29. 0 percent thought discounters had a positive effect on their business. These retailers felt
that the discounters extended the town's retail trade area and reduced outshopping to larger
retail centers. Chain retailers felt their sales were most negatively impacted by discounters,
while franchisees felt they were most positively impacted by discounters. General
merchandisers, including discounters felt they were most negatively impacted by discounters
(72.7 percent) Apparel and furniture store felt discounters had greatest positive impact with
32.8 an 32.7 percent respectively.
TABLE 1
STUDY MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
Detroit Fergus Grand Bemidji Brainerd Lakes Falls Rapids 1990 Population
Town 11,245 16,048 6,635 12,362 11,613 Trade Area 51,317 80,925 34,669 44,402 41,190
1989 Per Capita ($) Personal Income 12,582 13,576 12,316 13,813 13,469
1987 Sales ($ Mil) Total 178.7 250.7 100.7 142.6 146.9 General Mer- chandise 19.2 64.9 6.6
24.3 14.2
1991 Discounters New in 1991 1 2 1 1 1 Total Number 4 5 2 5 3
Square Footage 211,500 32,775 122,000 276,500 263,000
1991 Per Capita Discount Sq Ft. Town 18.8 27.0 18.4 22.4 33.0 Trade Area 4.1 5.3 3.8 6.2 6.4
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SOURCE: Census Population, Survey of Current Business, Census of Retail Trade, and field
survey.
Retailers have been most negatively impacted by discounter on pricing and product offering.
Twenty-nine percent of the retailers felt discounter had had a moderate or high effect on their
pricing while 25.2 percent felt discounter had an effect on their product offering. The effect on
other areas was 17.3 percent for promotions, 14.0 percent for service, 9.7 percent for store
hours and 8.4 percent for location. This is understandable because discounters main appeal is
selling heavily promoted mass merchandise at below market prices. There were relatively few
differences among the three types of business ownership on these factors. General
merchandisers have been more effected than most of the retail store categories in the areas of
pricing, product, promotion, service and store hours. Drug stores felt the most impact in
products, but were almost the same as general merchandise in pricing. Apparel and auto parts
stores felt least affected by discounters.
Steps Taken to Compete With Discounters
Retailers have taken a wide variety of actions to compete with discounters. Customer service
ranked highest, followed by lowering prices, changing inventory levels, carrying higher quality
products, dropping lower end lines, offering more services, increasing promotions and
changing store hours were the ten most frequently cited actions taken.
Table 2 summarizes the perceived success of these retailer actions. Customer service and
better quality products have been most successful while increasing sales and promotions and
lowering prices have been least successful. Clearly retailers must develop a product/service
offering that is distinctively different from discounters. Offering personalized service along with
better quality merchandise enables them to create value for the consumer enabling the retailer
to justify somewhat higher prices. This will also establish a stronger relationship with
customers. Conversely, trying to go head to head with discounters on price and promotions
doesn't work. You cannot out discount the discounters.
Competitive Rating With Discounters
Retailers generally believe that their business is competitive with discounters. Forty eight
percent rate their competitiveness high, 42 percent rate it moderate with only 10 percent rating
their competitiveness low. Table 3 shows the competitive ratings by retail store category.
Apparel and accessories, auto parts and miscellaneous stores rate themselves lower in
competitiveness with discounters. Drug stores rate themselves most highly with discounters.
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Retailers are optimistic about being able to compete with discounters in the future. Fifty six
percent rate their competitiveness with discounters high, 37 percent moderate and only 7
percent low. General merchandisers which includes discounters rate their competitiveness
significantly lower than other retail categories and lower than they do now. Auto parts stores
are also more concerned about the future.
RETAILER RATING OF SUCCESS OF ACTIONS TAKEN TO COMPETE WITH
DISCOUNTERS
Level of Success
Action High Moderate Low
Offering specialized services 85% 15% Better quality products 64 32 4%
Customer service 63 37 changing inventory mix 40 51 9
Changing store hours 38 50 12
Dropping lines carried by discounters or low-end lines 37 63
Increasing advertising 31 63 6
Lowering prices; competitive pricing 23 60 17
Increasing sales/promotions 15 70 15
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following actions are suggested for small town retailers to compete with discounters. First,
develop a matrix of the classification of products and services offered. Second, develop a
matrix for classification of products and services offered by each discounter. Third, determine
the areas of greatest product/service competition by comparing the matrices. Fourth, define a
niche by identifying products and services where they can compete on a value added basis
with discounters. For instance, a hardware store may handle a wider variety electric drills to
meet contractors needs. They will also want to handle related products and provide service to
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support customer needs. Or, a drug store might offer free or low cost delivery of drugs. This is
particularly true in the communities surveyed which have a high concentration of elderly. Fifth,
develop a list of specific products, check prices and monitor on a regular basis. Sixth, hire,
train and reward employees to provide excellent customer service. Seventh, solicit customer
input on the stores product/service offering, pricing and service.
TABLE 3 RETAILERS COMPETITIVE RATING WITH DISCOUNTERS
LOW MODERATE HIGH
Building Supply 6% 51% 43%
General Merchandise 3 47 50
Auto Parts 14 43 43
Apparel/Accessories 18 30 52
Furniture 6 49 45
Drug Stores 6 31 63
Miscellaneous 14 43 43
REFERENCES
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SIMPLIFYING A COMPLEX ENVIRONMENT
An Environmental Scanning Approach for SBI Teams
Roger D. Scow and Charles W. Hubbard Southwest Texas State University
ABSTRACT
Small businesses are especially vulnerable to rapid environmental change because they lack
exposure to strategic planning techniques and possess few resources to devote to
environmental scanning. This paper presents a simplified outline approach to environmental
scanning and SWOTS analysis which can be used by SBI teams early in the case project and
by clients after casework is completed.
BACKGROUND
The global environment is changing at a rapidly increasing rate (5). Competition is increasing,
time-to-market is decreasing and the overall environment is becoming less stable and
predictable (6). Small businesses are especially vulnerable to these rapid changes because
they cannot usually afford paid staff to scan the environment or to purchase business
intelligence or planning services (10). Owners/managers are often too busy with ongoing
problems to scan the environment or to identify external information sources. Research
indicates that owners/managers tend to rely mainly on informal methods and personal sources
of information (10),(11), oriented more toward product markets than toward resource markets
or governmental activities (4).
Most environmental scanning approaches begin with division of the environment into areas,
sectors, or domains (1),(3),(8), which are then subdivided, analyzed and screened to
determine which environmental forces are immediate and relevant. Some large-company
approaches call for panels of experts and employ elaborate matrixes and models (2),(7), and
may call for analysis of forces at primary, secondary and tertiary levels (7).
Environmental scanning and SWOTS analyses, done at the beginning of the SBI project, can
add greatly to team understanding of the client firm and can often identify important future
problems and opportunities which might otherwise be overlooked. Clients tend to be impressed
by the process, which enhances team rapport. If the scanning system is simple and easy to
understand, clients can be encouraged to continue environmental scanning after the team has
departed. What is needed is a simplified approach which is specific enough to enable SBI
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team and clients to perform scanning and SWOTS analysis without lengthy prior study,
recourse to staff, or access to outside consultants.
DESCRIBING THE ENVIRONMENT
Dividing the business environment into "elements" (e.g., Economic, Political, Social,
Technological)(1),(6), and using complex analysis procedures can be difficult for SBI teams
and owners/managers to grasp. Because the "elements" are not always separable or
independent of one another (for example, new technology can lead to rapid economic, social,
and political changes), subdivision does little to help amateur scanners determine which forces
are relevant or to place them in perspective. A structured, transactional approach, focused on
specific interface points between the firm and its environment, makes for easier isolation of
pertinent environmental forces and eliminates need for names and definitions.
Customers, workers, materials, and financial resources must all come from the firm's
environment. Forces affecting product and market resource status can be identified by
scanning the market interfaces where the firm transacts business with customers, workers,
vendors, and financial backers in the environment. Government applies regulatory forces at
product and resource market interfaces, regulates what happens inside the firm and may
function as a customer and/or resource provider.
USING A MODEL AND OUTLINE
An analytical model (Appendix I) originally developed and supplemented by flow charts for use
in a Production/Operations course, had previously been used by SBI teams for problem
solving purposes (Reference 9). The flow charts did not prove practical for SBI team use
because of the time required to explain them and because they contained more detail than
necessary for small-firm analyses. An outline, used in conjunction with the model, provides a
better vehicle for preparation (i.e., what to ask the client during the first visit). It is also more
easily adapted to team-client "brainstorming" sessions, SWOTS analyses, and follow-on client
use. The outline is used with the model schematic to help visualize situations where forces
acting at one interface are related to forces acting at another.
Please refer now to the model and outline at Appendices I and II. The outline begins with the
product market interface and works its way around the model to address each of the resource
market interfaces.
CONCLUSION
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Whether strategic management activities are formal or informal, environmental scanning is
more vital than ever to the survival of the small firm. A simplified scanning approach can help
SBI Teams to form a quick picture of the client's firm, aid in problem identification, help spot
opportunities, provide useful information and encourage clients to manage strategically after
the SBI Team has departed. An outline like the one presented here, customized to suit
individual circumstances, can help both team and client to accomplish their respective
missions.
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Planning. " Personnel Administrator, Apr 1989.
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(11) Specht, Pamela Hammers. "Information Sources Used for Strategic Planning Decisions in
Small Firms." American Jrnl of Small Business, Spring 1987.
APPENDIX II - ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING AND ACTION OUTLINE
Market Interface Scanning
Product Markets: For current product(s): How many old customers are there? Are their needs
increasing or decreasing? Are their numbers increasing or decreasing? Are they staying put or
moving around? Is competition increasing or decreasing? Can new demand be tapped? New
product usERS? New product usES? What about new product(s)? New products needed?
Status of competition? Now? Future? Can client produce needed products?
Labor Market: Numbers, skills, quality available (current and future) Competition & pay scales
(current and future) Compare with labor markets in other locations/regions
Materials & Equipment Markets: Prices and availability (current and future) New/better items
available? New/better vendors available?
Money Markets: Interest rates and loan availability (current/future) Investor capital availability
(current/future) Government assistance availability
Scanning for Governmental Activity
Assistance programs: Federal State Local/Regional
Procurement programs? Federal State Local/Regional
Regulation (All government levels) Of marketing (competition, advertising, lending) Of product
design (product safety, warning labels) Of production/operations? (OSHA, EPA, Codes) Of
human resource management (wages, hiring/firing,etc.) Of materials (legal use, availability,
etc.) Of financial markets (lending, investing, taxes)
Evaluating the Firm
Product Design: Product(s) meet customer needs (current/future)? Products "state of the art"?
(Best processes, materials and components for the price?)
Process Design: Plant & equipment adequate (current/future)? Layout, flow, & efficiency
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Resource Utilization and Productivity Human Resources Management skills CreatiVe skills
Technical skills Operator/clerical skills
Material Resources Handling Inventory management Scrap rates
Capital Resources Budgeting & Control Cash management Standards & variances
Resource Mix Category productivity Total productivity
Information Resources About markets and competitors About other resources About new
technologies About government activities Scanning Necessary but not Sufficient
Acting to Influence the Environment
National & International environment: Votes Letters & Calls to government officials Industry
associations, PAC's, lobbies
State & Regional Environments: All of above, plus Personal contacts
Local Environment: All of above, plus Local political activity Chamber and civic groups
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THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT AND ITS
IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESSES
D. Lynn Hoffman, University of Northern Colorado
Gwen Fontenot, Texas Woman's University
Daniel Rowley, University of Northern Colorado
Shahrokh Dalpour, University of Maine, Farmington
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this article is to explain the key provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act
and to present both the positive and negative impact of this law on small businesses. The
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) analysis concluded that the impact of
the new law on small business would not be significant. However, the EEOC's analysis
contains several flaws and omissions leading the authors to conclude that many small
businesses will be adversely affected. Although the ADA affects public accommodations and
transportation, this article will focus on its employment provisions.
BACKGROUND
When President Bush signed the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (1), numerous groups
such as banks (4,11) law enforcement (8), hospitals (10), hotels (10), and large companies
(13) predicted substantial costs to their particular organizations. Although the act will clearly
create new litigation and regulation, neither Congress nor the Equal Employment opportunity
Commission (EEOC) intended it to be financially devastating to small business.
EMPLOYMENT COVERAGE
The act will cover employers in interstate commerce with 25 or more employees until July 1994
when the employer qualification drops to employers with 15 or more employees. The ADA
prohibits these employers from discriminating against a qualified individual with a disability with
respect to any term or condition of employment (1). Because this phrase is all inclusive, the
ADA as an amendment to the Civil Rights Act, covers all employment functions. As an
example a non exhaustive list includes the following: recruitment, advertising, applications,
selections, promotion, tenure, discipline, discharge, layoff, rehiring, pay, -job assignments,
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leaves of absence, fringe benefits, training, and social or recreational programs.
KEY PROVISIONS
Reasonable Accommodations
A crucial provision is that the employer must make "reasonable accommodations" to the
applicant or employee with a disability (1). Responding to claims that this key section was
vague (4), the EEOC's Rules provided the following examples: making existing facilities readily
accessible, changing or adding adaptive equipment, restructuring the job, part time or modified
work schedules, providing training materials, or the acquisition of interpreters or readers (6,
section 1630.2(o)(2)).
Undue Hardship
These "reasonable accommodations" must be made unless they would result in an "undue
hardship" on the employer. Undue hardship would occur if the accommodation would result in
a significant difficulty or expense in light of the following factors: the nature and total cost of the
accommodation, the overall financial resources of the organization, the number of persons
employed, the effect on the firm's financial resources, the size of the business entity, the
number, type, and location of the organization's facilities, and the impact of the
accommodation on the facility's operation (6, section 1630.2(p)(all of 2).
The language of this section of the law indicates that Congress did not intend to have the law
bankrupt or cripple small businesses who could not afford to make reasonable
accommodations (1). This case by case approach matches the cost of the accommodation to
the firm's ability to make that accommodation. The negative effect of a case by case approach
is the uncertainty of not knowing what financial resources would require what level of expenses
for accommodation. Unfortunately, this uncertainty will prevail until case law provides some
examples. An additional concern is that what the EEOC or courts require from a particular
small business for reasonable accommodation may not be a standard for others because of
different financial resources, number of employees, and size.
Definition of Individuals with a Disability
The ADA and the Guidelines draw on the 1973 Rehabilitation Act (12). Disability includes any
physical or mental impairment(s) that substantially limits one or more major life activities. Both
the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act include in the definition individuals who have a record of
such a disability or who are regarded as having an impairment. The first part would present
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only a minor implementation problem to employers. An employer would not know and could
not ask about a history of impairment, but once alerted that such a history exists, the employer
could deal with the disability. The second part may be difficult to implement. How do employers
know when this occurs, what group with what expertise would be sufficient to trigger this
definition? will businesses be exposed to nuisance suits because of this definition's
vagueness?
Essential Job Functions
Individuals with disabilities cannot be excluded from jobs for which they cannot perform
nonessential functions. They can be excluded only for jobs for which the function they cannot
perform is an "essential function" over which the employer cannot make a "reasonable
accommodation". The EEOC Rules specify various examples such as: the function is essential
because the position exists to perform that function, there are a limited number of employees
who can perform that function, or the function is highly specialized (6, section 1630.2(all of n).
This rule makes it imperative that small businesses carefully draft their vacancy
announcements and job descriptions. These items will be used by the EEOC and the courts to
determine what the employer considered "essential job functions."
Direct Threat
The EEOC Rules also eliminate individuals who may pose a "direct threat" that cannot be
reduced with a reasonable accommodation. Here the small business must rely on medical
judgments or other sufficient evidence that the individual poses a significant risk of substantial
harm to themselves or others. Employers can require medical tests when they have offered
employment conditionally upon the results of medical tests if all job applicants are submitted to
such medical exams. Because this section generated numerous comments from disability
groups, the EEOC in the introduction to the Rules states that the reasonable accommodation
does not have to eliminate the risk but only reduce it to a level at which there is no longer a
significant risk of substantial harm (6, History). The determination of direct threat must rely on
the individual's current condition not a speculative condition in the future.
What is not clear is the type and quality of medical evidence employers would have to
accumulate to disqualify an individual whose current or probable future condition would provide
a significant risk to themselves or others. Small employers, unlike large ones, cannot afford
legions of medical experts to determine whether a current or probable future condition poses
significant risks. For example, at what point is an HIV positive applicant or employee a "direct
threat?" Would HIV positive employees be more of a "direct threat" in some occupations than
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others especially where transmission is statistically more probable?
Another concern of all businesses is hiring or retaining individuals with prior workman's
compensation claims. Disability groups argued that inquiries into past workman's
compensation claims are not job related. The EEOC received numerous conflicting comments
from business and disability groups (6, History) and attempted to draft a middle position which
is to allow medical examinations after the offer of employment and conditional upon receipt of
the results. In addition, the employer may ask potential applicants to describe or demonstrate
how they would perform the job. The EEOC also will allow the medical examination to include
areas not specifically job related with the caveat that exclusion from employment must be
based upon those criteria that are job related and are necessary for the position. All medical
information collected must be kept on separate forms and in separate files (6, section
1630.14).
FINANCIAL AND REGULATORY IMPACT
Impact on Society
The disabled have proportionately higher unemployment rates. A 1978 survey found that
disabled men had an unemployment rate of 5.8 percent compared to non disabled men's
unemployment rate of 3.5 percent. The unemployment rate for disabled women was 9.0
percent compared to 5.9 percent for non disabled women (3). A Lou Harris poll found that two
thirds of disabled Americans between the ages of 16 and 64 were not working while sixty-six
percent of those stated that they would like to work (5).
The EEOC in its Proposed Rules attempted to determine the costs and benefits of the ADA.
The EEOC estimates that disabled workers comprise between 1.1 and 10 percent of the total
work force and that approximately 15 million employees will gain coverage under the ADA who
are not now covered by the 1973 Rehabilitation Act or a State statue similar to the ADA (5,
8583). On the cost side, the EEOC estimates that it will cost their agency an additional $25
million to enforce the ADA and it will cost business roughly $16.4 million to provide reasonable
accommodations. On the benefit side government will save an estimated $37 million in support
payments to the disabled who will generate $58 million in increased income tax revenue (5).
With these estimates the EEOC concludes that the cost to benefit ratio is between 1 to 8 and 1
to 35 which it claims is a significant positive impact on the economy as a whole.
Impact on Small Business
The EEOC's cost estimates to small business are very low leading it to conclude that the
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financial impact on small businesses is insignificant. It cites three studies of the estimated
costs per accommodation which found costs per accommodation of $100, $304, and $380
respectively. For firms employing between 15 and 25 employees, only 2,100 accommodations
would have to be made for an average of .015 accommodations per firm per year (5).
The error in this analysis is that the deviation of costs per accommodation may be very large.
Even if the EEOC's mean figure of $261 is accurate (which it probably is not), some
accommodations may cost thousands of dollars and strain a particular marginal small
business. Because the key provisions are vague, court rulings will vary widely with respect to
what financial resources warrant what level of expenditures for reasonable accommodations.
For example in Simon v. St. Louis County (735 F.2d 1082, 8th Circuit, 1984), the police
department was not required to move an injured officer into an available position where he
would not have to make arrests yet in Nelson v. Thornburgh (567 F. Supp. 369, 1983) a
financially strapped stage agency was ordered to hire three readers for three blind employees
at $6,000 a year apiece or $18,000 total. In Ackerman v. Western Electric Company (860 F.2d
1514, 9th Circuit, 1988) the telephone company was ordered to reinstate a disabled asthmatic
employee who could not perform work involving heavy dust or heavy exertion where such
duties comprised 11 percent of the employee's work. The court in Nelson was impressed with
the size of the state agency's $300 million budget but failed to examine what percentage, if
any, of those funds were not encumbered and truly discretionary or available.
In addition, there are a multitude of different disabilities. Providing access for one disability
such as a ramp for wheelchair users does not help the visually impaired, hearing impaired,
shorten stature, or head trauma victims. The EEOC's analysis did not consider the need to
make a number of different accommodations.
SUMMARY
On the positive side the ADA will increase the employment of capable disabled workers.
Numerous small businesses will become experts on the ADA and serve other businesses in
implementation. In addition, all small businesses could add a whole new group of customers
and increase their community reputation by actively serving these American consumers.
On the negative side, the act creates uncertainty as to how the terms will be interpreted by the
EEOC and the courts. The lack of a clear standard and the vagueness of several provisions
will increase not decrease litigation. Increased litigation will subvert the act's goal of increased
cooperation between the disabled community and business. Many marginal small businesses
will be adversely affected. An additional danger is that both sides will become frustrated with
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the lack of clarity and standards to the detriment of all parties. "Undue hardship" will be
disproportionately dispensed.
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PRACTICING ACCOUNTANTS, ENTREPRENEURS, AND
SMALL BUSINESS FINANCE STRATEGY IN START-UP
SITUATIONS: A NATIONAL STUDY
Paul Dunn, Northeast Louisiana University Leo Cheatham, Northeast Louisiana University
Carole Cheatham, Northeast Louisiana University
ABSTRACT
Small business fail because of poor management. Accountants are often cited as advisors who
can help small business owners avoid problems. Accountants can aid in business planning,
loan packaging, and cash management. If MAS is to be offered by accountants, they must be
familiar with the area of consultation.
This study revealed some potential areas of problems for accountants in financial planning.
Suggestions are offered to overcome those potential problem areas.
INTRODUCTION
Failures among small businesses are typically attributed to poor management. In financial
management, lack of adequate capital, lack of appropriate length sources of capital, cash
management, and optimism on the part of the entrepreneur have been cited as major causes
of financial failure among new small businesses [4]. Poor management can be overcome, in
part, by seeking assistance from those who have expertise in areas where entrepreneurs lack
knowledge. Bankers traditionally served as a prime source of financial expertise for start up
small businesses [5].
The authors have shown in previous research that some bankers were not as familiar with
appropriate start up finance strategies as might be assumed by small business borrowers [5].
The other group of financial management advisors often used by small business owners are
their accountants. 'Independent accountants are the most sought after financial advisers by
small business executives...." "Accountants rank almost two-to-one over bankers as the next
highest outside advisory groups most used by small business...'[12]. Kuttner says, based on a
survey by Ketchum, "In fact, the primary consultant to small business today is the CPA [8].
Similarly Rappaport indicates that, 'the primary sources of advice and assistance to
management are CPAs..."[13]. Arnold et al in a study of 500 small businesses found that
accountants were the primary external adviser to small business [1].
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Further Rappaport says, "And one can readily conclude that lack of management expertise on
the part of small business owners--the primary cause of business failure--can be alleviated by
such advise and assistance...'[13].
Harper and Churchill [7] cite assisting with business plans, obtaining financing, and cash
control as important areas of assistance that accountants can offer their small business clients
in solving critical problems faced by small business. Rappaport cites obtaining financing, cash
management and business planning and budget as three areas in which accountants can
assist entrepreneurs [13]. Arnold, Cherry, Diamond, and Walker list cash management,
business planning, capital planning, and raising capital as four of the ten areas where
accountants can assist small businesses [1]. Gobeli et al [6] list new venture planning,
business consulting, and business plans as areas where small businesses interface and need
to increase their interface with their accountant.
Barrett [2] indicates that preparing a business plan to secure financing is an important activity
accountants can assist in. Such a plan '...will document how the funds will be used and, more
important, how and why the plan for repayment will work' [2].
Given that the accountant is an important adviser for small business owners and that they can
aid in business planning, cash management, loan packaging and new venture planning, an
important question which needs answering is: 'Do accountants have the necessary knowledge
to be as effective as they need to be in advising small business in the area of financial
strategy?"
THE STUDY
To determine whether accountants have the knowledge to aid entrepreneurs in start up
situations, a sequential probability sample of members of the National Society of Public
Accountants from across the country was used. National Society of Public Accounts provided a
sequential sample of its membership and a sequential probability sample was chosen from that
list. The National Society of Public Accountants includes CPAS, Public Accountants, Licensed
Public Accountants, Enrolled Agents, and Others who are generally, though not universally in
small business practice.
The Sample, In this survey, 33 percent of the respondents were CPAS, 12.6 percent were
LPAs, 23 percent were PAs, 12.7 percent were EAs, and the balance were combinations of
these and other accounting service providers. The nature of the practices included 56 percent
in general practice, 21 percent in tax 17 percent were in general and tax practices, and the
remainder practiced combinations of these three and auditing. Ninety three percent have been
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practicing more than five years. Over 95 percent had some college with 90+ percent having
college or advanced degrees. Ninety two percent had degrees in Business 32 percent with
accounting degrees.
Median number of clients last year was 50 Mean number of clients last year was 118. These
results indicate fairly typical accounting practices dealing with small businesses.
A questionnaire composed of a series of negative and positive assertions about start up small
business financing strategies was sent to the sample of accountants. The respondents were
asked to strongly agree, agree, express no opinion, disagree, or strongly disagree with each
assertion. Questionnaires were returned by 140 respondents for a return of 28 percent.
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Cash Planning During Start-Up. The results of the study are shown in the appendix to this
paper. The first group of assertions were designed to determine accountants perceptions
about cash management during start-up. Planning adequate cash before start-up is essential
to the survival of new ventures.
Statement A asserts, "In start-up situations, using owner's money for purchasing buildings and
land would be better than using the money for working capital." The proper response is
disagreement since debt finance can be arranged for fixed assets easier than for working
capital. Bankers are hesitant to make essentially unsecured working capital loans. Fourteen
percent plus of the accountants agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. If those who
had no opinion are added, almost 23 percent of accountants would have given inappropriate
advise.
Statement B asserts, "During Start-up, owner's money should be reserved as much as
possible to cover operating needs to cash flow break even." The appropriate response to this
statement would be to agree. Only 5.7 percent of the accountants gave an inappropriate
response to this assertion. Adding the "no opinion' answers gives only 7.8 percent poor
response to the assertion. Slow cash flow from credit sales, necessary outlays to replace
inventory, and cash to meet other obligations require that available cash be husbanded during
the start-up of a new venture. It is very important that the new venture owner conserve
personal cash to cover cash outflows up to cash flow break even.
Statement C asserts, "Normally It Is better to cash certificates of deposit for use In the
business rather than use them as collateral for loans.' The appropriate response to this
assertion is to disagree. Such conservation of liquid reserves is very important in cash
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management in start-up situations. Cashing the certificate provides immediate cash but
destroys an asset. Using the certificate as collateral generates cash and conserves the asset.
Respondents were generally uncertain about this assertion with 12.4 percent giving no opinion
and 37.2 percent giving inappropriate responses. Almost 50 percent of the respondents would
have given no advice or bad advise in this case.
Statement D asserts, "Survival Cash (cash to cover operating needs to cask flow breakeven)
should be arranged for when negotiating start-up financing." The appropriate response is to
agree. A properly prepared and documented request for survival cash in the original
capitalization estimation will be much better received than a desperate attempt to borrow cash
to meet payroll or other pressing obligations when a cash crunch develops.
Only 2.9 percent of responding accountants would have provided poor advice in this situation.
No opinion or no advice would have been given by 3.6 percent of the respondents. If
accountants are to provide good planning assistance, the need to provide for survival cash
must be understood and used in such planning.
Entrepreneurial Estimation Errors in Start-up Situations. Entrepreneurs are by nature
optimistic. That optimism typically leads them to create financial problems for their start-up
businesses. Accountants advising small business people involved in start-up situations should
be familiar with this phenomenon and take steps to aid in more realistic estimates. Three
assertions were used to test this area of advice.
Statement E asserts, "Small . business borrowers applying for start-up loans tend to
underestimate costs and expenses and overestimate sales." The appropriate response to this
assertion was to agree and 97.1 percent of the accountants did. Only 2.9 percent of the
responding accountants disagreed and none expressed no opinion. In their practice
accountants probably observe entrepreneurial optimism on a regular basis and are therefore
aware of this estimation problem.
Statement F asserts, "Small business owners typically underestimate their new firm's cash
requirements." The appropriate response to this assertion is to agree and 99.7 percent of the
accountants did agree with less than one percent expressing no opinion. Practicing
accountants are made aware of this problem as they provide basic accounting services to
small businesses in various stages of development.
Statement G asserts, "Small business owner's estimates of working capital needs in start-up
situations are usually too low." The appropriate response to this assertion is to agree. Only 1.4
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percent of the respondents disagreed. Overwhelmingly (98.5 percent) the accountants agreed
with this assertion.
It is apparent that accountants as a group recognize the tendency of entrepreneurs to
overestimate sales and cash outflow and underestimate expenses, costs, and cash inflows.
Accountants are in a position to provide good advise on overly optimistic estimations made by
entrepreneurs.
Identifying Appropriate Length Sources of Funds-Permanent vs. Temporary Financial Needs.
One area in which entrepreneurs are likely to make mistakes is in seeking the right length
sources of funds. There is a tendency for them to think "fixed asset, long term," and "current
asset, short term." This type thinking leads many entrepreneurs into an immediate cash flow
problem. "Their thinking should be permanent investment, long term, and temporary
investment, short term." Two assertions were prepared to examine this important length of
financing issue. Inventory was used to illustrate this problem in a straight forward manner.
Statement H asserts, "In start-up situations, basic inventory investment should be financed
using long term sources of funds." The appropriate response to this assertion is to agree.
Permanent investments should be financed using longer term sources of funds including equity
and longer term debt.
Approximately 58 percent of the responding accountants did agree. Thirty one percent
disagreed or strongly disagreed with 10.7 percent of the respondents unwilling to express an
opinion.
Perhaps some confusion occurs there because bankers are hesitant to provide long term
inventory financing. The unwillingness of bankers to provide such funds does not negate the
need to provide for long term sources to finance such assets. Owner's equity may need to
supply the funds to purchase and support working capital assets.
Statement I asserts, "Seasonal inventory for peak periods should be financed using trade
credit or other short term source of funds." The appropriate response to this assertion is to
agree. Since seasonal inventories will be liquidated during the season and, therefore, provide
cash flow to cover debt service, short term sources are adequate to cover seasonal inventory
requirements.
Responding accountants did reasonably well on this assertion with 90.7 percent agreeing.
However, 2.9 percent gave the inappropriate response and 6.4 percent were unwilling to
express an opinion. Evidently accountants are more aware of the possibility of financing
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temporary assets from short term sources than using appropriate long term sources to finance
permanent assets. This lack of awareness could cause problems for entrepreneurial clients in
start-up situations.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Small business failures are a result of poor management. Poor financial management can
result in serious problems in the survival of start-up businesses. Accountants can assist
entrepreneurs In business planning, loan packaging, and cash management.
The results of this study indicate that in some instances, the accountant might not want to
provide the information because of personal indecision or might provide poor information to the
entrepreneur.
In the first set of four questions, many practicing accountants would have given poor advice in
two of the four situations postulated. In the other two, the advice given would have been more
in line with appropriate start-up financial management strategies.
In the case of poor estimations, the vast majority of respondents recognized that entrepreneurs
often are too optimistic in their estimates. It is important to provide entrepreneurs with a more
realistic assessment of the business idea they have. Practicing accountants would have
encouraged more realism among entrepreneurs.
With respect to application of start-up investments in current assets as represented by
inventory, some accountants would have provided poor advice on financing basic inventories.
The respondents did better with respect to seasonal current assets with less than 10 percent
not agreeing that it is appropriate, though not any, that seasonal current assets be financed
using short term sources.
Accountants are important advisors to small business people. They can become much more
important advisors by adding MAS to the set of services offered to small business people. The
results of this study suggest several recommendations to accountants if they are to provide
good management advice to entrepreneurs and small business people.
Accountants should determine what niche or niches they want to pursue [15]. Secondly, they
would do well to review the academic areas in which they will provide Management Advisory
Services. A part of their continuing professional education activities should be devoted to
renewing or improving their understanding of current thinking in business disciplines besides
accounting.
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Larger accounting practices may want to hire specialists in small business consulting or
identify independent small business consultants so that sound advice is available.
If practicing accountants do not feel comfortable providing MAS, they should be aware that
many universities have small business assistance programs which provide counseling,
consulting, and continuing education programs for small business. Small Business Institutes,
Small Business Development Centers, and other programs are available to small business
people. These same services are available to small business advisors who want to sharpen
their advising knowledge and skins.
Accountants are seeking methods of increasing revenues and increasing their client base.
MAS is a service much needed in the small business community. With a little additional effort,
practicing accountants can provide much needed services to entrepreneurs and small
business managers. These clients will provide the basis for a growing healthy practice for
those accountants wiling to make the effort.
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SURVEY RESULTS
Statement A: IN START-UP SITUATIONS, USING OWNER'S MONEY FOR PURCHASING
BUILDINGS AND LAND WOULD BE BETTER THAN USING THE MONEY FOR WORKING
CAPITAL
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 4.3 Agree 10.0 Disagree 43.6 Strongly Disagree 33.6 No opinion 8.6 Total Per
Cent 100.1 Total Respondents 140
Statement B: DURING START-UP, OWNER'S MONEY SHOULD BE RESERVED AS MUCH
AS POSSIBLE TO COVER OPERATING NEEDS TO CASH FLOW BREAK EVEN.
Response Accountant
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Strongly Agree 36.4 Agree 55.7 Disagree 4.3 Strongly Disagree 1.4 No opinion 2.1 Total Per
Cent 99.9 Total Respondents 140
Statement C: NORMALLY, IT IS BETTER TO CASH CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT FOR USE
IN THE BUSINESS RATHER THAN USE THEM AS COLLATERAL FOR LOANS
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 4.4 Agree 32.8 Disagree 40.1 Strongly Disagree 10.2 No opinion 12.4 Total
Per Cent 99.9 Total Respondents 140
Statement D: SURVIVAL CASH (CASH TO COVER OPERATING NEEDS TO CASH FLOW
BREAKEVEN) SHOULD BE ARRANGED FOR WHEN NEGOTIATING START-UP
FINANCING
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 45.7 Agree 47.9 Disagree 2.9 Strongly Disagree- No opinion 3.6 Total Per Cent
100.1 Total Respondents 140
Statement E: SMALL BUSINESS BORROWERS APPLYING FOR START-UP LOANS TEND
TO UNDERESTIMATE COSTS AND EXPENSES AND OVERESTIMATE SALES
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 57.9 Agree 39.3 Disagree 2.9 Strongly Disagree- No opinion- Total Per Cent
100.1 Total Respondents 140
Statement F: SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS TYPICALLY UNDERESTIMATE THEIR NEW
FIRM'S CASH REQUIREMENTS
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 52.9 Agree 46.4 Disagree- Strongly Disagree- No opinion 0.7 Total Per Cent
100.0 Total Respondents 140
Statement G: SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS' ESTIMATES OF WORKING CAPITAL NEEDS IN
START-UP SITUATIONS ARE USUALLY TOO LOW
Response Accountant
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Strongly Agree 42.1 Agree 56.4 Disagree 1.4 Strongly Disagree - No opinion - Total Per Cent
99.9 Total Respondents 140
Statement H: IN START-UP SITUATIONS, BASIC INVENTORY INVESTMENT SHOULD BE
FINANCED USING LONG TERM SOURCES OF FUNDS
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 10.7 Agree 47.1 Disagree 26.4 Strongly Disagree 5.0 No opinion 10.7 Total
Per Cent 99.9 Total Respondents 140
Statement I: SEASONAL INVENTORY FOR PEAK PERIODS SHOULD BE FINANCED
USING TRADE CREDIT OR OTHER SHORT TERM SOURCE OF FUNDS
Response Accountant
Strongly Agree 15.0 Agree 75.7 Disagree 2.9 Strongly Disagree - No opinion 6.4 Total Per
Cent 100.0 Total Respondents 140
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STATE TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE EXPORTING
David H. Culpepper, Millsaps College Steve C. Wells, Millsaps College
ABSTRACT
Congress, by creating Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISCs) and Foreign Sales
Corporations (FSCs), has provided federal tax incentives encouraging U.S. firms to export.
Some individual states also have adopted tax incentives to encourage firms to export. A
search of the literature, however, indicates that little attention has been devoted to the specific
forms these tax incentives have taken.
Using survey responses, this study documents and contrasts state export tax incentives. The
results of this study provide useful information to: managers (including those of small
businesses) in making decisions regarding geographic placement of resources; to small
business advisers for use in advising their clients; and federal and state officials charged with
developing business export incentives. It also establishes an initial data base that can be used
in evaluating the relative effectiveness of state export incentives.
INTRODUCTION
Congress, by creating Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISCs)[1] and Foreign
Sales Corporations (FSCs)[2], has provided federal tax incentives encouraging U.S. firms to
export. Some individual states also have adopted tax incentives to encourage firms to export.
A search of the literature, however, indicates that little attention has been devoted to the
specific forms that state tax incentives have taken. While Larkins (1990) discussed the various
treatments of DISCs and FSCs for state tax purposes, other forms of state tax incentives have
not been investigated.[3]
This study is designed to: document and contrast state export tax incentives; assist managers
(including those of small businesses) in making decisions regarding geographic placement of
resources; provide useful information to small business advisers for use in advising their
clients; provide information to guide federal and state officials charged with developing
business export incentives; and establish an initial data base that can be used in evaluating
the relative effectiveness of state export incentives.
HISTORY OF FEDERAL TAX INCENTIVES
Legislation allowing the establishment of DISCs was enacted by Congress in 1972 to
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encourage exporting. The basic benefit provided by the DISC legislation was the deferral of
recognition of income directly related to an increase in export activity over a specified base.
When the world trading community challenged the DISC legislation as an illegal subsidy of
exports under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Congress responded by creating FSCs (Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984). Unlike DISCS, FSCs receive a permanent federal tax exemption on a
portion of their export profits.[4]
FSCs, usually wholly-owned subsidiaries of their U.S. parents, are required to be incorporated
in U.S. possessions (e.g. Virgin Islands, Guam) or foreign countries that have exchange of
information agreements with the U.S. There are two types of FSCs: large FSC and small
FSCs. There are significant foreign management requirements as well as foreign economic
activity tests that must be met in order to qualify as a large FSC. To encourage exports among
small businesses, Congress waived some of the more costly and complicated requirements for
small FSCs (which are only able to benefit from export sales up to $5 million).[5]
The administrative pricing rules in the FSC legislation provide two options for calculating an
FSC's income. One permits the parent to allocate 23% of export profits to its subsidiary FSC,
while the other allows the parent to allocate 1.83% of its gross receipts on export sales to it
subsidiary FSC. The FSC usually receives this income via a deductible commission payment
from the parent, a portion (15/23) of which is exempt from federal taxation. The FSC's income
can be repatriated to the U.S. as a tax-free dividend.[6]
QUESTIONNAIRE
A questionnaire was designed with the objective of determining the specific form of each
states's export tax incentives. Prior to mailing, the instrument was reviewed by several state
tax administrators. After making recommended revisions, a revised questionnaire was mailed
to the Department of Revenue of each of the 50 states using addresses obtained from the
1990 Multistate Corporate Tax Guide.[7] The first mailing yielded an 80 percent response rate.
Telephone interviews were conducted with officials from the remaining states, thereby
achieving 100 percent response. The questionnaire consisted of six questions which requested
information concerning the types of export tax incentives in place, relevant code citations, the
administrative agency responsible for promoting exports, and other industrial development
incentives available. For those states that indicated the existence of some type of export tax
incentive, additional research was conducted by examining relevant statutes and official state
publications describing the export tax incentives.
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STATE TAX INCENTIVES
Table I provides a listing of the states; the type of tax incentive offered, if any; and the
respective statute citation. As indicated in Table I, several states indicated that they follow the
federal treatment of FSCs. In addition, ten states indicated the adoption of legislation providing
direct tax incentives not related to FSC treatment. Four states allow at least a partial exclusion
of export sales from state income taxation; two permit a deferral of income taxes on export
sales; two have provisions for an income tax credit based on export sales; and two allow an
exemption based on the level of export sales.
TAX STATE INCENTIVE Alabama N Alaska N Arizona N Arkansas N California N Colorado N
Connecticut N Delaware Y District of N Columbia Florida Y Georgia N Hawaii Y Idaho N Illinois
Y Indiana Y Iowa N Kansas N Kentucky N Louisiana N Maine N Maryland N Massachusetts N
Michigan Y Minnesota N Mississippi Y Missouri N Montana Y Nebraska N Nevada N New
Hampshire N New Jersey N New Mexico N New York N North Carolina Y North Dakota N Ohio
N Oklahoma N Oregon N Pennsylvania N Rhode Island N South Carolina Y South Dakota Y
Tennessee N Texas N Utah N Vermont N Virginia Y Washington Y West Virginia N Wisconsin
N Wyoming N
SUMMARY
* FCSs * Corporate Income Tax Exemptions {Title 30 of Del C. 1902(G) 11,12,&13} *FSCs
*Export Finance Corporation Investment Credit {Florida Statutes Section 220.188) * Exclusion
from State Income Taxes-Export Sales {Hawaii Revised Statutes Section 235-236) * General
exercise tax exemption of sales of tangible property and certain computer software services
shipped out of state.{HRS Sec.237-29.5 & 23729.61 * Deferral of State Income Taxes on
export sales * Exclusion from State Income Taxes * Exclusion from State Income taxes on
export sales {Indiana Code 6-3-2-13} * Business will receive credit for foreign sales when
considering their over all sales.{MCL 208.42, 208.521 * Exclusion from state Income taxesExport Sales{27-7-15(4)(p)} * Discs are exempt from corporation license (income) tax.
{Montana Code Annotated 15-31-102(1)}
All of the respondents that provided an answer indicated the Department of Economic
Development, Department of Commerce, or a similar agency as the agency with primary
responsibility for promoting exporting. None of the states provided statistics on the number of
exporters taking advantage of the incentives each year. Eleven states responded to the
questionnaire request for the year in which the tax incentive took effect. The effective dates
ranged from 1935 to 1989.
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SUMMARY
* State Tax Provision for FSCs (Federal treatment followed)(North Carolina General Statute
105-130.5 & 130.6) * Deferral of State Income Taxes Export Sales after 1985 * State Tax
Provision for FSCs (Federal treatment followed) {127-780,12-7-790) * No Income Tax *
Encourages use of shares FSCs against federal taxes. * Exports are not subject to gross
receipts tax. (WAC 458-20193C}
ANALYSIS OF SELECTED STATES
An examination of the statutory provisions of several states reporting export tax incentives
reveals that different approaches are being used to provide the tax incentives.
In Indiana, the taxpayer (an individual or corporation that has export income) is entitled to a
deduction from adjusted gross income in an amount equal to the lesser of: (1) the taxpayer's
adjusted gross income; or (2) the product of the export sales ratio multiplied by a percentage
provided in another section of the statute. The export sales ratio is the quotient of the
taxpayer's export income divided by the gross receipts form the sale, transfer, or exchange of
tangible personal property, regardless of its destination. The percentage to be applied
decreases with the number of years of exporting experience. In years one through four, the
rate is 100 percent; in year five, 80 percent; in year six, 60 percent; in year seven, 40 percent;
in year eight, 20 percent; and in year nine and above, zero.[8] In Mississippi, the exclusion is
based on an increase in net export sales in a given tax year over the prior tax year. Net export
sales is the difference between gross export sales and expenses directly attributable to export
sales. Under this approach, the taxpayer may exclude from taxable income all export sales
during the first year of export activity. In succeeding years, only the annual increase in net
export sales over the prior year is excluded. The statute also stipulates that a least fifty percent
of value of the exported goods or services must be added in Mississippi.[9]
In South Carolina, the tax incentive consists of a deferral of taxes on income attributable to
increased gross income from foreign trading receipts. Foreign trading receipts are receipts
from sales made directly to an unrelated purchaser outside the United States. Increased gross
income from foreign trading receipts equals the amount by which gross income from foreign
trading receipts for any tax year exceeds a base amount equal to the average of annual gross
income from foreign trading receipts over the three prior tax years. The income tax attributable
to the increase in gross income from foreign trading receipts may be deferred until the
taxpayer intentionally ceases to export or until three taxable years in which the taxpayer has
no gross income from foreign trading receipts have elapsed. To qualify for the deferral, a
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company's gross amount must not exceed five million dollars, and the taxpayer must pay an
annual interest charge on the aggregate deferred tax at the base period Treasury Bill rate.[10]
The statutes of the state of Washington exempt export sales from the business and occupation
tax which is assessed on a company's gross receipts. The state of Washington does not
assess a tax on a company's income but instead imposes a tax on its gross receipts. Export
sales may be deducted if there is a certainty of export and if the export process has begun. It is
not sufficient to prove that the products ultimately reach a foreign country; the taxpayer must
document the fact that the goods were placed into the export process. The statute provides a
list of documentary evidence that the taxpayer may use in meeting this requirement.[11]
CONCLUSION
Several states (identified in Table I) provide tax incentives to exporters. While some states
allow the federal treatment of FSCs, other states have adopted specific state tax incentives to
export. This study provides information about these tax incentives, thereby benefiting small
businesses, small business advisers, and government officials charged with promoting
exports.
Companies planning to start exporting or to increase their exporting activity should consider
the availability of these incentives. A company with a facility located in a state which has a
favorable export tax incentive should increase exporting activity at that location, assuming all
other factors are equal. If a new facility is being considered, due consideration should be given
to locating in a state that provides favorable incentives.
Furthermore, statutory provisions of all states under consideration should be thoroughly
reviewed before any decisions are made. For example, Mississippi's requirement that at least
50% of the value of products and services must be added within the state requires careful
planning and continuous monitoring by a multi-state company. Tax advisers should be familiar
with the specific provisions of export tax incentives included in each state's income tax laws so
that they may effectively structure their clients' tax strategies. Knowledge of and compliance
with the provisions of these statutes are essential in order to reap the available tax benefits.
REFERENCES
(1) I.R.C. Sections 991-997.
(2) I.R.C. Sections 921-927.
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DEVELOPING SMALL BUSINESS COST ACCOUNTING
SYSTEMS
A Live Case Study Approach
David E. McNabb and Eldon L. Schafer Pacific Lutheran University
ABSTRACT
One of the goals of the accounting education and SBI-sponsored business assistance
programs at this small AACSB-accredited university is to provide all students with direct,
hands-on experience with small business accounting systems. To make the learning
environment effective, the accounting faculty has undertaken a project to prepare an extensive
series of video-based accounting system cases, using actual small businesses. Student teams'
recommendations are shared with the operators of the businesses; follow-up reviews of
instituted solutions may occur.
INTRODUCTION
Accounting is broadly divided into two main areas: financial accounting and management
accounting. Financial accounting deals with financial statements for external use, primarily for
investors and lenders. The emphasis of management accounting is on providing information
for planning, control, and decision making within the organization. Traditionally, the primary
focus of management accounting has been on determining the cost of projects, processes, or
products.
Both, financial accounting and management accounting have been guided by generally
accepted accounting principles for valuation of inventory and measurement of income.
Generally accepted accounting principles require that all products bear a fair share of
production costs (i.e., materials, labor, and manufacturing overhead); all selling and
administrative costs are excluded from product costs. Application of manufacturing overhead
to products has traditionally used simple volume or unit related measures, such as: direct labor
hours, direct labor cost, or machine hours.
While this description of the cost accounting system appears simple and straight forward, most
small businesses -- as well as many larger firms -- apparently have great difficulty in turning
the concept into systems which give managers prompt, current, and reliable information about
the cost of their products and services. As operations become complex and the number of
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products increases, traditional cost accounting practices tend to provide results which are not
only inaccurate but lead to incorrect pricing and product decisions.
A review of the recent cost accounting literature reveals a general consensus regarding the
failure of cost accounting systems to meet the needs of businesses. Johnson and Kaplan
(1987) were among the first to indict cost accounting as one of the major reasons for failure of
U.S. businesses to be competitive on individual products. They found that cost accounting data
were not relevant, not timely, and inaccurate. In subsequent writings, Johnson (1988), Kaplan
(1988, 1990), Cooper (1987, 1988, 1989) and Cooper and Kaplan (1987) criticized traditional
cost accounting practices and advanced a new costing system called activity based costing
(ABC). These writers demonstrated that traditional full absorption costing practices allocate all
costs on a volume or unit basis and therefore systematically distort product costs per unit.
Activity based costing identifies "activities" as the work performed within an organization. It is
these activities that cause costs. Some activities relate to specific products, some to batches of
products, some to product lines, and some to the facility. By identifying cost drivers for each
activity the resulting product costs are more relevant to pricing and other strategic decisions.
Activity based costing more clearly reflects the information needs of the new manufacturing
environment.
Very few students in the introductory management accounting courses have had any direct
exposure to manufacturing. In the authors' experience less than 10% of the students in the
introductory management accounting course have ever been in a factory. These students who
encounter criticisms of management accounting practices often fail to see their relevance
because they have little exposure to real businesses. It is this specific learning problem that
the accounting faculty at our university have addressed.
THE SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
Among the criticisms often directed at teaching management or cost accounting is that
classroom activities lack real world relevance (Frank, Fisher, and Sarhan 1989); students are
not given "real world" programs to analyze. The accounting faculty have long been concerned
with the lack of exposure to real world settings by students and have addressed these
concerns by incorporating the following into the Statement of Objectives for the accounting
program -- and instituting an action program to ensure its accomplishment:
"Each student will have practical experience in the analysis and evaluation of the accounting
system of one or more small businesses."
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This small business accounting research program occurs in the Accounting Systems course.
Students will have completed two introductory accounting courses (required of all business
administration students), as well as an introductory computer course, as prerequisites.
The first two-thirds of the Accounting Systems course involves a textbook, practice-sets, and
analyses of cases of both manual and computer-based accounting systems. Students are
provided with a solid foundation for analysis and design of accounting systems for small
businesses. In the last third of the course teams of two or three students search the community
for small businesses willing: to permit the team to tour the firm, to study the firm's accounting
system, to interview the firm's management, and to listen to the team's recommendations for
improvement.
During the course the students learn: to identify objectives for an accounting information
system, design of a system to meet those objective, provision for internal controls,
implementation of a financial information system, and operation of a complete accounting
information system. Students use accounting software generally available to small businesses
with personal computers.
Each year, the approximately 75 students taking the course study some 25 to 30 small
businesses. In about one fourth of these businesses, at least one student from the team will
continue beyond the actual course to assist the business in implementing some or all of the
team's recommendations. This process may involve a follow-on SBA case, if deemed
appropriate by the campus SBI director and the region SBA office. This may occur as an
Independent Study or Internship activity.
Recently, extended work by students from the Accounting Systems course has included such
diverse projects as:
1.Developing and maintaining a Lotus-based system for a not-for-profit organization operating
an arts and crafts fair;
2.Developing a database for valuable used and rare books for a community bookstore;
3.Reconstructing and documenting about six months' of accounting records for the Chamber of
Commerce in a neighboring small community;
4.Designing an accounting system for professional artists in the community;
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5.Developing a consolidation manual and worksheet program for a small business with several
subsidiary operations;
6.Developing an accountant system for an organization providing support to missionaries in
several countries; and
7.Implementing computerized general ledger systems in several small businesses.
In approximately 20 percent of the firms studied by the student teams were found to have
excellent accounting systems with no significant weaknesses. Another 20 percent, for practical
purposes, had no accounting system, using little more than their check stubs. The remaining
50 to 60 percent were found to have some sort of accounting system, but one which had
significant weaknesses. Students were, therefore, able to provide significant assistance for
approximately 80 percent of the small businesses studied.
DEVELOPING THE NEW VIDEO CASES
While the existing design of the Accounting Systems course has continued to meet the
objectives of the accounting faculty, as well as the needs of small businesses in the
community, some modification was required. First, the potential for "over-kill" -- students were
exhausting the supply of local firms and were having to travel far beyond the community to find
new businesses to study.
Some members of the accounting faculty wanted to offer a live-business experience in other
classes, particularly the cost accounting class. Third, the faculty saw an opportunity to make a
contribution to other, particularly larger, universities who did not have the resources to
"manage" such a course.
The development of live, video-based cases have helped alleviate this problem. Prepared with
the assistance of students in the campus video production facilities; and using advanced
undergraduate students to assist on research, script writing, and editing; the videos provide the
entire class with a guided tour of a local small business they recognize, with descriptions of
that firm's existing accounting system given by appropriate operating managers.
One of the first video case studies prepared involved the Vancouver Door Company, a local
manufacturer of stock and customized wooden doors for residential and commercial
construction. The firm sells its products in eight western states and has some international
sales in Canada and Japan. The idea for the video started when a team of students from the
Accounting Systems course analyzed the firm's existing system. They found nothing even
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similar to the systems described in their textbooks. Instead, they found a spreadsheet-based,
estimated-cost system which was used almost exclusively for pricing. The management was
so impressed with the analysis and recommendations of the students that they invited our field
research team to prepare a video focusing on the development of a cost accounting system.
One student from the team who studied the company served on the field research team. She
prepared the
initial draft of the script, conducted some of the interviews, and assisted in the taping sessions.
The video includes an introduction by a faculty member of the team; a "tour" of the company's
manufacturing process; and interviews with the company president, the sales manager, and
the plant manager to determine their accounting system needs. No recommendations or
conclusions are drawn for the viewers. To augment their analyses, students are provided with
a transcript and selected financial data from the video. The case ends with the question, "What
cost accounting system would you design for this company?"
The Vancouver Door Company video is the first of an entire series of videos for use in
accounting systems, management accounting, and cost accounting courses. Other videos will
focus on capital budgeting (a revisit to Vancouver Door evaluating the decision to acquire a
new gluing machine), a job costing system, a process costing system, and the design of an
activity based costing system. A visit to a hospital to see what is "behind the bill" has been
completed.
CONCLUSION
The new small business management accounting systems videos are in no way intended to
replace students' work with existing businesses seeking SBI assistance. Rather, the video
cases are to supplement such activity, and to ensure that all students are provided with an
opportunity to see and hear for themselves real management accounting problems in real life
situations before they undertake their own visit to a small business. The program reduces the
level of stress in those students who are entering a "real business situation" for the first time. In
this way, the program serves as a "quality control" measure, since there is no guarantee that
all projects result in equally effective learning situations.
The tapes have had wide acceptance in ways not expected. Richard D. Irwin, Inc. will offer the
tapes to adopters of their textbooks in management and cost accounting. The Management
Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association has reviewed the tapes and
recommended them for Management Accounting courses. A business law professor uses the
hospital tape in a course on consumerism.
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EXHIBIT 1
A MODEL OF A NATION'S ECONOMY
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Land Labor Capital
Entrepreneurship Government Planning
Productive Output
Consumers
EXHIBIT 2
A MODEL OF EFFECTIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Land Labor Capital
Entrepreneurship Government Planning
Financial Access to Limited Education/ Free Incentives/ Capital Barriers/ Assistance
Competition Private Regulations/ Programs Property Taxation
Productive Output
Consumers
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A CHANGE AGENT FOR THE
ECONOMY OF THE U.S.S.R.
Gary F. Young, University of Tennessee at Martin James W. Carland, Western Carolina
University JoAnn C. Carland, Western Carolina University
ABSTRACT
Recent developments in the Soviet Union indicate that the time may be ripe for an economic
change. This paper presents entrepreneurship as an economic change agent.
INTRODUCTION
"A healthy small business sector is more than a reflection of the national wellbeing; it is an
active force for change" [16, p.vii]. The former President made that statement in his State of
Small Business report about the U.S., but the citizens of the U.S.S.R. are learning that in order
for their economy to make the change to free enterprise, entrepreneurship is the necessary
change agent. This paper will examine the historic role of entrepreneurship, its extent in the
U.S. and in the Soviet Union, and present a model which focuses on economic evolution and
change.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN HISTORY
Entrepreneurship is understood to involve new venture creation, but the process goes beyond
that simplistic concept. The venture need not be a small business, nor a new business.
Modern researchers apply entrepreneurial concepts to large, established businesses, and the
term "intrapreneurship" has been coined to describe the efforts of large firms to create new
markets, products or services, or function in an innovative fashion [15].
Strategic management texts describe some key responsibilities of a CEO as entrepreneurial in
nature [19]. Modern high school encyclopedia treat the entrepreneur as one who brings about
changes in patterns of production and consumption [4]. Clearly, entrepreneurship is intricately
entwined with on-going and new businesses, economic factors, innovation, and change.
Entrepreneurship is one of the oldest processes of human society [3]. The Phoenicians, 3,000
BC, were entrepreneurs in every sense of the word. One of the earliest known writings, dating
from 2500 B.C., deals with lending money and many of the Babylonian Laws dating from 2100
B.C. regulated business. Columbus, a merchant and entrepreneur, was looking for new trade
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routes when America got in the way in 1492. Entrepreneurship has been a driving force in
society since the first humans began to develop specialization of labor at the dawn of history
[3].
Schumpeter [17] credited Mill [13] with bringing "entrepreneurship" into general use. Mill [13]
believed that the key factor in distinguishing an entrepreneur was risk bearing. Schumpeter
[17]
disagreed, believing that innovation was the central characteristic. The idea of risk bearing has
been integral as far back as Cantillon, circa 1700, who described an entrepreneur as a rational
decision maker who assumed the risk of managing a firm [9].
In the U.S., Ely [6] was one of the first to explain the role of entrepreneurship. Interestingly, he
explained that economists were forced to choose a term, "entrepreneur," from the French
language because earlier terms had become corrupted. These terms included "undertaker,"
which Ely explained had been appropriated by a single group of business owners, and
"adventurer" which had come to imply a level of undesirable rashness [6].
Perhaps the most important aspect of entrepreneurship from a societal perspective is
innovation [2]. McClelland [12] was a champion of that concept. Drucker [5] believes that
entrepreneurship is innovation in a business setting.
THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The term 'economy' refers to the business affairs of a nation [4], which are predominantly
concerned with the problem of making limited resources serve virtually unlimited wants. Ely's
major contribution was the express recognition of entrepreneurship as the fourth factor of
production [6, 7], a major expansion of the traditional perspective.
Although Adam Smith [18], writing in 1776, did not explicitly recognize entrepreneurship, he
implicitly recognized the role of individual capitalists. Ely's work, and a growing body of economists focusing on ventures, led to the recognition that individual initiative is a primary
ingredient in the economy of a nation. Knight, writing in 1942, called it, "economic
pioneering" [11, p. 214].
Many underdeveloped nations have turned to entrepreneurship support programs to spur
output, increase jobs, and raise the standard of living for their people [20]. Similarly, as nations
begin to face a change from Communism to Capitalism, they turn to entrepreneurship hoping
that it will rebuild their private sectors [14, 10].
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Because the factors of production are finite, economic output is limited. An economy is
considered efficient if productive resources are used to their fullest extent. This concept of
economic efficiency is bound with the efficiency of individual firms and with the efficiency of all
firms in the economy as they interact in market systems [1].
From a simplistic perspective, there are only two approaches to the process of resource
allocation. The allocation can be based on the price system or handled by government
planners [4]. The price
system requires capitalism, the private ownership of property and free enterprise, utilizing the
forces of supply and demand.
Democratic nations have a relatively greater role for the price system, while Communist
nations have a relatively greater role for government planners. Clearly, neither system is
perfect, but the haste with which formerly Communist economies are embracing capitalism
makes it clear that the price system is effective in changing economic conditions.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE U.S.
U.S. entrepreneurship began with the founding of the country. Yankee traders were well
established throughout the world at the Nation's beginning and rapidly drove the new nation to
second place behind the mighty British Empire in trade with China [3].
A primary aspect of entrepreneurship in the United States has always been small business,
although the importance of that sector declined during and after the Industrial Revolution. The
drive toward larger firms saw half of gross product originating (GPO) being accounted for by
firms employing 500 or more workers during the early 1970s [21].
That trend has reversed. The latest data available shows small firms providing well over half of
the U.S. GPO, 56.7%, and completely dominating GPO in many industry segments. The role of
small firms in the U.S. economy is dramatically illustrated by the following statistics [21]:
98.8% of U.S. businesses employ less than 500 workers; and, 98.6% employ less than 100;
55.8% of business employment is provided by firms employing less than 500 workers; and,
42.6% is provided by firms employing less than 100;
76.2% of job growth occurred in firms employing less than 500 workers; and, 65.6% occurred
in firms employing less than 100 workers;
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51.5% of business revenues are generated by firms employing less than 500 workers; and,
39% are generated by firms employing less than 100;
Firms employing less than 500 workers spend twice as much of their R&D dollars on
fundamental research than do firms employing more than 500; and, these small firms produce
twice as many first-of-type innovations.
The traditional economic view of small businesses has been that they: serve localized markets;
augment existing industry capacity experiencing an expansion of demand; and, compensate
for attrition
among existing firms [1]. These roles have not been considered significant in the aggregate
and large firms have been expected to enjoy cost advantages due to scale economics. In the
U.S. scale economics clearly pertain to some industries, i.e., mining and manufacturing, but it
is equally clear that small firms in other industries are more efficient than their larger
counterparts.
The U.S. Small Business Administration has compiled an impressive list of the economic and
competitive advantages which are enjoyed by small firms [1]:
More flexible business decision making and lower cost information transfer due to less
complex management structures;
Less goal conflict and higher productivity due to direct involvement of owners in management;
An ability to serve specialized markets, including specialized intermediate goods required in
the production of other goods;
An ability to introduce new goods and services;
An ability to reduce transitional unemployment as they employ less skilled workers and provide
on-the-job training and work experience;
The revitalization of capital equipment as they acquire, refurbish and employ used capital
equipment;
An increase in the mobility of capital as they rapidly enter and exit markets thereby ensuring
shifts of capital from industries with low returns to those with higher returns;
Service as "shock absorbers" for market demand through their ability to rapidly adjust relative
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production levels and accommodate random and short-term fluctuations in demand.
Small business in the United States has become virtually synonymous with entrepreneurship.
SOVIET ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Only three years ago in the Soviet Union, the word "entrepreneurship" was associated with
criminal activities [10]. Due to Perestroika, reformers are encouraging people to start
businesses.
Due to the absence of free enterprise, Soviet entrepreneurship does not follow the traditional
mode. In the U.S.S.R. there are independent state enterprises, independent divisions of state
enterprises, cooperative enterprises, limited liability companies and joint ventures between
state and cooperative enterprises [10]. Only the cooperative enterprises and limited liability
companies
represent independently owned and operated businesses.
Starting an independent venture is seriously limited because bank loans are virtually
inaccessible and stock markets are accessible only to institutional investors [10]. Regulations,
often highly complex and poorly understood, and taxation rates which rise to 70% in some
industries and regions further complicate success.
A MODEL OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Vesper [201 describes four prerequisites for new venture creation: practical business
opportunity, technical know-how, business know-how, and resources. He visualizes
prospective entrepreneurs as seizing initiative to pursue a venture. A tacit requirement of this
paradigm is the existence of free enterprise, which means that the model is ineffective in
Communist countries.
The factors of production, presented with the alternative methods of resource allocation, are
modeled in Exhibit 1.
[Insert Exhibit 1 about here]
Note that government planners and entrepreneurs will be in competition for land, labor and
capital, as well as for consumer purchases.
An alternative approach is displayed in Exhibit 2. In this paradigm, governmental planning is
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oriented toward fostering entrepreneurship rather than competing with it for resources and
consumers.
[Insert Exhibit 2 about here)
Clearly, no Communist nation can instantaneously make a change from the first model to the
second model. In fact, the U.S. economy does not perfectly embody the second model. As
long as any govern- ment ownership of business exists, there will be competition for factors of
production and consumer purchases. In the U.S. that competition is highly limited, in the
U.S.S.R., competition is great. Clearly, the soviet governement can begin to move toward the
second model. The closer it comes to an entrepreneurial support system, the more vibrant its
business sector will become.
Soviet planners would be well advised to examine the U.S. approach to small business
assistance. Programs like the SBA could greatly assist developing businesses. Given the
tremendous need for startup assistance with new ventures and for advice with fledgling firms,
an outreach program like that of the Small Business Development Centers and the Small
Business Institute programs could be invaluable. Considering the need for an educational
component for conversion to the new economic order, a cooperative arrangement between
entrepreneurs and universities would be a natural solution. Given that legal and regulatory
environments in the U.S.S.R. must
be in a state of flux through the lengthy conversion process, educational and assistance
programs extended through universities would be an ideal medium for communicating changes
and obtaining rapid response to those changes in the business sector.
Entrepreneurship has the potential to change and revitalize the Soviet economy. As a change
agent, reformers can find no substitute for entrepreneurship.
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EXHIBIT 1
A MODEL OF A NATION'S ECONOMY
Land Labor Capital
Entrepreneurship Government Planning
Productive Output
Consumers
Exhibit 2
A MODEL OF EFFECTIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Land Labor Capital
Entrepreneurship Government Planning
Financial Access to Limited Education/ Free Incentives/ Capital Barriers/ Assistance
Competition Private Regulations/ Programs Property Taxation
Productive Output
Consumers
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES FOR SMALL VENTURES IN
EASTERN EUROPE: THE CASE OF POLAND, HUNGARY
AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Maria Aggestam, Lund University Richard Hunt, Rockhurst College John Wallace, Marshall
University
ABSTRACT
Eastern European ventures tend to commence operations on a relatively small scale. Small
ventures start as a result of international contacts while other ventures lead to international
contacts. The road to global competition varies from one country to another as does the
general economic transformation process. By comparing three Eastern European countries
engaged in the general restructuring process, it will be possible to identify and analyze the
national differences in the context for the venturing process. The small business development
of Eastern Europe unfolds in an unstructured way. Well-defined strategies are not yet
incorporated in the new-born systems. New technology, more versatile enhanced resources,
opportunities and challenging competition on markets to a great extent determine how these
strategies evolve. With increased global competition the novelty of the strategy determines
small firm survival. It is the aim of this paper to identify such strategies. The result will hopefully
reveal to the extent which small firms in Eastern Europe are prepared to take part in the global
competition in the 1990's.
INTRODUCTION
The ongoing process of the systematic change and the revitalization of the economy in
Eastern Europe in recent years removed the political barriers from the country. However, the
change process is confronted with the failure of the old system and also with the
transformation difficulties forced by the new governments.
BACKGROUND
Murrell, 1990, (p. 56), wrote "centrally planned economies have a hierarchical organization that
is based on a philosophy whereby decisions emanate from the central authorities.
Consequently there is a large degree of centralization". The very deeply rooted bureaucratic
system creates a set of obstacles to the development of small ventures. Moreover, as a result
of bureaucratic proceedings, the development handicapped e.g.; - the implementation of the
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new law and rules are proceeding slowly. Cooperation between authorities, especially among
economic units and other institutions turn to retard the introduction of new technologies,
decisions providing cost-cutting process innovation and lack of price flexibility and so on. The
combination of an extroverted economy with the overgrown, inefficient state apparatus,
decreasing income per capita and low productive efficiency due to lack of motivations and
visions underlie the downward trend of development
of the East European countries.
Thus, the big centrally planned economies and hierarchies prefer big organizations for many
reasons. The most important of which is to ensure stable structure of firms which can provide
employment to a large number of people. According to Kornei, 1980; Granick, 1987, another
reason for that phenomenon are the risks involved with failing of the guaranteed protection of
rights to work by employees. The Eastern European countries were confronted more and more
with a situation of instability while their hopes and dreams about a better future seem elusive.
Purpose
With the process of ongoing privatization, the state-owned organizations are reluctant or make
it difficult for the transfer of ownership to private businessmen. This is one of the crucial
problems of establishing the new ventures. However, the current developments provide also
two primary goals:
1.Privatization of assets which make a shift of assets from public to private sector, which are
supposed to be innovative and technically and managerially efficient.
2.To create a functioning and viable internal and external market. The enterprises have to be
more internationally oriented and adopt the most efficient manners of production.
Within the different national economies, most of the small scale ventures operate in niches
where the large firm cannot oversee. They operate often on specialized local markets, e.g.
service sector, exploiting resources, marginal labor power for producing specialized products.
The nature and mode of operation of the small firms before the systemic changes were very
different. Generally, it was the lack of existence even during the previous system mostly in
services, craft and specialized sectors.
It is very important, to my mind, for these countries to recognize the need of unlearning of the
old manners and the in learning of the new economic principles called for by direction of the
current changes. In order to provide a new strategy for the development of small ventures,
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they have to take into close consideration, the local milieu and accordingly to adopt to the
important social relations in the region. Though it is difficult to really define strategies for the
development of small ventures, one can point out some of the key strategic factors that are
vital for their economic progress; - markets. A process that can be enhanced through a mutual
cooperation and partnership with well established companies from western countries. It is also
important for the small ventures to increase their numbers and try to equip themselves with all
the managerial and technical skills that can enable them to enter the global market and to be
able to compete within these markets in the future.
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INTERNATIONALIZING THE SBI PROGRAM
R. L. Singson, Ph.D. School of Business and Economics California State University Hayward,
California 94542
ABSTRACT
U.S. small businesses typically lack an international market orientation because of the large
domestic market. However, the domestic market is highly competitive with limited growth
opportunities. The strategy of growing in the domestic market before entering the international
market is no longer an effective growth model. U.S. small businesses need to compete in the
global market, otherwise they will become weak competitors in their own backyard market. The
SBIDA should take the lead in promoting a global growth strategy.
INTRODUCTION
A GAO study reports that... "only 12 percent of the Nation's 252,000 manufacturers market
their products overseas. Available information, however, indicates that many more small U.S.
manu- facturers could begin to export if they had the right assistance to overcome
impediments in doing so."[l]
THE PROBLEM
The lack of an international orientation on the part of most U.S. small businesses is a wellrecognized problem that exacerbates the country's balance of trade problem. Most small U.S.
businesses are focused strictly on the domestic market for two basic reasons (a) the large
domestic market and their limited resources; (b) the fear of the unknown, resulting from
ignorance of opportunities and how to do business overseas.
At the same time, most small businesses throughout Asia and Europe, because of their limited
domestic market, look at the global market and particularly the large U.S. market as their main
avenue for growth. Thus, while the U.S. market may be large, it is extremely competitive since
it is open to foreign competition as well. Thus, growth may be limited.
There is the need to integrate the small business sector of the U.S. economy into the global
economy. U.S. small businesses need to think in terms of competing globally. This means not
only taking the defensive posture of protecting their market share in the U.S. market, but being
proactive by expanding globally. U.S. small businesses need to learn to compete globally,
otherwise, they will become weak competitors in their own backyard market.
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The traditional model of growing in the domestic market first before going international is no
longer an effective growth strategy in today's highly competitive global environment. Given the
rapid diffusion of technology, many small U.S. businesses could be preempted in the highgrowth markets of the world unless they think in terms of growing globally.
WHAT CAN WE DO?
SBI Directors can play a strong influential role in changing the culture of the thousands of
students and small businesses that we counsel. Since most new jobs are being generated by
the small business sector, it is very likely that most of our graduates will be working for a small
high-growth business where an international culture is typically lacking. As future business
leaders, SBI students need to gain an appreciation of the growth opportunities abroad while
they are still in school.
SBIDA can play a crucial role in changing the culture of U.S. small business from a strictly
domestic outlook, to a global perspective. To do this effectively, however, our own SBIDA
organization members need to change our view of the SBI program as a strictly domestic
program to one with a strong global dimension.
During the past year, there has been a move to increase the international activities of the SBI
Program. In June, 1991, eight SBI Directors met at the SBIDA National Center in Conway,
Arkansas to develop a program in Eastern Europe in cooperation with Teeside Polytechnic, in
England.
This writer has been a strong advocate of internationalizing the SBI Program. We have had a
continuing SBI-International Program with Limerick University in Ireland for the past three
years. The SBI Program at Limerick is one of the first in Europe. Our present program simply
involves an exchange of SBI cases. SBI teams in the U.S. will undertake to do research on
behalf of Irish firms who wish to do business in California and the U.S. Likewise, SBI teams in
Ireland will undertake research on behalf of Cali- fornia companies interested in expanding into
the EC market.
This writer spent eight weeks this past summer in Southeast Asia under Fullbright Program to
establish contacts with some of the leading universities in the ASEAN countries, with the goal
of ex- panding our SBI-International program in this dynamic region. My general conclusion is
that the SBI Program has a very strong appeal in third world countries.
The establishment of the SBI Program in the U.S. during the early 70's provided the impetus
towards the development of a small business and entrepreneurship curriculum in many
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universities throughout the country. Thus, it can be said that the SBI Program has been in the
forefront in the transformation of the U.S. economy into an entrepreneurial economy. The
success of the U.S. economy in generating new jobs through the entrepreneurial process
is now being emulated by many countries. Privatization and entrepreneurship are the
buzzwords throughout the world today.
SBIDA can take the leadership role in exporting the SBIDA concept abroad. It should take the
lead in promoting an entrepreneurial management education, particularly in the developing
countries of Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe.
Many of the leaders and educators in the ASEAN countries are very receptive to the SBI
concept. They are eager to link up with an SBI Program in the U.S.
The traditional export of U.S. management education along functional lines is not conducive
towards economic development. It mainly produces functionaries for multinational firms. Since
most firms in developing countries are small businesses, an entrepreneurial management
education is more effective towards achieving their development goals. It is more important to
increase the propensity towards entrepreneurship through education, instead of producing
more unemployed accountants.
One of the ways to internationalize the SBI program is to hold organized missions overseas
consisting of SBI Directors. The aim is to assist SBI Directors to gain an international
perspective. Thus, they would be in a better position to influence their students and SBI clients
on the importance of the global market. While on these missions, the participating SBI
Directors should endeavor to establish formal exchange programs with foreign universities and
encourage them to form SBI programs. This will allow U.S. students to travel overseas and
have a base in which an SBI project can be pursued abroad.
Various SBI Directors with extensive foreign contacts in various regions of the world can be
assigned the responsibility or organizing these missions.
These missions can be funded through grant proposals to the U.S. Department of Education
and the U.S. AID Program. It can also be partially funded by SBI funds. Another creative
approach to funding is to have SBI Directors serve as a consultant to a local company who in
turn will take care of their board and lodging in the country. Many foreign companies would be
willing to pay for American expertise. This will also give the participating SBI Director a better
feel and understanding of how to do business overseas.
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CONCLUSION
We need to create a stronger global perspective among SBI Directors. They, in turn, will serve
as strong influencers to SBI students and clients in changing their outlook towards a global
growth strategy. There are many creative approaches to fund SBI Directors' overseas travel.
REFERENCE
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BANKRUPTCY 1990 STYLE
Don B. Bradley III, University of Central Arkansas
Homer L. Saunders, University of Central Arkansas
ABSTRACT
Poor management has frequently been cited as the primary cause of failure of small business
firms. However, little information has been obtained from those who have undergone the
process of bankruptcy in citing their reasons for their business failure. This study contacted
past businesses owners and requested information from those that would state their reasons
for their firm being forced into the bankruptcy process. In general, reasons stated as leading to
their small business demise followed the general meaning of poor management although the
statements of causative reasons for the firms failure pointed away from the owners' fault.
The same methods of preventing business failure either through "poor management" or as a
result of reasons stated by the bankrupt owners that lead to bankruptcy generally apply: i.e.,
Strategic preplanning followed by recognition and correction of later developing obstacles
facing the firm.
INTRODUCTION
The rapidly growing number of small business firms during the decade of the 1980s has a
corresponding increase in small business failures. The American Bankruptcy Institute stated
recently that the number of bankruptcies is increasing at a record pace. Bankruptcies for last
fiscal year (ending June 30, 1991) totaled 880,399 and represented an increase of 21 percent
from a year earlier(l). It was further stated that the increased pace of bankruptcy filings for the
1991 calendar year would bring current annual filings to one million(2).
Rapid expansion of the number of small business firms provide a significant impact in our
economy by providing a high percent of new jobs created. The increasing number of
bankruptcies results in job closures and higher unemployment.
With this rapid change in employment it becomes necessary to more adequately determine the
major factors leading to the firms' demise. It is important to note that a large majority of small
business closures do not leave a trail to be followed of the firms' business record. Most small
business closures are of the type called "Discontinuance." This type generally has the least
traceable information of the firm's business history. The owner simply sells his interest, merges
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it with another firm, or sells the stock/equipment/fixtures and closes the operation without
leaving unpaid obligations. Of course, closure of a business through bankruptcy represents
only 3 or 4 percent of total business closures(4). This small percent of total business closures
is very important because the process of bankruptcy leaves a financial trail that can later be
analyzed.
"Poor management" is frequently stated as the primary cause of small business failure. This
term includes a lack of business experience, inappropriate marketing skills, inadequate
technical training, insufficient financial depth, failure to properly plan and failure to recognize
and forestall unforeseen obstacles. Another frequently stated problem facing business owners
today is "too much debt"(6). According to Dun and Bradstreet, nine of ten business casualties
can be traced to the underlying factors of business inexperience and aptitude(5). We might
also note that, today, the "prepackaged bankruptcy" plan has emerged as a more desired
method of bankruptcy with final adjudication made within a few months rather than years
regardless of the reasons leading to the business failure(3). It is expected that more specific
determination of reasons for business failure should serve as a basis for preventive or
corrective action for business owners to use in minimizing future business mortality.
SURVEY
This study sought information from the owners of retail and service business firms which had
completed the process of bankruptcy. Of course, it is very difficult for the owner to accept
responsibility for the firm having to go out of business. In testing the questionnaire, many were
found unwilling to discuss it.
A questionnaire was used as the method of gathering information because it permitted a larger
sample in a limited time period. Since it is an impersonal mode, some of the questionnaire
recipients returned the completed form after being assured that they would not be identified as
a part of the study. The survey sample was selected randomly from a list of bankrupt firms
obtained from Dun & Bradstreet and mailed in March, 1991.
Information was requested concerning specified demographic data and reasons stated by the
owner that forced their firm into the process of bankruptcy. Questionnaires were mailed to 375
past owners of businesses adjudged bankrupt residing in Region 6 of Small Business
Administration (including states of Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas)
with 20 percent of sample selected from each of these states. A total of 135 questionnaires
were returned for review. This represented a 36 percent return. We would have liked a larger
return but feel that 36 percent is sufficient to be meaningful. It was felt that the causative
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reasons for the firms' demise, as stated by the bankrupt owner, might reflect greater insight
into the "real" reasons for the business failure and indicate future "trouble spots" that might be
preventable or correctable in minimizing future small business mortality.
LIMITATIONS
Only the owners of small business firms that had completed the process of bankruptcy were
considered in this study. The research was a descriptive study. Respondents were only those
who elected to reply and may not be truly representative of the total population.
ANALYSIS BY QUESTIONS
1. What type of business ownership did you have?
Sole proprietor 48% Partnership 23% Corporation 23% Chapter-Sub S 6% ______ 100%
The largest percentage type of small businesses that went bankrupt was sole proprietor with
48 percent. This is not unusual because the majority of businesses are sole proprietorships.
Over a quarter of the businesses that went bankrupt were some form of corporation.
As is stated in the statistics above, all legal forms of businesses are affected by bankruptcy.
2. What sex are you?
Male 45% Female 55%
Females made up the largest percentage of small businesses undergoing bankruptcy. This is
not surprising because more and more women are entering small business as a way of making
a living. What seems to be surprising though was the fact that under-capitalization was not
nearly as big of problem with female- owned small businesses that went bankrupt.
3. What is your general age range?
20-29 1% 30-39 12% 40-49 28% 50-59 40% 60-69 14% over 69 95% 100%
The largest group was people from the age of 50 to 59, representing 40 percent. As you can
see by the above mentioned data, over 50 percent of respondents were over 50 years of age.
One of the
reasons for the older age groups being the largest percentages is the fact that more and more
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people have been displaced from their former corporate job in their early to late 50's, and were
unable to meet the challenges of the small business ownership. As previous research has
found, unemployment is the worst reason to go into business, and it is the feeling of the
researchers that many of these people were not prepared to own their own business.
4. What was the major reason for your business going bankrupt?
Lack of capital 25% Poor planning 3% Lack of qualified workers 20% Recession 30% Bad
location 6% Unable to collect bad accounts receivables 16% _____ 100%
Recession was the largest percentage listed above. There is no doubt that the economic
turndown of the late 90's and early 91's has had an effect on many small businesses. But the
surprising statistic is 20 percent of the people said that the major reason for them going
bankrupt was lack of qualified workers. This is an area that used to never be cited as a reason
for a small business entering bankruptcy and certainly not a major reason.
In the past, financial reasons were more frequently cited with under-capitalization leading the
list. Even though recession and unable to collect bad accounts receivables have a financial
base behind it, it is amazing that under-capitalization seems to be less of a problem stated by
the respondents.
5. Do you plan to start another business of your own?
As soon as possible 31% Never 24% Maybe 11% In three to five years 6% Do not know 28%
_______ 100%
The amazing thing is that 31 percent of the small business owners that went bankrupt want to
go out and start a new business as soon as possible.
Twenty-four percent indicated that they never wanted to start another business again. "Do not
know" had a response rate of 28 percent with six percent indicating that they would like to start
a business in three to five years.
Still very surprising to the researchers was the number of people that would walk out and start
a new business as if nothing had happened. On the other hand, roughly a quarter of the
respondents indicated that they never wanted to open a small business again. This indicates a
real mixed reaction to declaring bankruptcy from our cross section of respondents.
6. Did you do any marketing research before the business was opened? Indicate how much?
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None 21% A great amount 34% Average amount 18% Very little 27% ______ 100%
Forty-eight percent of the respondents indicated that they either did very little or no research
before opening their business. This would indicate that a major problem that leads to
bankruptcy is the lack of marketing research.
But by no means does doing marketing research guarantee that a small business owner will be
successful, because 34 percent of our respondents indicated that they had done a great
amount of marketing research. The question in this case thus becomes, was it the right kind of
research?
7. Do you feel your location was a good one?
Very good 18% Good 41% Fair 23% Poor 18% _____ 100%
The interesting fact brought out about this question is that the majority of small businesses that
went bankrupt felt that they had a very good, or good location. One rule of retailing states that
one of the most important parts of being successful is a thing called location.. location..
location.. location. If this rule is correct, then all these businesses that went bankrupt must
have had a flaw in their location selection.
8. Were you making a profit anytime during the life of your business?
Most of the time 21% Never 37% Some of the time 42% _____ 100%
Sixty-three percent of the respondents indicated that they had made a profit sometime during
the life of their business. Only 37 percent indicated that they had never made a profit. It would
be very interesting to see the real reasons why these 63 percent who were profitable ended up
in bankruptcy.
The researchers felt before the survey was conducted that the percentage of businesses that
never made a profit would be much higher. In the 10 years that the researchers have been
doing research on bankruptcy, this is one area that has been the biggest change. More
profitable companies ended up in bankruptcy in the most recent years.
9. Did you like dealing with the general public?
Enjoyed it 36% Liked it 25% Somewhat liked it 13% Never liked it 26% _____ 100%
It is interesting that 39 percent of the respondents either somewhat liked or never liked dealing
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with the general public. When one of the major functions of having your own business is
dealing with customers, this has to be a major reason for this group of small businesses going
bankrupt.
Enjoying dealing with the general public is not enough to make you successful, as is indicated
by 36 percent responding favorably to this part of the question. Customer relations cannot be
overstated as an important part of being successful in small business.
10. Did you have problems with accounting procedures?
No problem 12% Some problems 3% Average problems 25% Major problems 60% _____
100%
A major find of this research was the fact that 60 percent of the respondents had major
problems with accounting procedures. The inability to keep proper records evidently is the
major reason for going bankrupt. Only 12 percent indicated that it was no problem at all.
Eighty-five percent of the respondents either had major problems or average problems with the
accounting function. Some of the respondents indicated by the side of this question that
keeping up with taxes, both collecting and withholding, was the major problem that led to the
closing of their business by the federal government. This leads to bankruptcy.
CONCLUSION
This survey included only a very small segment of total business closures (3 to 4 percent). It
consisted of only those business owners who had completed the process of bankruptcy.
Stated reasons by the owners for having completed the bankruptcy process were (1) because
of recession, (2) lack of capital, (3) lack of qualified workers, (4) insufficient accounting
procedures, (6)lack of market research, and (7) poor location. It seemed that it was very
difficult for the bankrupt owners to accept responsibility for their firms' failure. Their stated
reasons pointed toward other interferences rather than "poor management," of course, these
stated reasons are usually included as a part of "poor management." Therefore, the same
methods of preventing business failure, either through "poor management" or as a result of
reasons stated by the bankrupt owners that lead to bankruptcy generally apply: i.e. strategic
preplanning followed by recognition and correction of later developing obstacles facing the
firm.
Some of the new trends that this research found was small business owners that went
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bankrupt seemed to be getting older. Accounting problems are a major problem for those
going bankrupt. Lack of qualified workers is getting to be an ever increasing problem. Even
though a small business has gone bankrupt, there doesn't seem to be a lot of hesitation in their
willingness to start another small business.
FOOTNOTES
1. "Bankruptcy Filings Likely to Hit 1 Million This Year,"Associated Press. Arkansas Democrat,
Thursday. Sept. 5, 1991. Section D, page 1.
2. IBID. 1991.
3. "Quickie Bankruptcies: Speed isn't Everything," Business Week, April 29, 1991, page 72.
4. "Business Failure Records," New York: Business Economics Division, Dun and Bradstreet,
page 1, 1987.
5. "Business Failure Records," New York: Business Economics Division, Dun and Bradstreet,
page 3, 1988.
6. "The Lorenzo Legacy Haunts Continental," Business Week, December, 17, 1990, page 28.
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NET INCOME VS CASH FLOW: IF I'M MAKING SO MUCH
MONEY, WHY AM I SO BROKE?
William L. Boyd, Western Carolina University
Gary Williams, Western Carolina University
ABSTRACT
Net Income and Cash Flow are two unequal concepts that cause small businessmen untold
confusion and problems. This paper gives examples and causes of the confusion. The paper
then suggest we may need to rethink the way accounting is taught to small business managers
and entrepreneurs. Perhaps an emphasis should be on cash basis accounting for the manager
and then adjust to an accrual basis for the accountant. This is just the opposite of what is
currently done.
INTRODUCTION
A question often heard while working with small business persons is, "If I'm making so much
money, why am I so broke?". The question and the problem usually arise from the fact that the
proprietor does not realize there is a great deal of difference between making a profit and
having a positive cash flow. Just because the bottom line of the income statement, commonly
called net income, is in the positive, there is no requirement that the business will experience
the identical, or even positive, net cash flow. Indeed, the income may be in the positive while
the cash flow is in the negative, or vice versa.
As directors of SBDC's, faculty teaching small business courses, or consultants working with
small businesses, we should constantly be aware of the lack of understanding about this
apparent inconsistency by small and aspiring entrepreneurs. This paper attempts to explain
how this phenomenon can occur and give several examples of everyday situations that will
lead to the occurrence. The purpose is to bring awareness to the need for an understanding of
the difference between net income and cash flow. With this awareness will come, we hope, a
new emphasis for stressing the importance of teaching this simple but essential lesson.
As consultants to small business, we frequently have been asked to evaluate a business in
trouble with cash shortages. Often the situation is that the business is growing and prospering
yet is in continual cash short positions. Perhaps the owner is frustrated because his
accountant is telling him, and reporting to the IRS, that he has made a nice profit while there is
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never enough money to do the things he needs or desires for the business. To understand this
phenomena lets first look at the structure of the Income
Statement.
THE INCOME STATEMENT
The condition that cash flow and net income are not equal arises from the way in which the
income statement is prepared. The income statement along with the balance sheet, are the
two major statements which represent the financial condition of the business for a defined
period of time. On the other hand, the time period represented by the income statement may
be a month or a quarter, or as in most cases, a year. The balance sheet is prepared to show
the assets, liabilities, and owner's claim to the business. It is a point-intime (or static) concept
and represents the financial condition of the company at a specific point in time.
While the balance sheet reflects assets, liabilities and equity, the income statement is
designed to reflect the income, expenses, and profits of the business. It is a through-time (or
dynamic) concept showing change and reflects the revenues received (most commonly in
sales) and the expenses incurred during a specific period of time. The difference in the
revenue and the expenses leaves a remainder called net income (or loss). In it's simplest form
the statement would appear as follows:
ABC COMPANY INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD 1-1-91 To 1-1-92 ---------------------REVENUES (LESS EXPENSES) NET INCOME
This statement and concept seem simple enough until you discover the revenues and
expenses are seldom recorded on a cash flow basis, as cash is received and disbursed, but on
an accrual basis. Most accounting and financial reporting is done using this accrual concept.
Simply stated an accrual based accounting system is one that records revenue in the period in
which it is earned and records expenses in the period in which they are incurred. The effect of
events on the business is recognized as services are rendered or consumed rather than when
cash is received or disbursed.
Accrual accounting from the revenue perspective can be illustrated by an example in the area
of sales. Suppose the ABC company, shown above, sold $100 of their services on account on
December 21. The terms of the sale were that the account was to be paid in 30 days.
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Accrual-based accounting would recognize the sale on December 21. But while the sale has
been recorded, the cash has not yet been
received. In fact it cannot be expected to be received until January 20. On December 31 the
books are closed for the year. From the simplified income statement above we can see that
revenues will increase by $100. The expenses will not change; therefore, the net income must
also increase by the same $100. Thus, the income statement for the ABC Company shows
$100 more in net income than has been received in actual cash.
CHANGE IN STATEMENT
REVENUE + $100 (LESS EXPENSES) 0 NET INCOME + $100
An example of an expense recorded on the accrual basis would have exactly the opposite
effect. Suppose the ABC Company incurred an account payable for services received in the
amount of $100 on December 21 to be paid by January 20. This would be recorded as an
expense on December 21:
CHANGE IN STATEMENT
REVENUE $ 0 (LESS EXPENSES) -100 NET INCOME $ -100
The actual cash would not leave the company until after the new year started and after the
financial statements had been compiled for the previous year. This would result in showing
$100 less in profit or net income than has actually been experienced in actual cash outflows.
The above examples are but two of many situations which will cause the net income and the
actual cash flow of a business to be unequal. The following section discusses several of the
more common reasons why the stated income and the actual cash flow are almost never
equal.
CAUSES OF INEQUITIES
Purchase of Assets
The most frequent cause of net income, as shown in the income statement, exceeding the
available cash at the end of the year is because of the purchase of assets. A growing company
never seems to quench its thirst for more inventory and new fixed assets. A new store needs
inventory and equipment; a growing company needs to expand. The growth outpaces the
availability of cash even though the income statement reveals that revenues exceed expenses.
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When assets are acquired and are expected to have long lives, the accounting system
requires that these assets be expensed over
their lives and not at the time of their purchase. Thus a piece of machinery costing $5,000 and
having a life of 5 years will be depreciated (using the straight-line method of depreciation) in
the statements at a rate of $1,000 each year for the next 5 years. The actual payment for the
machine will, perhaps, occur now. Thus, the cash flow of the company will experience a
$5,000 outflow while the income statement will show only a $1,000 expense in the first year of
purchase. The effect on the balance sheet is to exchange one asset (cash) for another
(machinery and equipment). However, by expensing only $1,000 of the purchase price in the
year of purchase, the false impression is given, at least from the income statement, that the
other $4,000 in cash should still be "out there in the company somewhere." (See Example 1).
EXAMPLE 1 (for Year 1) ---------------------------------------- Change In Income Change In Cash
Flow --------------------------------------- Revenue $ 0 ACF(Actual -$5,000 Expenses +1,000 Cash
Flow) ------------------------------------- Profit -$1,000 Net Change -$5,000
In later years the cost of the machine will be partially written off each year through
depreciation. In our simple example above, the machine would be "expended" at an amount of
$1,000 in the third year. The actual cash outflow occurred 3 years ago while a part of the
expense is just now being recognized. With no other transactions to cloud the statements, the
expenses as shown on the income statement, will exceed the actual cash outflow by $1,000 in
year three. This occurs during years two through five of the life of the asset. Year one will show
a $5,000 outflow of cash (assuming the asset was bought in early January) and only a $1,000
in offsetting expenses. Thus the concept of cash flow vs. net income is a negative $4,000 out
of kilter in year one and a positive $1,000 out of kilter in years 2 through 5.
Another situation causing conflict is the problem of increasing inventory. The cost of the
inventory (cost of goods sold), is not recognized until the items are sold. Thus the increase in
the asset of inventory could occur in one time period while the cost of expensing it out can
occur in later periods. The actual cash required to purchase the inventory will follow soon after
the actual purchase. Thus the cash outflow from the purchase can occur long before the
expense is recognized in the Income Statement. When this happens the net income of the
company may look quite healthy while the owner complains there is not enough cash to run
the business.
Acquiring And Repayment Of Debt
When a business borrows or repays funds the cash flow of the business will naturally be
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affected. But in accounting terms the only expense recognized from this transaction is the
interest paid on
EXAMPLE 2 (Year 1) ---------------------------------------- Change In Income Change In Cash Flow
---------------------------------------- Revenue 0 ACF + $10,000 Expenses 0 --------------------------------------- Profit 0 Net Change + $10,000
the debt. Suppose a company borrows $10,000 on December 31 to purchase new assets. The
loan is to be paid back over a five year period at the rate of $2,000 per year, due each
succeeding December 31, plus accrued interest of 10% per year on the unpaid balance.
Revenue is defined as sales or other forms of earned income. Thus the borrowed funds are
not classified as revenue and not recorded in the income statement. The cash flow of the
business will, of course, increase by $10,000 in the year of borrowing. Net income will be
unchanged in the first year of the borrowing. Thus the difference between net income and cash
flow will be $10,000. Example 2 shows the effects of this transaction on the two concepts.
To take the above example a step further, lets move to the second year of the loan. In this year
the company will have to pay back $2,000 in principal and $1, 000 in interest ($10, 000 x . 10) .
This will cause a cash outflow of $3,000 but will result in only recognizing $1,000 in expenses.
This is because the interest is being recognized as an expense while the remainder of the
payment is considered repayment of borrowed principal and thus not an expense.
Example 3 represents the effects this will have on cash flow and net income in the second year
of the loan. The example shows a difference of $2,000 in
EXAMPLE 3 (Year 2) ---------------------------------------- Change In Income Change In Cash Flow
--------------------------------------- Revenue 0 ACF $3,000 Expenses -$1,000 -------------------------------------- Profit -$1,000 Net Change - $3,000
the two concepts. A difference will continue each year until the loan is fully repaid. Although
the annual repayment will decline
in each succeeding year because the actual dollar interest payment declines from year to year
as the principal is gradually repaid, the difference between change in income and actual cash
flow will continue to be $2,000 annually, the amount of the principal repayment.
Withdrawals And Dividends
Another area where the difference in cash flow and net income is very apparent for small
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business persons is in the area of removing or taking money from the business. Most small
companies support their proprietors in their living and personal expenses. This money is taken
from the business in a usual monthly withdrawal and in occasional lump sums. Accountants
(and the IRS) view this, not as an expense to the business, but as a withdrawal of the
company's assets in the form of cash. It is a distribution of the equity the owner or owners
have in the business. It is obviously an outflow of cash but is not reported as an expense on
the income statement.
Example 4 demonstrates what the effect of an owner taking $30,000 a year would do to cash
flow and net income in that year.
EXAMPLE 4 ---------------------------------------- Change In Income Change In Cash Flow --------------------------------------- Revenue 0 ACF -$30,000 Expenses 0 --------------------------------------Profit 0 Net Change - $30,000
This is probably the most misunderstood by proprietors, of all the reasons given, for their being
a difference in net income and cash flow. The owner considers his withdrawals as an expense
to the business (perhaps in his mind equivalent to wages and salaries) but it is not reported as
an expense in the income statement. As can be seen from the example the difference between
income and ACF would, in this case, will be the entire $30,000. This is a rather sizeable
difference.
CONCLUSION
These examples are but a few of the more common reasons for misunderstanding the
difference in the concepts of cash flow and net income. The logic may seem simple to an
accountant, instructor of small business courses, consultant, or SBI Director. But to a small
business person or budding entrepreneur, the concept is baffling and often misunderstood.
The adage "don't count your money until it is in your hand" is especially true for a small
business.
Accounting principles classes stress the concept of accrual based accounting. Most first
courses in accounting never get to the concept of cash flows. Most students are adjusting
accounts and accruing revenue and expenses by the end of the second week in the beginning
course. By the time the students get to studying cash flow they are well into their second
course in accounting. Even then the concept is so confusing they struggle with preparing the
cash flow statement. The struggle is caused by the fact that cash flow is taught from the
prospective of how to adjust the accrual based income statement to accommodate a cash flow.
The student gets mired down in concepts, format, and Financial Accounting Standards Board
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(FASB) rulings and opinions. The student gets more concerned with the proper format and
conversion than with the meaning of cash flow.
Today's accounting classes are taught from the accountants prospective and not from the
prospective of the manager of the business. We are teaching the students to be accountants
and not managers of accounting data. Indeed, in most instances the future accountant is in the
same principles course as the student who is planning to take only one or two courses in
accounting. The emphasis is on format and proper accounting techniques and not on how to
use the data for managerial decision making.
Probably 80 to 90% of the students in the first class in accounting will be users of accounting
data not preparers of accounting data. Yet we still persist in teaching the classes as though all
are going on to a budding accounting career. Much more emphasis should be placed on how
to use and understand the meaning of the statements and much less on theory, format and
form. Perhaps a revolutionary idea would be to teach the students cash flow and then show
them how to convert it to an accrual based accounting statement.
Everyone understands the concept of cash coming in and cash going out. Business decisions
are made from this perspective and not from reported accrued net income. Why do we persist
in teaching it the other way? Why do we not emphasize the more important managerial use of
accounting in the first course and leave the concepts, FASB rulings, and theory to later
courses? Managers of small business need to know how to work with the data not how to
prepare it.
Banks lend money on cash flow statements, not on income statements. Businesses survive on
positive cash flows, not on reported net income. As consultants and teachers we constantly
should relay this concept to our students, fellow faculty, and advisees. The long-term success
of a small firm is particularly dependent on the owner and manager understanding this
difference. We must help develop in small business owners an understanding of the difference
between net income and actual cash flow. We must teach them how to interpret and manage
from accounting data. Only in that way will we hear less often the question, "If I'm making so
much money, why am I so broke?"
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AN EXPLORATION OF SBI ACTIVITIES, STRUCTURES,
BUDGETS, AND CURRICULUM ACROSS SBI SCHOOLS:
OPPORTUNITIES FOR MARKETING THESE SERVICES
Sherman A. Timmins, University of Toledo
Dwaine Tallent, St. Cloud State University
ABSTRACT
In recent years there have been several reports of findings of specific aspects of SBI activities
and programs throughout the U.S. What is needed is a more complete and holistic picture to
be drawn of differences and similarities in these programs. This paper reports the results of our
National survey about such programs. We have then taken those results and offered
suggestions about the opportunities for marketing and public relations in order to make others
more aware of the diversity, flexibility, and effectiveness of SBI programs available in the U.S.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been several though unrelated attempts to look at possible
differences in SBI activities, programs, structures, budgets, and curricular involvement across
our many SBI schools. Mathews [11], for example, discussed issues facing the SBI case
experience; Bent [3] assessed the SBI/SBDC as vehicles for rural economic development; and
Hoffman [6] discussed the evaluation of the SBI program as perceived by students.
It can be argued that what is needed is a more holistic picture to be drawn of differences and
similarities in SBI programs across the U.S. Such a form of 'product description' is necessary
for better marketing of SBI/SBDC programs. Each of our programs, while having some
common rationale, objectives, and ties to the SBA, operates in vastly different environments
and employs a wide array of practices. But the one thing we can all benefit from is a more
complete picture of SBI programs. With such a picture, strides can be made to more effectively
market its services, offer justifiable and positive accountability of its existence, and gain better
awareness and public relations benefits.
RELATED LITERATURE
Very little has been done to systematically chart differences and similarities across SBI
activities and programs. Dandridge [4] offered a beginning in this direction when he surveyed
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East Coast schools offering SBI programs. At that time, Dandridge reported that over half the
responding schools charged no overhead for SBI activities, and that only 1% of the responding
schools paid the directors for their services.
Further examination of the literature reveals the same tendency to focus on budgetary issues.
For example, Hoffman [6] lamented that we are, after all, expected to perform increasing
services with a limited budget. Greene [5] suggested that there is an increasing need for
directors to seek off-campus funding. And Vesper [15] reported that no two schools seemed to
have identical policies regarding the uses of SBI funds.
Programmatically speaking, Anderson [2] found that to involve a representative of SCORE in
SBI activities had no effect on student's satisfaction or on performance. Kendall [9] argued that
SBIs should get more involved in off-campus activities, specifically in incubator businesses.
Similarly, Kerber [10] has been arguing for SBI involvement in rural economic development
programs. Bent [3] argued for greater affiliation with other schools to develop regionalized
programs. And Tallent [14] pointed out that SBIs may be hurting themselves by being limited to
an academic calendar, while small business problems and opportunities are not so regular.
Finally, Allen [1] reported in a study of SBIDA members' perceptions of critical issues affecting
the SBI program in the 1990s that the question of survival of the SBI program itself was of
paramount importance. Allen stated that one way to attack this problem would be to enhance
the professional image of the SBI programs as perceived by the business community, the
educational community, and even the various government levels. Judd [8] adds that perhaps it
is time for more consistent theories about small business. It becomes clear, then, that better
marketing of our services can be argued to be a key to our survival and growth. But what is
needed first is a clearer picture of our package to be marketed, a more precise 'product
description'. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to begin that process by summarizing
responses of our survey from across the U.S. so as to more clearly paint a picture of what the
SBI programs in the United States look like.
METHODOLOGY
This research began formally at a recent workshop at the National SBIDA meetings in Orland
(1991), where the issue of differences and similarities of SBI programs were examined. From
that information, a survey instrument was developed. Its focus was to determine the operating
procedures, policies, and practices being followed by SBI Directors across the U.S.
Utilizing the membership list of the SBIDA National Office at the University of Central
Arkansas, 370 questionnaires were mailed to SBI Directors and program administrators across
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the U.S. We received 129 usable returns (35% return rate). Questions were designed to elicit
responses about programs offered, curriculum, administrative issues, tenure and promotion
issues, budgeting and financial issues, goals, and relationships with other university personnel
and outside agencies. Our purpose was to be able to
define the 'typical' SBI program and activities, and to better ascertain what changes and
concerns would have to be addressed if the program is to continue to provide a much needed
service to students, universities, and to the small business community.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Seventy percent of the SBI directors hold the rank of either professor (38%) or associate
professor (32%). This is positive in the sense that the programs are being supervised by
experienced senior faculty, but it may also mean that we may be having difficulty attracting
younger junior faculty with new and fresh ideas.
When asked how many years they have served as SBI director, we find that 45% have served
for 5 years or less, and an additional 33% have served from 6 to 10 years. Therefore, while
70% of the directors hold the associate or full rank, 78% of them have served as directors for
10 years or less.
While 67% of the respondents hold a tenure track position only 29% feel that involvement in
the SBI program somewhat (21%) or definitely (8%) helps achieve tenure. Another 51% feel
that working in the SBI program makes no difference in achieving tenure. Another 14% feel
that achieving tenure is somewhat (7%) or definitely (7%) hindered by their involvement in the
SBI program.
There were similar responses regarding the relationship between gaining promotion and
involvement in the SBI program. Five percent of the respondents felt that SBI involvement
definitely hinders promotion; 9% felt that promotion was somewhat hindered; 48% felt that SBI
involvement made no difference; 24% felt that promotion was somewhat helped; and 9% felt
that SBI involvement definitely helps gain promotion.
According to 81% of the respondents, the directors are expected to do about the same amount
of research and writing as other faculty in their department who are not involved in the SBI
program. Twelve percent felt they were expected to do much more research and writing than
their colleagues. Three percent of the respondents were not expected to do any research and
writing. On the other hand 41% felt they were expected to do more outside and community
service activities than their colleagues, and 64% stated they were expected to do about the
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same amount. Three percent were not expected to do any outside activities.
In annual performance reviews, 68% of the respondents felt that their involvement with the SBI
program was viewed positively by their reviewer, while 26% felt their involvement made no
difference. Four percent of the respondents indicated that their involvement was viewed
negatively by their reviewer.
Accreditation by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) is held by 65% of the schools. The majority (76%) of the schools are public,
4-year schools, and 83% are on the semester system. In keeping with the large number of
schools on the semester system, 36% of the respondents indicated their students spent from
14 to 16 weeks on a case.
One of the most discussed issues over the past 20 years of the SBI's history is whether or not
it is better to have a special SBI-case course or offer the cases through an existing course. In
this study, 74% of the respondents handled the SBI cases as a separate course, while 13%
offered the program as part of another course, and the remaining 13% utilized both an existing
course and a separate course.
For those offering the program as a separate course, 91% offer the course as an elective in
their college, and 86% offer it as an elective in their department. Of those respondents who
offer the SBI program as part of another course, 39% included it as part of another small
business-related course, 33% offered it as part of the Business Policy or Corporate Strategy
course, and 28% offered the program in a marketing related course. Due to the type of courses
being utilized, 25% of them are required by the college and 32% are required by the
department.
Regarding the number of students one should have on an SBI team, three students on a team
were used by 40% of the respondents, while 33% used two students on a team, and 16% used
4 students on a team.
While 40% did about 11 cases per year, 30% of the respondents indicated they did 20 cases a
year. The average was about 15 cases per year.
It is interesting to note that only 14% of the respondents indicated they offered a major in small
business, with an additional 5% offering a minor. The majority, 81%, offer 2 or 3 selected
courses in small business. Consistent with these findings is that 93% of the respondents
reported that they did not have an endowed chair for small business, entrepreneurship, or
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franchising in their college or university.
When asked about SBI case course prerequisites, 85% of the respondents reported that there
were course prerequisites. A majority also indicated that senior status with all or most of the
core courses completed was required.
Cover 75% of the respondents stated that they interviewed prospective team members to
determine their level of interest in the program, their appropriate experience, grade point
average, major in an area of the clients' need, and their willingness to devote the necessary
time to the case.
District SBA awards for their SBI cases have been received by 35% of the respondents.
Regional awards were received by 25% of the respondents. Only 16% of the respondents
have won National awards.
A surprising 66% of the respondents indicated that they do cases for which the SBA does not
reimburse them for the full $400. At the same time, 25% stated that funding was a serious
problem for the program and that $400 was inadequate. An additional 27% felt that it was
becoming more difficult to find good quality students in the quantity needed to meet the
demand. It was also felt that there is not as much room in the students' course-work for such
elective courses. Another 20% stated that it was becoming more difficult to find quality cases
and that the SBA is of little help in this regard.
No additional compensation is received by 89% of the respondents for supervising the SBI
program. In addition, 67% of the directors receive no teaching release time for supervising the
SBI program. Sixteen percent receive a one-course reduced teaching load and 11% receive a
reduction of two courses. Only 36% of the directors are provided staff assistance by their
school for helping with the paper work required in the SBI program. At the same time 87% of
the schools do not charge the SBI program for overhead.
With respect to the SBI budget, 63% of the directors have 100% control. In those schools
where the department chair has any SBI budget control, 46% of them have 100% control.
Where the dean has 100% control. Another way to look at this is that of those respondents
who indicated someone had 100% control over the SBI budget, the director was named 68%
of the time, the department chair 13% of the time, and the dean 19% of the time.
The $400 received from the SBA constitutes 100% of the SBI budget for 91% of the schools.
An additional 2% of the schools receive 10% of their budget from each of the following:
external grants, community sponsor, and seminars. Twenty-two percent of the schools spend
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20% of their budget on travel, with another 23% using 10% of their budget for student
expenses and 22% of the schools spend 10% of their budget on SBI-related purchases such
as software.
Deans were viewed by the directors as being supportive of the SBI program and letting the
director have control of the SBI budget and operations. The directors felt that their deans were
pleased with the SBI program and its value to local business clients and with the positive
public relations created by the program. Deans are also pleased with the use of outside
agencies and individuals in the SBI program. Faculty colleagues were used by 78% of the
directors, 69% of them utilized the SBA, 62% received help from the Chamber of Commerce,
and 62% also used SCORE/ACE assistance. In addition, 43% of the directors use outside
speakers in their SBI program.
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
So what does all this mean for SBI Directors in terms of marketing and public relations
opportunities? What attributes should local business persons, press and media, and even
university officials be
made aware of about the SBI programs? Consider these possibilities:
First, 70% of the SBI Directors hold of excellent information and consulting advice made
available to local businesses. These people offer experience, both through studying the small
business scene, as well as through their accumulated experience gained vicariously by
working with SBI cases over an extended period of time. And almost half of the respondents
have been Directors for less than 5 years, bringing with them new understandings and
technical know-how that businesses can use.
Second, the backgrounds of the Directors are clearly in line with areas needed by the small
business person. Most of the Director's training and experience lie in the area of management,
business administration, and marketing, all big 'problem areas' for small businesses.
Third, while there is not much difference in terms of expected academic research and writing
requirements on the part of directors, almost half of the respondents are expected to do "more
outside and community service" activities. Again, this is a real value being offered to local
communities, almost as a requirement to the job! Further, such 'service' is generally seen
positively on the part of university administrators when it comes time for evaluation, too. So it
behooves SBI Directors to generate better PR both in the community and in their respective
academic settings.
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Fourth, the issue of 'value to the client' can be addressed. If, for argument's sake, we use the
old rule for students of "two hours outside the classroom for every hour in the classroom", we
can see the following value being offered to local entrepreneurs. For a student who has signed
up for 4 credit hours, she/he would be giving 12 hours per week to the assigned case. The
courses range from 10-15 weeks, so let's round it to a 12-week experience per student. This
results in approximately 144 hours, or almost 4 full weeks of "free advice" PER STUDENT,
PER CASE! And our results indicated that over 70% of the cases involve at least 2 students.
Thus, any given local small business person has almost 2 full months of "free man hours"
available to him/her. And this does NOT include the indirect, additional value of resources of a
full-time faculty member and the ancillary advances of computer and library equipment and
facilities!
Further, our respondents indicated that accumulatively they do over 2,000 cases per year, so
that's 2 months of guided, learned, free advice to EACH of over 2,000 small businesses in the
United States each year! What a fantastic public relations opportunity SBI directors have in
touting such accomplishments!
In addition, our respondents revealed that better than half of those cases are done without
reimbursement from the SBA! The world of small business would be hard pressed to find a
better deal than what we are offering. However, it is up to us to let them know it
-- and being visible in what we do doesn't seem to be our strongest suit. Maybe that should
become the task of the SBIDA and its members for the next decade: We have a good product
and service. Now let's do a more adequate job of marketing it, of making others aware of it.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SBI PROGRAM
Since 70% of the SBI Directors are senior faculty, one can predict a significant turnover in
these positions in the next decade. There does not appear to be sufficient incentives to attract
a large number of new junior faculty to SBI Director positions as there is typically no additional
compensation nor any release time from teaching duties. Furthermore, 80% indicated that as
SBI Directors they were expected to do about the same amount of research and writing as
those faculty not involved in SBI activities. They were also expected to do about the same
(53%) or more (40%) outside and community service activities than others in their department
who are not participating in the SBI program. Sixty-eight percent of the SBI Directors believe
that their activities are viewed positively by their reviewer, but 26% feel that their SBI activities
make no difference in their performance review.
We recommend that the SBIDA take the position that all SBI Directors be given a reduced
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teaching load - or at the very least that the SBI program supervision be considered a course in
the faculty member's academic assignment. This should not be considered as administrative
or academic interference on the part of the SBIDA, but rather as a request to be met to be
authorized to operate the SBI Program. This is not an unreasonable condition especially in
light of the time required of the faculty member to properly supervise the SBI Program.
We also don't consider this an unreasonable condition in light of the financial support the
institution receives from the SBA. Even though the per-case payment is inadequate to meet
the benefits of the program, these funds do provide support for the Director to attend
professional meetings. Since 68% of the Directors control the SBI budget, these funds may
also be used to support other faculty's professional activities. In other words, since the SBI
Program funds are providing support for faculty, it seems only appropriate that the University
provide support for the program through a reduced teaching load for the Director.
The same argument could be made for a university's providing some staff assistance to the
program, even though 64% of the respondents reported that no staff assistance is now
provided. Thus, it would seem reasonable for the SBIDA to urge some staff assistance be
provided to the SBI Program, even if only a graduate or undergraduate assistant which could
provide very valuable assistance to the Director. The secretary in the Director's department
could provide the necessary secretarial support.
In all fairness it must also be noted that 87% of the respondents reported that their University
does not charge the SBI program any overhead. This, however, should be more than offset by
the positive public relations and beneficial community service provided by the SBI Program.
CONCLUSION
This study seems to confirm what many of us have suspected for some time: namely that the
SBI Program makes few demands on the University, and it receives few benefits and a
minimum amount of financial and/or in-kind support. We know that the program provides
benefits to the small business community far in excess of its cost to the SBA, and now it can
be concluded that the same inequity is present in the universities in that the benefits provided
exceed the cost of the support being provided.
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BUSINESS INCUBATION AND THE SMALL BUSINESS
INSTITUTE: A CASE STUDY
Giorgina Nadas, JEDCO Enterprise Center
Ernest Nordtvedt, Loyola University, New Orleans
John Vinturella, Tammany Supply Company, Inc.
ABSTRACT
This case study discusses the establishment of an incubator in an economically depressed
area, and the contribution of the Loyola University Small Business Institute (SBI) to its
operation. Primary incubator goals were to assist individual entrepreneurs establish new
businesses and successfully operate existing ones, and to send a positive message of support
to the small business community. Contributions of the SBI included preparation of client
business plans and managemen audits. The SBI also participated in design of a tentative data
collection format to satisfy progress evaluation policies set forth by the governmental authority
that established the incubator.
BACKGROUND
An incubator describes the clustering of businesses together in a shared facility with
centralized administrative support. Their purpose is to control costs through shared services, to
gain mutual support through networking, and to functional area consulting assistance.
Incubators generally assist new or newly established small businesses, and have evolved as
an integral part of many community economic development efforts.
The evolution of small business (micro-business) incubators has been motivated by the need
to create jobs, diversify declining local economic bases, transfer emerging technology,
commercialize research, and gain royalty fees or equity with minimal risk by diversifying
investment across several small firms.
Changing economic realities (e.g., from manufacturing to service in the national economy) and
reduced government support to small businesses and the private sector (e.g., financial and
management) have accompanied and, in some instances, required the shifting of the
economic development burden to the local arena [1, p.v].
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Goals
A National Business Incubator Association (NBIA) survey found that the two primary sources
of incubator sponsors, community economic development agencies and universities, appear to
have different goals. Economic development agencies tend to place more importance on local
economy diversification and neighborhood revitalization. Universities, the more common
sponsor, tend to support technology transfer and research commercialization [1, pp. 8-9]. The
latter outcomes probably reflect engineering and scientific resources and
activities of the sponsoring institution.
Services Provided
Almost eighty percent of the incubators surveyed by the NBIA offered shared office services,
e.g., conference room, photocopy, receptionist, word processing, security, computers, fax, and
a business library. Business development percent had opened in the past five years, with four
to five opening each month since 1986 [2, pp. 4-8]. Incubators will be found primarily in the
United States and Canada, but the depth of interest elsewhere is indicated by the fact that
twenty-five nations will participate in the Third International Conference of the Association of
German Technology and Business Incubation Centers scheduled for November, 1991 [3, p.
32; 4].
General Concerns
The readiness of the client to enter the incubator is generally indicated by preparation of at
least some elements of the business plan with completion required within a short period of
time. Goal formulation, a part of the business plan, is also essential to determine progress and
readiness to leave the incubator.
Formal evaluation of client progress is required to determine need for counseling and
probability of success, but again rests on the existence of goals and a plan for achieving the
goals.
Counseling should be available to help solve problems and provide the "handholding"
necessary to maintaining the confidence and other intangibles suggested by Lichtenstein.
Office space and clerical support is far easier to provide than is counseling, networking and
other professional support. Without the latter, the incubator tends to become a low-cost
executive suite or real estate operation [3].
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THE JEDCO ENTERPRISE CENTER
The paper now turns to a case study of cooperative efforts of the JEDCO Enterprise Center
and the Loyola University Small Business Institute (SBI). The SBI provided assistance to
incubator clients in business plan preparation, functional area problem solving, and design of
data collection to support policy driven performance evaluation criteria.
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, suffered substantial outmigration of professional and technical
persons, many of them owners of failed small businesses, during the latter half of the 1980's
Attempts to create jobs and diversify the economic base through attraction of large outside
corporations were unsuccessful. These factors in combination led the Parish to adopt a policy
of rationalizing community resources in pursuing economic development and economic
base diversification. This approach is in consonance with studies which indicate that small
business development is essential to community economic growth and diversification [5], and
which demonstrate that community resource rationalization and control tend to produce more
successful economic development programs than those generated with outside resources
under outside control [6].
Incubator Goals
The Jefferson Economic Development Commission (JEDCO) was created to work on the twin
tasks of business creation and business retention. The JEDCO Enterprise Center was created
to encourage and provide support to individual entrepreneurs in the translation of ideas into
opportunities. Its formation was also intended to send a positive message of support to the
existing small business community.
Services Provided
The JEDCO Enterprise Center opened its doors in August, 1989, in a Parish government
building housing about 28,000 square feet of vacant space. Businesses accepted into the
program are contracted for eighteen months. In addition to office space, the Center offers
conference rooms, a central reception area and a kitchen facility. Services provided include
fax, copying, mail receiving and delivery, telephone answering and message taking, and secretarial support. Business development services offered include functional area counseling and
problem solving (management, marketing, finance, accounting, operations), seminars,
workshops, speakers, trade shows, and entrepreneurial networking with community resources
inside and outside the Center. As with most business incubators, local universities, trade and
business associations, and U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) supported programs
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(SBI, Small Business Development Center, Service Corps of Retired Executives) have
provided most of the networking and development services to clients [7].
Business Characteristics
Businesses housed in the Center are mostly service oriented, e.g., computer sales and
services, media publishers, instructional/ counseling, financial, and sales and manufacturing
representatives. Two food preparation businesses and a DNA laboratory are exceptions.
Significantly, no light manufacturing, retail or distribution firms are included.
Evaluation
As businesses approach their eighteenth month in the Center, policy requires that progress be
assessed in two critical areas: profitability and management maturity. The judgment is then
made regarding readiness to 'graduate, from the Center and enter the "realworld', or whether
the business needs more nurturing and will profit from additional incubation time. The final
decision, of
course, lies with the client. If the decision is to leave, the counseling services of the Center
remain available to the client on request. Such services are, in fact,
However, increasing competition and declining markets were creating a need to find a new
market niche. SBI research into deep offshore drilling and the resulting environmental impact
identified a new market and a very important growth opportunity, one which is now the main
thrust of the firm's efforts. This firm has already created jobs. Industry observers expect it to
have substantial additional job creation and economic impact in a business essential to the
economy Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico region.
All four SBI efforts produced measurable economic enhancement for the firms served.
Client Evaluation-Data Collection
As indicated above, JEDCO policy requires Enterprise Center client progress evaluation in
profitability and management maturity. Experience gained in joint Enterprise Center/SBI work
with clients contributed substantially to design of a tentative data collection effort. The goal is
to develop a baseline for client evaluation.
A. Demographic Data
1. Administrative, clerical and space services available/u tilized.
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2. Industry identification.
3. Firm life cycle stage.
4. Completeness and timing (before entry, after entry, never) of business plan development.
B. Profitability and Growth
1. Net Profit/ROI
2. Revenues/Employees
3. Product line, Market segment, Geo graphic Market
C. Management Maturity
1. Participation in - Internal group sessions - External counseling - External networking - Interactive
meetings/sessions
Much of the data collection effort will involve reasonably close and constant contact with the
clients. Student projects, i.e., Independent Studies, Internships, and/or SBI casework can
augment the internal staff commitment.
SUMMARY COMMENTS
The partnership between the SBI and the Enterprise Center has produced positive results for
individual clients. It is hoped that the jointly designed data collection effort will provide the tool
necessary to better evaluate the performance of both the client and the incubator
management.
REFERENCES
[1] Schroeder, Scott D. and Richard Greenberg, The State of the Business Incubation Industry,
1989, (Loveland, CO: National Business Incubators Association, 1990)
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CRITERIA FOR EXPANSION OF A SUCCESSFUL
INDUSTRIAL INCUBATOR
Joseph C. Latona, University of Akron
Michael D. LeHere, Midwest Business Development Group
ABSTRACT
A description of the four economic and business criteria contributing to expansion of a
successful industrial incubator will be outlined and discussed. Longitudinal economic data will
be presented in the areas of sales, payroll and employment.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe the four economic and business criteria that
contributed to the expansion of the Akron/Summit Industrial Incubator. A review of the
economic and political cooperation that encouraged a consortium of the City of Akron, Summit
County, The University of Akron and the private sector to initiate the incubator project will be
presented. The incubator's sales, payroll and employment data will be presented.
FOUNDERS OF INCUBATORS
Federal, County, and governmental agencies, chambers of commerce, private corporations,
universities, and community groups are among the organizations that are establishing
incubators. Control Data operated 16 such centers in various locations. One of its facilities is in
an old cigar factory in Charleston, South Carolina. Two important characteristics of Control
Data's incubators are (1) they offer new business a place to operate and (2) they are viewed
as a way of renovating old buildings and revitalizing depressed areas.
Private incubators are the oldest, with a median starting date of March 1983. They are followed
closely by university facilities, whose median starting date is July 1983. Private facilities
generally have more tenants; their median is 21. They are followed by university facilities, with
a median of 14, and public facilities, with a median of 7.8. Consequently, private facilities are
much larger. Their median size is 154,000 square feet compared with a median size of 57,000
square feet for universities and 36,000 square feet for public facilities.2
HISTORY OF THE AKRON-SUMMIT INCUBATOR 1983 - APRIL 1991
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The Beginning
On December 1, 1982, the City of Akron, County of Summit, and The University of Akron
cosponsored a $352,000 renovation of a 42,000 square foot building into Northeast Ohio's first
business incubator facility. The objective of the incubator was to assist
entrepreneurship, fledgling businesses, and high growth potential firms in the economically
depressed city of Akron, Ohio. Specifically the thrust of the incubator was to( 1)offer an
entrepreneurial outreach; (2)facilitate the "Start-up" phase for small firms; (3) access to
sources of capital; and (4) provide an incubation facility (housing). This facility was located
adjacent to The University of Akron's campus and was leased by the university and subleased
to the city for seven years at the cost of insurance and taxes.
On November 1, 1990, the Akron-Summit Incubator moved into a new 80,000 square foot
facility. The new facility being an abandoned department store building in downtown Akron
which was renovated at a cost of $200,000. The new facility provides 30,000 square feet at
$2.25 sq. ft. plus electricity for heavy manufacturing, 30,000 sq. ft. at $2.50 sq. ft. for light
manufacturing and 20,000 sq. ft. at $3.00 to $4.00 sq. ft. for office work. The cost at the old
facility was $2.00 a sq. ft. regardless of the type of business.
As of April 4, 1991 the incubator has thirteen tenants, four of which came from the old building.
To date, twenty four tenants have been successful at the facility while four have failed.
Selection of Tenants
Potential tenants for the incubator were screened by a Board of Governors composed of city,
county, university, and PIC representatives. The following eligibility categories were used as a
screening process for potential tenants:
-- manufacturing or assembly operation, -- areawide distribution of product or services, -research and development operation, or , -- job generating (i.e., high job growth potential).
The potential tenants were also limited by the following criteria:
-- the operation could not be excessively noisy (i.e., heavy stamping) or excessively dirty or
dusty (i.e., painting or sanding), and
-- the operation must meet common power and utility requirements.
Lease and Management Assistance Agreement
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As part of their lease, tenants were committed to a first source hiring agreement with PIC for all
conventional entry level jobs. PIC was responsible for placement of job training program
participants where possible, offering on-the-job training (OJT) contracts where appropriate and
assisting with customized training and performance based contract programs.
Annual rent was set at $1.00 per square foot plus utilities, compared with area rates of $3.00 to
$7.00 in 1983. This rate came
to $1.77 per square foot in 1985. Use of a conference room and custodial services were
included in the rent.
Management assistance was provided to the tenants from the following sources:
--Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE),
--Small Business Enterprise Center (SBEC), and
--Student counselors from The University of Akron's College of Business Administration's
Small Business Institute and the Community and Technical College.
Management of the Incubator
City Venture Corporation was awarded the contract to manage the incubator facility. This
contract was funded by the initial $243,000 grant from the state.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
In order for an incubator facility to successfully create jobs through the creation of small
businesses, it must be established as more than a multiple tenancy building and real estate
project. It must be able to successfully locate entrepreneurs in the community and then
successfully address the major causes of small business failure: poor management and lack of
appropriate amounts of start-up capital. It has been found that the most successful way of
meeting these needs is through the establishment and integration of a four element network
designed to promote entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurial Outreach
The first necessary element is one of entrepreneurial outreach. Experience has shown that
entrepreneurs have a tendency to stay submersed in the community and not coming forth with
their ideas until they feel the timing is right. This timing may never be right in that they work for
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someone else in the community and fear the loss of their job if discovered. It normally takes a
tragic event in their lives to force them to make the move to self-employment. So, it therefore
becomes necessary to identify these individuals and explore their ideas in a non-threatening
manner. This can and has been accomplished through the presentation of seminars and other
events that address topics of interest to those interested in launching businesses. These topics
might include: "Obtaining Seed and Venture Capital," "How to Write a Business Plan," "Low
Interest Loan Programs," "Obtaining Money from Commercial Banks," etc. These programs
allow access to the entrepreneur and an opportunity to discuss ideas in an informal
environment if an idea appears to have merit, the pledging entrepreneur is encouraged to
further investigate the idea through the small business assistance center in a confidential
manner.
Small Business Assistance Center
The small business assistance center is composed of a small staff that initially works with the
entrepreneur to identify needs and solve problem areas of the business. The core staff then
refers the entrepreneur to one of its volunteer technical experts to provide the necessary
assistance. In the Akron program, the Small Business Development Center serves this rule.
Although the SBDC includes a full-time staff of three people, it has developed a technical
advisory staff of over 150 active executives from the local community. In addition to this
problem solving role, the assistance center plays one other critical role: assistance in
developing a business plan. It is amazing how few businesses start without a plan. The plan
serves as both the blueprint for the business and as a tool to evaluate results once operations
have started. In addition, it identifies the financial requirements for the business. This is critical
since the entrepreneur has a tendency to be overly optimistic and underestimate financial
needs. This often leads to serious cash flow problems and eventual failure. The plan also
addresses the management needs of the business and forces the entrepreneur to critically
evaluate his or her own capabilities and objectives. At this point it should become apparent
where management weaknesses exist and how to address them.
Access to Sources of Capital
Once the business plan is completed and the financial requirements of the business are
identified, it then becomes necessary to secure the necessary funding to launch the business.
Two sources of funding must be considered, debt and equity.
Access to debt funding requires the development of close relationships with the commercial
loan officers of local banks. This relationship usually is the responsibility of the director of the
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small business assistance center or the manager of the incubator. As business plans are
completed, these individuals will refer and, at times, may accompany the entrepreneur to local
banks to meet with loan officers and assist in filing applications properly. This is especially
critical if application is being made for something other than a standard bank loan, i.e., SBA
504 loan. If the business idea is sound and sufficient personal assets exist, the loan will likely
be made. However, in many cases, personal assets are not sufficient to collateralize a loan
and additional equity is needed. This makes access to source of equity funding extremely
important in the packaging of funding. Sources of equity funding can be provided in two ways:
an informal need capital network or the establishment of a for-profit seed and venture fund.
A. An informal seed capital network is the easiest and quickest way to develop sources of
equity funding. There exists within each community individuals with substantial financial
resources who have an interest in investing in local businesses. The problem is identifying
these individuals. They have a tendency to maintain a
very low profile in the community for fear of being bombarded by investment ideas, many with
little chance of success. However, if convinced of the effectiveness of the business assistance
network and the quality of investment opportunities, these individuals can be reached through
individuals who represent them, such as accountants and/or attorneys. This method protects
their identity and yet provides many excellent investment opportunities.
B. A second, and perhaps more effective way to develop equity capital, is the formation of a
seed and venture capital fund. These funds are composed of investments on the part of
individuals, corporations, and associations. They are operated by a venture fund manager who
generally reports to a board or committee. The objective of the fund is to generate an
acceptable return on investment within usually a five-seven year period. The organized seed
and venture fund depends on the objectives of the investment group. Seed and venture fund
groups usually take an active role in assisting or managing those businesses in which they
have invested. An entrepreneur may be required to give up substantial amounts of ownership
in order to secure the investment. However, seed and venture capital companies can offer
many benefits to the start-up situation.
An Incubator Facility
If the entrepreneur has been successful in securing the needed capital to start his business, he
then must have a location for the business. This could be a business incubator, the fourth and
final element of the network. An incubator facility offers the tenant low cost space and
assistance in meeting controlled start-up and operating costs as well as controlling overhead
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rates and being competitive in the marketplace. The manager of the incubator is an extremely
important person. This individual should possess a strong background in operations in order to
provide operational consulting services to the businesses on a day-to-day basis. The incubator
should provide a sheltered environment for the business start for a specified period of time.
The purpose of this incubator is to assist the business through its infancy and nurse it to a
point where it can survive outside the program. It should allow the entrepreneur the time to
acquire the necessary management skills needed to run his/her business similar to an on-thejob training program. If the program is publicly funded, it is important that it have a graduation
policy. The program must be perceived by the private real estate sector as complimentary
rather than competitive. This supports the conclusions of both Brooks [3] and Demuth [4].
LONGITUDINAL ECONOMIC DATA
Tables I and II list the present tenants and graduates of the Akron/Summit incubator to April
1987.
Since the April 1983 beginning of the incubator to April 1987, eighteen firms have been
tenants. Four have succeeded (Table II);
ten continued as tenants as of April 1987 (Table I); one was absorbed, and three have failed
due to financial problems, illness, and lack of growth. (Two firms were new tenants.)
Since April 1987 and as of March 1991, an additional seven tenants have succeeded and
exited (see Table IV).
Over the four years 1983-87, the number of employees employed by the tenants increased
from 36 to 255 -- over a 600% increase. By comparison, the employment in the Akron area
during the period of April 1983 increased from 252,200 to 268,100 or a 5.1% increase. The
incubators annual payroll for the same four year period blossomed to a hefty $3,162,000. (The
1986 payroll for the Akron area was $4,968,530,706.) Table II also reveals that sales
increased from 1,507,000 to 11,204,000, a 650% increase.
The average weekly earnings ranged from a low of $78.00 for the electro-mechanical
assembly firm (unskilled) to a high $471.00 for both the medical products and computer board
design firms (skilled) these payroll figures compared favorably with the 1986 payroll average
payroll for the manufacturing, transportation, and wholesale and retail trade gross weekly
earnings (Table III).
Of the fourteen firms listed in Tables I and II, five firms employed individuals ranked unskilled,
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two firms employed individuals rated unskilled to semiskilled, and three firms employed
individuals rated as skilled. It is interesting to note that of the four successful graduate firms
(Table I), each represents one of the following skill levels: unskilled, to semi-skilled, and
skilled.
By comparison, over the four years, April 1987 - March 1991, the number of employees
increased from 285 to 311, only a 22% increase (Table IV). Again, by comparison, to
employment in the Akron area during a period of April 1987 through December 1990, rose
from 265,100 to 285,900, a 7.8% increase.
However, the incubator's annual payroll for this period more than doubled to $7,323,400, a
131% increase. Table IV reveals that sales increased to $22,156,400 from an April 1987 figure
of $11,204,000, a 97% increase.
CONCLUSIONS
The four criteria of entrepreneurial outreach, small business assistance center, access to
sources of capital, and an incubation facility seem to contribute to the success of the
incubation.
The data regarding job generation, payroll and sales reveals some economic contributions to
the local economy. It should be emphasized that the original investment of $352,000 in 1983
generated, four years later, a $3.1 million payroll that resulted in an $11 million sales figure. In
March 1991, another four year span, the payroll more than doubled to $7,323,400, a 131%
increase,
which further resulted in a $22 million sales figure.
Evidently a rising economy, the extensive tenant screening process, and resources available
to the positive economic contributions of the Akron/Summit incubator to the local economy
over the past eight years and the subsequent support for expansion.
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TABLE 1
TENANTS AKRON/SUMMIT INCUBATOR 1983 - 1987
Current Tenants Listed No. of Employees Current** By Product/or Service *Beginning
Current** Payroll
1. Electro Mechnical 3 (6/84) 75 310,000 Assembly 2. Medical 2 (2/87) 8 200,000 3. Sports &
Orthopedic 2 (10/83) 5 18,000 Supplies 4. Electric & Energy 12 (9/83) 35 600,000 Contractor
5. Electrical Assembly 3 (12/84) 21 350,000 6. Communications 2 (10/85) 5 30,000 7. Office
Services 1 (7/83) 10 50,000 8. Environmental lab 1 (11/84) 23 800,000 9. Polymer Friction 1
(1/83) 5 64,000 Materials 10. Distributor 1 (7/84) 2 100,000 Military Fastener __________ ____
__________ 28 189 2,542,000
TABLE I (Continued)
Current Tenants Listed Sales By Product/or Service Beginning To Date***
1. Electro Mechnical 131,000 1,642,000 Assembly 2. Medical 0 700,000 3. Sports &
Orthopedic 2,000 37,000 Supplies 4. Electric & Energy 380,000 2,200,000 Contractor 5.
Electrical Assembly 350,000 1,200,000 6. Communications 40,000 75,000 7. Office Services
60,000 300,000 8. Environmental lab 230,000 1,000,000 9. Polymer Friction 60,000 250,000
Materials 10. Distributor 54,000 400,000 Military Fastener _______ _________ 1,307,000
7,804,000
* Date of individual firms start-up ** As of 5/1/87 *** As of 5/1/87 4 months actual 8 months
projected
TABLE I (Continued)
Average Current Tenants Listed Weekly Range of By Product/or Service Earnings Skill Level
1. Electro Mechnical 78.00 Unskilled Assembly 2. Medical 471.70 Skilled 3. Sports &
Orthopedic 67.93 Unskilled Supplies 4. Electric & Energy 323.45 Semi-skilled Contractor 5.
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Electrical Assembly 314.47 Unskilled to semi- skilled 6. Communications 113.21 Unskilled 7.
Office Services 94.34 Unskilled 8. Environmental lab 656.28 Skilled 9. Polymer Friction 316.98
Semi-skilled Materials 10. Distributor N/A Military Fastener
* Date of individual firms start-up ** As of 5/1/87 *** As of 5/1/87 4 months actual 8 months
projected
TABLE II GRADUATES OF THE AKRON/SUMMIT INCUBATOR 1987
Graduates Listed by Product/ or No. of Employees Current** Service & Date of Graduation
*Beginning Current** Payroll
1. Defense Electronics (5/84) 2 (5/83) 20 $210,000 2. Quality Wood and Plastic Laminate
Furniture (5/85) 1 (6/83) 30 500,000 3. Electric Assembly (11/86) 2 (3/84) 10 70,000 4.
Computer Board Design (2/87) 2 (4/48) 6 150,000 ______ ____ ___________
SUBTOTAL 7 66 $930,000
TOTAL (Current Tenants & 35 255 $3,472,000 Graduates)
* Date of individual firms start-up ** As of 5/1/87 *** As of 5/1/87 4 months actual 8 months
projected
TABLE II (Continued) GRADUATES OF THE AKRON/SUMMIT INCUBATOR 1987
Graduates Listed by Product/ Sales or Service & Date of Graduation Beginning To Date***
1. Defense Electronics (5/84) $ 80,000 $ 8,700,000 2. Quality Wood & Plastic Laminate
Furniture (5/85) 50,000 1,500,000 3. Electric Assembly (11/86) 40,000 200,000 4. Computer
Board Design (2/87) 30,000 1,000,000 _______ __________ SUBTOTAL $ 200,000
$11,400,000 TOTAL (Current Tenants & Graduates) $1,507,000 $19,204,000
* Date of individual firms start-up ** As of 5/1/87 *** As of 5/1/87 4 months actual 8 months
projected
TABLE II (Continued) GRADUATES OF THE AKRON/SUMMIT INCUBATOR 1987
Graduates Listed by Product/ Average or Weekly Range of Service & Date of Graduation
Earnings Skill Level
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1. Defense Electronics (5/84) 198.11 unskilled to semi-skilled 2. Quality Wood & Plastic
Laminate Furniture (5/85) 314.47 semi-skilled 3. Electric Assembly (11/86) 134.61 unskilled 4.
Computer Board Design (2/87) 471.70 skilled
TABLE III AKRON AREA BUSINESS PATTERNS
Gross Weekly Earnings 1986 Average
Manufacturing $484.70 Transportation, Utilities 545.20 Wholesale Trade 324.32 Retail Trade
188.80
* Date of Individual Firms start-up ** As of 5/1/87 *** As of 5/1/87
TABLE IV AKRON/SUMMIT INCUBATOR March 1991
Company Employment Entry Exit 1. J.S. Enterprises 65 6/84 10/89 2. Beta Med. Products 15
2/87 10/90 3. Kranker King 4 10/83 -- 4. Didado Elec. & Energy 70 9/83 6/87 5. Minor
Assembly 17 12/84 10/88 6. Group Ideate 2 10/85 12/89 7. PTS Services (E) 7 7/83 3/87 8.
Amer. Analytical Labs. 40 11/84 11/88 9. Ion Polymers 3 1/88 -- 10. Cont. Ind. Supply (E) 6
7/88 -- 11. Airborne Elect. 32 5/83 6/84 12. Berty Reaction Eng. 2 2/88 9/90 13. Sun
Engineering 2 3/88 8/90 14. SBIR Center 2 7/88 -- 15. BPI 2 7/88 -- 16. Maintenance Concepts
2 2/91 -- 17. Borden Borders 11 1/91 -- 18. Akron Diversified Sys. 1 2/91 -- 19. Western
Reserve Controls 5 3/91 -- 20. Golden 2 2/91 -- 21. WEGO 3 11/90 -- 22. Fireland Furniture 8
6/83 5/85 23. Dataq 10 4/84 2/87 _____ TOTAL 311
TABLE IV (Continued) AKRON/SUMMIT INCUBATOR March 1991
Company Sales Payroll
1. J.S. Enterprises 2,250,000 518,000 2. Beta Med. Products 2,500,000 600,000 3. Kranker
King 55,000 23,000 4. Didado Elec. & Energy 7,500,000 2,500,000 5. Minor Assembly
1,000,000 500,000 6. Group Ideate 200,000 40,000 7. PTS Services (E) 300,000 150,000 8.
Amer. Analytical Labs. 2,000,000 1,500,000 9. Ion Polymers 75,000 40,000 10. Cont. Ind.
Supply (E) 400,000 54,000 11. Airborne Elect. 2,200,000 346,000 12. Berty Reaction Eng. N/A
N/A 13. Sun Engineering N/A N/A 14. SBIR Center -- 48,000 15. BPI 65,000 60,000 16.
Maintenance Concepts 72,000 36,000
17. Borden Borders 587,000 95,000 18. Akron Diversified Sys. 20,000 9,000 19. Western
Reserve Controls 700,000 240,000 20. Golden 32,000 20,400 21. WEGO --- 84,000 22.
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Fireland Furniture 600,000 120,000 23. Dataq 2,000,000 400,000 __________ _________
TOTAL 22,556,400 7,383,400
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ENHANCING SBI REPORTS WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Edward H. Osborne, Marietta College
Grace F. Johnson, Marietta College
For the last two years Marietta College's SBI students have been using Harvard Graphics to
enhance the data presentation portion of their SBI reports. Computer graphics often make
financial and other data more readable. Clients who have trouble comprehending data tables
and financial analyses are often able to understand data more readily if presented in a chart or
graphic. Harvard Graphics has several additional features that may enhance both written and
oral SBI presentations. For example, it contains a pre-programmed organization chart display.
This feature simplifies the "artwork" that goes into drawing organization charts. Changing
organization chart information (such as a "before" and "after" display) is also simplified with
this feature.
Harvard Graphics also contains text charts which, for example, may be used to product "bullet
lists" or column lists. A vast array of clip art is available in the most recent release of Harvard
Graphics, thus allowing SBI students to enhance and customize their presentations.
This workshop involves a demonstration of Harvard Graphics software, along with actual
examples from SBI cases. In addition, the workshop will include some of the fundamental
principles of information graphics.
The demonstration session will include text charts, organization charts, and graphs. The
Harvard Graphics chart gallery will be demonstrated, along with the enhancement of graphs
with added text and clip art. The software's computer-based slide show capabilities will be
demonstrated, along with special effects and commercial color slide conversion.
Since actual examples from live SBI cases will be used throughout, workshop participants
should be able to see how Harvard Graphics can be used to enhance their students' SBI
reports. The computerized slide show feature may be especially useful for enhancing SBI team
oral reports.
By the end of the workshop, participants should know the basics of how to use Harvard
Graphics software. Although the software is menu driven, it is a sophisticated software
package and may be a challenge for the first-time user. This workshop is directed toward the
novice.
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If time permits, workshop participants may experiment with the Harvard Graphics system using
their own data and ideas.
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